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City School Program in Third Year

Gifted-Talented Student
Identification Is Ongoing
By DEBBIE N. LEE
Staff Writer
Identification of students in the
gifted-talented program of the Murray
Independent School System is an ongoing process, Margaret Franklin, program director, told members of the
school board Tuesday night.
Presently, 117 students have been
identified as gifted or talented in the
program's third year of existence.
We should offer experiences within
the regular classroom for enrichment
and stimulation," Mrs. Franklin said.
"The system can do this by providing
learning opportunities, resources,
materials and aide assistance."
A 90 percent response was received to
questionnaires which were sent out during the summer to parents of students
in the program. Mrs. Franklin said
parents- were able- ter delineate—whatthey expected the program to do for
their child.
Individualized education plans
establishing a goal for each student in

the program and setting forth methods
of accomplishing it have been written.
Parent cenferences, either individually
or in groups, are planned. Mrs.
Franklin also said that gifted-talented
teacher committees have been appointed at each school.
A part-time aide assistant works with
accelerated students within the regular
classroom at the elementary and middle school level. Gifted-talented
students in grades two through eight
participate in the junior great books
reading program, Mrs. Franklin said.
In addition, exploratory experiences in
foreign languages are being offered for
all students in grades one through eight
with extra enrichment for giftedtalented students.
An eight-member gifted-talented advisory committee has been organized at
The high schoer Each -committee
member will be assigned students and
will assist them and work with other
teachers in planning the students' individual programs,she said.

Girls'Murder Investigation
Moves Into Henry County
PARIS, Tenn. (AP) — An investigation into the murder of two Stewart
County teenagers has moved into
neighboring Henry County as a
memorial fund was started to pay for
the victims'funerals.
"We're just checking out some leads
over here," said Sheriff David Hicks of
Dover as he met with Henry County
Sheriff Richard Bomar and agents of
the Tennessee Bureau of Identification
on Tuesday.
The bodies of half-sisters Vickie Lee
Stout, 16, and Carla Sue Atkins, 14, were
found in a remote area of Land Between
the Lakes State Park Sunday. The girls
had been missing since Sept. 17 when
they disappeared after making a purchase at a rural grocery near their
home.
The bodies were found several miles
from the store. Sheriff's deputies said
the bodies were badly decomposed, and
identification was made by examining
the girls' clothing.
Hicks asked Dr. Jerry T. Francisco of

Memphis, the state medical examiner,
to perform autopsies. The sheriff said
Tuesday he hoped to have at least a
preliminary report on the pest mottem
examinations by Wednesday.
Hicks said Tuesday he had asked
Henry County authorities to help With
the investigation. TBI agents were called in as well.
Hicks said there was evidence indicating that at least one of the girls
died of a gunshot wound.
• "We don't know for sure about the
other one, but she probably died the
same way," he said.
The sheriff said the investigation had
uncovered nothing to link the girls'
deaths with a series of rapes in Henry
County in recent months., Several
Henry County women have reported being raped by men who forced them off
rural roads while driving late at night.
"We haven't found anything to tie this
in with the Henry County rapes," Hicks
See MURDER,
Page 14-A, Column 6

inside today
See Page 10-A In today's edition for a sneak preview story and photos of
Howard Brandon's Car Collectors Hall of Fame in Nashville, which will
be featured in the November issue of Car Collectors Magazine.
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clear and cool
Clear and cool tonight with patchy for possible toward morning.
Lows in the low to mid 50s. Sunny
and pleasant on Thursday. Highs
in the mid to upper 70s.
Extended Forecast
Sunny mild days and clear cool
nights through the weekend.
Daytime highs Friday through
Sunday mainly in the 708. Overnight lows in the 40s.

In other business, board members accepted the low bid of $4,615 from Minter
Roofing Co. for resurfacing of the roof
of the Murray Area Vocational School.
The board set the Murray High
board-teacher forum for Oct. 23 and the
next board meeting for Oct. 30.

Committee Will
Review Pool
Concession Area
A committee was appointed Tuesday
night at the Murray-Calloway County
Parks Board meeting to review the concession stand operation at the swimming pool complex.
Parks.director Gary Holtman said he
had discussed with a contractor the
building of an addition adjacent to the
present concession stand in the
bathhouse. Holunan was directed by
the board in August to obtain estimates
on the expansion following a request
from the concessions director to
enlarge the facilities.
Several board members questioned
whether the cost of the expansion would
be recovered in concession receipts.
The committee will study this matter,
as well as investigate the possibility of
installing vending machines.
Hohman noted that there was a 29
percent profit from concession receipts
during the 1980 season, up from 21 percent in 1979. Pool profits were 25 percent in 1980, 61
/
2 percent ahead of the
1979 profit of 1111,i percent.
Three retiring members of the board
— E. L. Howe Jr., Jean Blankenship
and Stan Key — were presented plaques noting their four-year terms l)f
service on the board. Both Howe and
Mrs. Blankenship have served as chairman of the board.

State Department
Conducts Inspection
Of Tappan Lagoon
Representatives of the state Department for Natural Resources and Environmental Protection have been conducting an inspection of the liquid
waste impoundment at the Tappan
Company in Murray today.
Jim Fries, chief of the planning and
standards branch in the department's
division of water said the inspection is
being made because of concerns expressed to the office of Gov. John Y.
Brown, Jr., about a possible threat to
groundwater supplies from industrial
waste in lagoons at the Murray plant,
which is no longer in operation.
"Test results and a full report on the
inspection will be available in about a
week," Fries said.
The Murray site was one of five listed
in a congressional subcommittee report
on liquid waste impoundments believed
to be potentially hazardous to groundwater supplies. The report was issued
last week.
A Natural Resources Department
spokesman told The Murray Ledger &
Times today that "no trace of leakage
was found during a 1979 inspection of
the Tappan impoundment and that the
lagoons are located in an area that
should not cause problems with regard
to groundwater supplies."

PARKS BOARD SERVICE — Jean Blankenship, left, E. L. Howe Jr., second from right, and Stan Key, right, were
presented plaques honoring their four _years of service on the Mitrray-Calloway, County Parks Board at the board's
Tuesday night meeting. Gary,Hohman, parks director, secondfrom left, presented the ptaques to the retiring board
members Howe and Mrs. Blankenship have both served as chairman of the parks board during their terms.
Staff Photo By Debbie N lee

Wilder Hopes It Will Be Annual Event

'Spirit Day'Set Saturday At MSU
Saturday, Oct. 11, will be "Spirit
Day" at Murray State University when
the undefeated Racers go against the
University of Tennessee at Martin
Pacers in a non-conference, afternoon
game at Roy Stewart Stadium.
Jimmy Wilder, director of athletic
promotions, said it is hoped that the
event will grow into a traditional football student activity "some time each
season."
Planned for Saturday is the first annual "Great Bed Race," Bo Derek and
Dolly Parton look-alike contests, "The
Great Munch," a pizza-eating contest
and an intramural cross country run all held or culminating in the stadium
before the 1:30 p.m. kickoff.
The "Great Bed Race," Wilder said,
will pit an entry from the fraternity and
sororities against another representing
the independent organizations on the
campus.
Beginning at 5th and Main Streets at
11:30 am., the two hospital beds will be
pushed by six-member teams - three
boys and three girls - along a 41
/
2 mile
route to a finish line in the stadium.
"Riding" the beds will be student
leaders and university personnel.
Riding the first of three legs of the race
will be Terry Clark, Murray, president
of the Student Government Association
and student representative on the board
of regents, and Joanie Russell, Dawson
Springs, president of the Panhellenic
Council.
Riding the second leg will be Donna
Cornell, coordinator of student activities at the university, and Ken Brandon, Murray, president of the Interfraternity Council.
D'avid A. Wells, director of the Racer
band, and "Duncan," the Racers'
horse-costumed mascot,"wi1l;41-0 the
third leg and into the stadium.
The rider of one bed, Wilder said, will
be wearing the helmet of Racer AllAmerican Terry Love, while the rider
of the other will be wearing his jersey
with its familiar No. 13.
The winner of the Bo Derek look-alike
contest, scheduled for _11:45 a.m, in
front of the stands, will receive.a $100
wearing apparel gift certificate.
Competing will be coeds selected by

and representing the sororities and
residence halls for women on the campus.
The "Dolly Parton" look-alike contest will be a mimicry with men,
representing their residence halls,
dressed up as imitations of the famous
and busty country music entertainer. It
will be held immediately following the
Bo Derek contest.
The tugs-o-war will strain teams of
both boys and girls against each other
with the teams coming from the Greek
and independent organizations on campus.
The final event - "The Great Munch,"
the pizza-eating contest - is scheduled
for 12:45 p.m. with teams representing
fraternities, sororities and independent
organizations.
A piece-by-piece score will be kept on

thestadium's electronic scoreboard of
the pizza consumed by the two teams, each made up of two boys and two girls.
Each fraternity, sorority and
residence hall on the Murray campus
has been invited to prepare and display
a banner on the stadium Wall for the
game. Prizes ranging from $100 to $25
will be given for the three top banners
•
displayed.
Judging the events will be representatives from the fraternities, sororities
and residence halls.
The intramural cross country event,
a two-mile run, will begin and end in the
stadium, and will be run simultaneously with the other event.
"A full, exciting day has been planned," Wilder said in expressing the hope
that the events till "create a new level
of student spirit on the campus."

First Reading Of Gas Ordinance
Rate Hike On Council Agenda
An ordinance increasing natural gas
rates charged by the Murray Natural
Gas System will be heard on first
reading at the regular meeting of the
Murray City Council scheduled for 7:30
p.m. Thursday in Murray City Hall.
The rates will increase residential
and commercial rates from $3.06 per
thousand cubic feet (mcf) to $3.40 per
mcf and industrial-hospital rates from
$2.76 per mcf to $3.15 per mcf.
The new rates, as explained by Supt.
Tommy Marshall at the last meeting of
the council, would increase average
residential and commercial customers'
bills from 10.5 percent toll percent and
would be 14 perent higher for industrial and hospitarcustomers.
Another ordinance, rezoning property in the Roberson Subdivision from
single-family dwelling classification
(B-2)to allow the construction of multifamily dwellings (R-4), will also be considered on first reading.
Other items on the agenda include:
• Action on a resolution designating
the Murray High Tiger band as the
city's "Roving Ambassadors of Goodwill."

• A report on the city budget for the
first three quarters of the year from
finance committee chairman C. C.
Lowry.
• Authorization for the American
Association of Small aties, based in
Lexington, Ky., to conduct a study on
the economic and employment needs of
the Murray community. The study is
designed to identify local economicemployment problems and is a joint
project of the small cities association,
the U. S. Department of Labor and the
Office for National Programs.

Calloway Board To
Meet Thursday
The Calloway County School Board
will hold its regularly scheduled
meeting at 4:15 p.m. Thursday in the
board of education office on College
Farm Road, according to Dr. Jack
Rose,superintendent.
Items on the agenda include report of
CTBS test results, personnel and a
report on funded programs, Rose said.

Pioneering in Cable TV Cited

Ledger & Times Selected As0-he Oflop 50 Papers in Country
The Murray Ledger & Times has
been selected as one of the 50 Best
newspapers in the United States and
Canada by Production News magazine,
the official publication of the
Newspaper Technical Association.
The newspapers honored by the trade
magazine were selected because they
"have demonstrated foresight, ingenuity and a desire to excel in the
manufacture of their daily products."
The selections range from dailies
with circulations of 10,000 and less to
>metropolitan newspapers with circulations of 200,000 and above.
"The reasons they have been included are diversified," the magazine said,
"including the implementation of
sophisticated technology in the various
departments of the newspaper;
pioneering efforts in energy conservation; and the creation of new cost
centers, to name a few."
In connection with the selection of
urray's daily newspaper, the

magazine said:
"Walter L. Apperson, publisher of
The Murray Ledger & Times, has
drawn national attention to his
newspaper, as well as himself, by forming a firm to market cable equipment to
other newspapers. The firm, National
Cable-News, will provide -a one-source
outlet for newspaper people interested
in getting into the cable-news market.
"It is the type of groundbreaking
endeaver that places Apperson's paper
among the 50 best."
"We are extremely honored to have
been included in this select group of
newspapers from across the Vion,"
Apperson said. "For us to be tanked
right along-side papers such as the
Dallas Times Herald, the Baltimore
Sun and the Atlanta Constitution pays
tribute to the ideals we at the Ledger &
Times continually strive for and the
dedication and loyalty of our entire
newspaper staff."
The Murray Ledger & Times Brit

•

.

•

began operating a news service on a
channel leased from Murray Cablevision in November of 1979. The channel
(channel 13) provides local news and
weather information as well as national
news from the Associated Press 24hours per day to Murray residents who
are cablevision subscribers.
Several Murray business firms are
also featured on the channel throughout
the day in colorful advertisements.
In the near future, the AP service will
be expanded to provide state and
regional news which will be added to its
current national and international content.
The newspaper is also planning to offer "classified ad" service on the chatnetsometime after the first of the year.
"We have received a .verY positive
response from the viewers of our channel," Gene McCutcheon, managing
editor of the newspaper and coordinator of the cable-news operation
said.

"When we first began our cable
operation," McCutcheon said, "there
were less than a handful of similar
newspaper-cable operations in the
country. That being the case,there was
very little experience in the field that
we could utilize in setting up our operation.
Apperson explained that for the
reasons listed by McCutcheon, he
decided to join with Texscan-MSI of
Salt Lake City, Utah, in developing a
prototype computer-based character
generator system that could be utilized
by newspapers wishing to operate a
cable-tv channel.
About six months after the start-up of
the local operation, National CableNews, Inc., was formed. Involved in
NCN along with Apperson and McCutcheon are newspaper executives from
the Mayfield Messenger (which began
a similar cable operation at the same
time as Murray's)and Gadsden, Ala, •
Since NCN's formation, the company

•• •••.•••••••••••••••••e

has presented programs at the Kentucky Press Association's annual summer convention, the Pennsylvania
Newspaper Publishers Association convention in Erie, Pa., the Southern
Newspaper Publishers Association
Smaller Newspapers workshop in
Houston, an Inland Daily Press
seminar in Chicago and has a presentation planned for later this month before
the West Virginia Press Association.
tallest Newspapers
The 50 best newspapers selected by Production
News magazine include, in addition ton. Murray
Ledger & Times
Daily Press-Times Herald. Newport News. Va
The Pine Bluff, Ark., Commercial
The Shreveport, La.,Journal and Tune,
The Baltimore, Md.,Sun
The North Platte, Neb., Telegraph
The Springfield. III ,State Journal-Register
The Dave?
Iowa,Quad-aty Times
The Oklahoma (Sty Joumal
The Eugene,Ore., Rol/bier-Guard
The Glouschester. N.J., County Times
The Allentown, Pa.,Call-Chronicle
The Atlanta Journal-Constitution
The Charleston. W. Va.,Gazette
The Charleston, W. Va., Daily Mall
The FeyettevIlle, N C., Observer and Times
"........00.eselekowssarosere.,- -owes.'

Ir

The Galveston, Texas, Daily News
The Great Falls, Mont ,Tribune
The ogdeti, Utah,Standard Examiner
The SouthbencL Ind.,Trikune
The Tarentum Valley, Pi., News Dispatch
The Fort Myers, Fla., News-Press
The Nashua, N H Telegraph
The Worcester, Mass., Telegram and Gazette
The Boston, Mass.,Herald-Ameriran
The Cedar Rapids, Iowa,Gazette
ne Sante Fe, N M., New Mexican
The Columbia. Mo ,Tribune
The Barre, Vt.,Times-Argus
The Providence, R.I., Journal-Bulletin
The Albany, N.Y, Times-Union and Knickerbocker News
The Dallas Times Herald
The las Vegas, Nev., Review Journal
The St Joseph, Mo.,Gazette and News-Press
The Spartanburg. S. C Hearld-Journal
The Iferatur. Ala., Daily
The Yonkers, N.Y., Hearld Statesman
The Anchorage, Alaska, News-Times
The Y LIMB, Ariz.,Sun
The White Plains, N.Y , Reporter-Dispatch
The Troy,Ohio, Daily News
The Jasper, Ala, Mountain Eagle
The Detroit, Mich., News
The Minneapolis Star and Tribune
The Washington, D. C .St,.
The Edrnonton, Canada. Journal
The Winnipeg, Canada, Free Press
The Toronto, Caned/tin,Star
The Colorado Sprinp,Co ,Sun
The San Joie, Calif., Mercury News

•
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Community Calendar Events

Askews Honored

•

Wednesday , Oct. 8 •
Murray Bass Club is
scheduled to meet at 6 30 p.m.
at the Sirloin Stockade,
Thursday,0t9
Camp 592 of the Woodmen of
the World will meet at 6:30 p.m.
at the Holiday Inn,
Gamma Gamma Chapter of
Beta Sigma Phi will meet at 7
p.m. at the home of Brenda
Jones. .

-

Country
and
Toran
Homemakers Club will meet at 7
p.m. at the home of Verona
Grogan.
Grove 6126 of the Woodmen of
the World will meet at 6 p.m. at
the Triangle Inn.
Year end tennis potluck for
the women of the Murray Country Club will be at 6:30 p.m. at
the club with meat, drinks, and
bread furnished and A group to
bring vegetables or salads, B
group to bring des.serts, and C
group to bring hors d'oeuvres.
After School Bible Club will
meet at the First Christian Church.

Friday,Oct. 10 ,
Thursday,Ott 9
Greater Paducah Chapter of
Mission Board of Blood River
Baptist Association will meet at Parents Without Partners will
6 pin, at the Memorial Baptist meet at 8 p.m. at the home of
Nell Lacy,Paducah.
Church.
New Members Dinner for
Workshop in Acrylic-Pastels
will be from 1 to 3 p.m. at the the Murray Country Club will
start with social hour at 6 p.m.
Murray Art Guild.
followed by dinner at 7 p.m. In
charge of arrangements are
Royal
92
Murray Chapter No.
and Mesdames Stuart
Arch Masons will meet at 7:30 Messrs
Poston, Mike Ridley, Frank
p.m, at the lodge hall.
Edwards, David McMullin,
and A. B. Crass.
in
meet
will
Club
Bicycle
Room 103, Faculty Hall, Murray
Youth Lock-In will be at 10
State University, at 7 p.m. In- p.m. at the Memorial Baptist
terested persons are invited to Church. Cost will be $5 plus
attend.
money for breakfast at
Douglas ('enter will be open McDonald's.
from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. for the
Shopping for Senior Citizens
Senior Citizens' activities. Lunch
will be held and call 753-0929
will be at 12 noon.
by 915 a.m. for morning shopfor
Activities for the Hazel Senior ping and by 11:30 a.m.
7
Citizens will be from 10 alit to 2 afternoon shopping
p.m. at the Hazel Center with
. Senior Citizens activities
lunch at 11:45 am.
will be from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m.
at the Douglas Center with
Mothers Day Out will be at 9 lunch served at 1,2 noon.
a.m. at the First Baptist Church.
Hazel Senior Citizens will
10 a.m. to 2 p.m. at
Baptist Young Women of First meet from
Center with lunch at
Baptist Church will have a salad Hazel
supper at 630 p.m. at the 11:45 a.m.
Fellowship Hall.

"Oliver," melodic, humorous,
and musical adaptation of
Dickens' Oliver Twist, will be
00.-partment of
presented by:'
fea1I•e, -Nr-ray
.71Speech
State, at .s University Theatre,
Fine Arts Department, MSU, at
8 p.ria. Admission will be $3 for
adults and $1.50 children.

Inds Thurs.
7:15,940

Robert
Redford

BRUBAKER -5,;
GnstmIDIr• 7534314
ru than

CHEVY
CHASE
0005E0
DANGERFIELD

Arlo Thur.
7.70.9 15

The children of Mr. and Mrs. T. L. Askew of Dover, Tenn.,
will honor their parents with a tea in celebration of their 40th
wedding anniversary on Sunday, Oct. 12, from 2 to 4 p.m. at
the Fellowship Hall of the First Baptist Church, Dover, Tenn.
Mrs. Askew is the former Winnie Herndon. All friends and
relatives are invited to attend. The family requests that
guests not bring gifts.

1

Mothers Morning Out will be
at 9 a.m. at the First Christian'
Church.

Legion of Mary of St. Leo's
Second night of "Oliver"
Catholic Church will meet at
-wttrbe-preserrted—1010-41nTarttirrectory--the University Theatre, Fine
Progressive Homemakers Arts Center, Murray State.
the
at
p.m.
7
at
Club will meet
Admission is$3 for adults and
home of Shirley Morton, 1612 $1.50 for children.
Sunset Drive.

Events at Land Between the
Lakes will include Makin'
Molasses from 9:30 a.m. to
3:30 p.m. atc. Empire Point:.
Astronomy's Greatest Hits at
•
8 p.m. at Golden Pond Visitors
10
Oct.
Friday,
Center Theater; Managing
Workshop in Watercolors Land for Wildlife at 2 p.m. and
will be from 1 to 4 p.m. at the Hunter Safety at 3:30 p.m.,.,
Murray Art Guild.
both at Center Station.

Ellis Center will be open from
10 a.m. to 3 p.m. for activities by
the Murray Senior Citizens with
lunch at 12 noon.

.•

own

the

••

arden Pat/u,
:•

Robert Blake
'Dyne Cannon

COAST TO COAST

Hum Thurs.
720.920

Thrv Myr 10/ 16
7:10,9:05
George Burns

Cheitaut Se •753.3314

:kra&aaaaaaira.:-.:•-:-: By MRS. W.P. WiLLIAMS aaaaaaaaaa.:•:•:aaa..-.
:
.Have you noticed how the
shrubs and outdoor plants
have perked up since the
rain? It seems they have new
life and are ready to prepare
themselves for a long rest
this winter. If they can get
sufficient moisture before it
gets cold, they will have a
much better chance of going
through what may be a hard,
cold time ahead. I have
already heard folks begin to
say they are tired of rain, but
they have forgotten how
awful all growing things looked during July and August. I
think we have all been
refreshed. In talking about,
the wonderful showers, a
friend of mine said happily,
"God watered my flowers for
me last night." That is the
way most of us felt.
We have not yet had enough
to thoroughly soak the roots
of our trees or even the larger
of our shrubs The ground

Murray
Ledger & Times

was not only dry but hard and
it will take a lot of moisture to
get down deep. The water
table needs to be raised, for it
was certainly at a low level.
The ground is in much better shape and can be worked
mole easily. Now is, the time
to think of what we want to
plant. I like to plant new
shrubs in the fall as it seems
to give them time to get
established before putting out
new growth in the spring.
What do you plan to set out?
Shrubs are, for me. the
most satisfactory of all
plants. They require less attention after planting. Most
shrubs are disease free and
insect free If planted properly, they require little else but
plenty of mulch and
moisture. The list of varieties
is unlimited. There are types
and sizes to suit a small informal yard or a large stately
one
of the ne'wer
One ,
hygrangeas is called
Forever Pink." It grows only about three feet tall and
about as wide and will bloom
continuously throughout the
summer and/ fall. It has a.
graceful shaide and a luscious
rich pink blossom
The varigated hydrangea is
another of them. The foliage
is the outstanding beauty as
each leaf is bordered with
cream color and in addition
the big flat blossom is
unusually beautiful,
. One of the VibUrnums that I
love is one called "Mariesi."
It is a large Shrub and needs
to be set alone as a
specimen. It is laden with
blooms on each branch and is
really a show piece.
Another Viburnum is one
name
long
a
with
Carlcephalum. This is the
sweet smelling snowball. The
definite, but delicate scent
will fill a yard with perfume
It has a tendency to sprawi a
bit, but it isn't objectionable
for it is lovely
One other shrub I want to
mention is the Eunonymus
called "Etats Compacts" It
will be a fiery red bush as
csoe aa the frost touchPs it In
the fall. And I always feel
that no yard is - complete
without it.
So choose your shrubs now
and be ready to put them in
the ground before December
Next spring you will reap a
wonderful reward.

Jo Burkeen, Local Scene Editor

Rainey'

Scarbroughs To Meet
The annual Scarbrough Family Reunion will be held Sunday, Oct. 12, at the Ellis Community Center.
A basket lunch will be served at noon, according to a family
spokesman who invites all family members and friends to attend.

Colorado — Colorado Springs — and the Broadmore
more than lived up to their
glorious reputations. Just
about everybody who journeys
to that area comes back filled
with praise and excitement.
It's so different!! For one
thing, the high altitude makes
it necessary to play tennis
with high altitude balls.

By

diminutive package of
dynamite, spoke to the
southern newspaper people on
the last day of the convention,
and she had us rolling in the
aisle, with her quips.
She says she started writing
her syndicated column twenty
years ago because she was
sick of untying knots out of wet
baby shoe strings, with her

RAINEY APPERSON

teeth, after they had wet on
them all day long.
By far the most startling
fact she relayed to us was that
most husbands are living
above their means. In other
words, she places the
monetary value of a house
wife and mother at $18,500.
The. question is "Who can afford us?"

The Broadmore is a special
kind of place. The spelling of
the Broadmore is always the
same — with the "little a."
Legend has it that the ColA benefit supper and gospel.singing for the WPSD-TV Criporado ranchers who started
Children's Telethon will be held Saturday, Oct. 11, at the
pled
funthe
it
gave
the Broadmore
Community Center, sponsored by the Dexter
Dexter
to
.
ny spelling as a "put down'
Homemakers Club.
the high faluting hotel, "The
Plate lunches featuring chicken and dressing will be servAntlers."
ed for $1.25 each from 4 to 6:45 p.m.
So the story goes, the folks
The program featuring the Kings Sons, Uplifts, and Donald
at "The Antlers" looked down
Singers will start at 7 p.m. Admission will be
Stindleman
at
the
folks
the
their noses at
.
. . .
free.
Broadmore, so to repay their
A homemade quilt will be given away at 8 p.m., and
snobbery — they always spellthe program, accorduring
another quilt will be auctioned
ed the Broadmore with the
ding to a club spokesman who urges the public to attend this
'aittle.a.LAs fate would have
benefitevent.
it — a few yeara ago the
Broadmore owners bought out
"The Antlers", and now they
own it all!!
One of the delights of Colorado is white water rafting
it is accomplished in a small
PRESENTS CHECK — Noble Bobby Fike, right, chairman
a
rubber raft — with oars to
of the local Shrine Club Golf Tournament: presented
guide you over the white water
,L.
check for $2,500 to the Illustrious Potentate Donald
and the sharp rocks. The
of
Starnes, left, of Rizpah Temple, at the recent meeting
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-Special Quilts-

--Wallin-Patton Vows Planned-- Displayed At Meeting
Of The Creative Arts
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Mr. and Mrs. E. C. Wallin of
Murray announce the engagement and approaching marriage of their daughter, Lisa
Carol, to Anthony Wayne Patton of Greenville,son of Cledis
Patton of Harold and Mrs. Jo
Ann Patton of Paris,Tenn.
The bride-to-be, a 1979
graduate of Murray High
School, attended Murray State
University. She is presently
employed at Wallin Hardware,Paris,Tenn.
Miss Wallin is the granddaughter of Mrs. Margaret S.
Fuqua of Mayfield.
The groom-elect, a 1973
graduate of Henry County
High School, Paris, Tenn., is a
Produce Specialist for Wetterau Food Services, Greenville Division, Greenville.
Mr. Patton is the grandson
of Mr. and Mrs. Joe Cravens
of McKenzie, Tenn.
The wedding will be solemnized on Saturday, Nov. 15, at
7 p.m. at the First Christian
Church, Murray, with John
Dale officiating. A reception
will follow at the church.
Only out of town invitations
will be sent. All friends and
relatives are invited to attend
the wedding and the reception.

Lou Ann Philpot directed a
demonstration on "Quilting"
at the meeting of the Creative
Arts Department of the Murray Woman's Club held on
Monday,Sept. 22, at 9:30 a.m.
at the club house.
Mrs. Philpot showed different quilting frames that
persons can use. She asked
each member to bring old and
new quilts for display.
Jo Oakley showed some of
the oldest quilts with one of the
quilts being in her family
since the 1800's. The quilt was
appliqued and embroidered
patch work on satin and
velvet.
A, quilt made in the early
1900's of the state flowers with
the 48 states and 13 stripes was
shown by Eva Morris.
Toopie Thomas showed a
coverlet made by a grandmother in 1939. It was a a Yo
Yo with the pieces being the

Gamma Gamma-

To Hear Mis_ Blackford Atillea

For Information
Regarding

Electrolysis
(Permanent
Removal of Hair
Call

753-8856

4
Mayfield with her husband,
Joel, for the past 15 years.
They have two daughters,
Connie McCall, Charleston,
S.C., and Jane Blackford,
Nashville, Tenn.
Mrs. Blackford's topic will
be the work of Bill Zimmerman. The well known wildlife
artist will be a guest of the
chapter Kt Oct. 23. He will
meet the public at the Bank of
Murray, University Branch,
from 11, a.m. to 2 p.m. On
display will be his latest
prints, Harvest Moon and The
Eagles..They can be purchased at that time. Proceeds will
go to the chapter.

,

PARIS PATIENT
Pearl Nance of Puryear,
Tenn., has been dismissed
from the Henry County
Hospital, Paris, Tenn.
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NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
Bush, baby girl (Betty), Rt.
2, Puryear, Tenn.
Stalls, baby girl (Connie),
. Rt. 1, Hazel.
Peoples, baby girl (Donna),
313 South 11th Street,
Mayfield.

••••/.•

Gallery, located in the Dixieland Shopping Center
features prints from the
Frame House Gallery. Mrs.
Blackford originally opened
her business on Highway 121
in 1975. She moved to her present location in 1978 when she
purchased The Gallery.
An avid wildlife enthusiast,
Mrs. Blackford became interested in print collecting
when Ray Harm made his
many wildlife walks through
Land Between the Lakes. She
started collecting his prints
from the Ray Harm Wildlife
Inc., now known as the Frame
House Gallery.
Mrs. Blackford received her
Masters Degree in Art and
History from Murray State
University. She has lived in

MICHELSON'S
fiver(f

8.1 A., Show.,

OLDEST QUILT - Jo Oakley, left, showed a quilt that has been in her family since the
1800's at the meeting of the Creative Arts Department of the Murray Woman's Club.
The quilt is appliqued and embroidered patch work on satin and velvet. On the right is
Lou Ann Philpot, vice chairman of the department.
SHOPLIFTING
The National Coalition to
Prevent Shoplifting, based in
Atlanta, is the largest citizens'
program on crime prevention
in the United States. It was
organized in 1979.

ok
u<<\<<s

PARIS PATIENT
Rex Owen of Puryear,
Tenn., has been dismissed
from the Henry County
Hospital, Paris, Tenn.

DISMISSALS
Myron D. Vardeer, Box 5597,
Hart Hall, MSU, Murray;
Mrs. Louella Jones, 256
Riviera Trailer Court, Murray; Mrs. Jackie L. Noel and
baby girl, Rt. 4, Cadiz; Brittany C. Shelton, F-7 Souttiside
Manor, Muray.
J. C. Dunn, 706 Irvan Court,
Murray; Mark A. Eakin, Box
5341 Hart Hall, MSU, Murray;
Mrs. Iva Lee Knight,213South
11th Street, Murray; Harold
R. Smith, Sr., Rt. 1, Box 83,
Dexter; Baxter 0. Wade, Rt.
6, Box 112, Paris,Tenn.
Mrs. Eula V. Finney, Rt. 2,
Box 133, Hazel; Tammie M.
Nance, Box 131, Murray; Mrs.
Mary W. Wall, Rt. 6, Box 3,
Murray; Mrs. Phyllis J. Dunn,
Rt.8, Merry Wood Drive, Benton; Mrs. Joyce Stout, Rt. 3,
Box 186, Murray.
Mrs. Nancy L. Moffitt, Rt. 1,
Farmington; Mrs Virginia
Burton, Box 116, Puryear,
Tenn.; Mrs. Jenny D. Cornwell, 1309 Main Street, Benton; William Roy Lawrence,
Rt. 2, Wingo; Mrs. Louise

Pier 1 imports

Murray; Mrs. Monica D. Tune
and baby boy, 706 E. Wood,
Paris, Tenn.; Mrs. Wanda M.
Greer, Rt. 3, Paris,Tenn.
Mrs. Sherryl Leach, Box 12,
Dexter; Mrs. Judy F..
Brumley, B-00 Fox Meadows,
Murray; Mrs. Nancy J.
ReifekRt.5,Box 520, Murray;
Irl R.Somers,Rt.6, Murray.
Paul S. Von Schoech, Rt. 6,
Box 110-B, Murray; Elvis
Compton, Rt. 1, Herndon;
James A. Turner, Rt. 5, Murray; Mrs. Lochie B. Hart, 1313
Payne Street, Murray.

Buckingham, Box 333, Murray.
Fred Dick, Rt. 4, Murray;
Mrs. Mabel M. Dillard, 404
North Cherry, Murray;
Argyle M. Finley, 824 South
Ninth Street, Murray; Mrs.
Pollyanna Lovett (expired),
1417 Vine_Street, Murray.
10-5-80
NO NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
DISMISSALS
Terry B. Henderson, 103
North 14th Street, Murray;
Mrs. Martha D. Andrus and
baby boy, 1312 Poplar Street,

c
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SPITAL NEWS

Miss Lisa Carol Wallin
and Anthony Wayne Patton

Gladys Blackford, owner of
the Blackford House Gallery
in Murray will be the guest
speaker for the Gamma Gamma Chapter of Beta Sigma
Phi, on Thursday Oct. 9, at
7:00 p.m. in the home of Brenda Jones.
Blackford
House
The

size of a nickel.
A flower garden quilt mad.by the mother of Anna Mary
Adams and which won first
place in the Tennessee State
Fair in 1940 was shown try
Mrs. Adams.
Dorothy McKenzie had a
quilt that was made and embroidered with the names of
the 1,600 members of the Third
Presbyterian Church of
Toledo, Ohio, which was given
to her in 1935.
Shown by Venela Sexton
was an improved 9 patch quilt
made by the First Christian
Church Women and given in
the early 1900's.
Many more new and old
quilts were on display.
Hostesses were Urbena
Koenen, Anna Mary Adams,
Edith'Garrison, Venela Sexton,and Eva Hopkins.
The next meeting will be
held on Oct. 27 with the lesson
to be on "Water Colors."

ssociaLe

WITH A MINIMUM
PURCHASE QF $10.00
YOU WILL RECEIVE

ONE FREE TICKET
TO THE UT-MARTIN VS.
MURRAY STATE FOOTBALL,
GAME, SATURDAY OCT. 11TH

Oaks Club Breakfast
A country ham breakfast will be served at the Oaks Country Club on Saturday,Oct. 11,from 7:30 to 8:30 a.m.
In charge of the arrangements will be Burlene Brewer,
Vicki Nance, Jeanie Morgan,and Wanda Brown.

1

Bazaar At Library
.. 1
BEL AIR CENTER
U.S. 641 SOUTH
MURRAY

The annual bazaar of the Northside Independent Church,
Murray, will be held Saturday, Oct. 11, at the Calloway
Public Library.
The bazaar will open at 9 a.m. and the public is urged to attend, a church spokesman said.

Parents Chapter
Plans For Events
The Greater Paducah Chapter of Parents Without Partners
has planned events for the coming week. They include the
following:
Oct. 10 - Orientation on "PWP Fun, Fellowship and
Philosophies" at the home of Nell Lacy,Paducah,at 8 p.m.
Oct. 11-Dancing at the Moose Club, Paducah,at 9 p.m.
Oct. 12-Family Activity at 2:30 p.m. with bowling at the
Red Bird Lanes, Mayfield.
Oct. 15- Coffee and conversation at 7 p.m. at the home of
Faye Branch,523 Anderson, Mayfield.
Oct. 17 - General meeting at 8 p.m. at the American
Legion Hall, Paducah. The program will be a "Body-Building
Exhibition."
Oct. 18 - Potluck at 7 p.m. at the home of Carol Hobb.
Mayfield. "
All single parents are invited to attend, according to a
chapter spokesman. For information call 1-247-5703 or 1-6238684..
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Looking Rack

Opinion Page

10 Years Ago

EDITORIAL

Unanswered Questions
State Department spokesman
John Trattner was being
quizzed by reporters the other
day about the Russian soldier
who turned up at the U.S. Embassy in Kabul seeking asylum.
What was his rank? Was he tired
of fighting in Afghanistan?
Where does he want to go?
The State Department cannot
answer those questions, said
Trattner, because no one in the
U.S.
,
Embassy in Kabul is fluent
enough in Russian to interview
the soldier.
Did we hear that right? Yes,
says Trattner
Where has the State Department been for the last couple of
years? A coup put a pro-Soviet
government in power in Afghanistan in 1978. Last December the
Russians arrived in force —
80,000 troops who for 10 months
have been waging war on the
native population. Kabul is
swarming with Russians. Afghan government officials have
Soviet "deputies" working at
theii sitte-.--Sovieteconothigts are
remodeling the economic system to turn the country into an-

WASHINGTON
TODAY
An AP News Analysis
By WALTER R.. MEARS
AP Special Correspondent
WASHINGTON (AP) — The
numbers,the polls,the states — they all
come out Ronald Reagan's way. But
President Carter is within reach of a reelection comeback, if the issues and the
big states break his way.
And the only safe election bet, with a
scant month to go, is hedged.
Republican Reagan is well ahead in
the column that counts, rated the leader
r in 25 states with 236 electoral votes. National surveys of public opinion give
him the edge; the latest AP-NBC News
poll shows Reagan favored by a sevenpoint margin.
Carter's South is likely to crack;
Reagan's West is more secure.
The two biggest states seem true to
form, but Reagan aide James A. Baker
says the candidate is in more solid command in California, for 45 electoral
votes, than Carter is in New York, for
41.
Independent John B. Anderson
threatens to lure away votes that could
be vital to Carter in such states as
Pennsylvania, Michigan, Wisconsin,
Connecticut and Oregon.
An Associated Press survey of the
campaign situation state by state showed Reagan rated theleader for 236 electoral votes and Carter for 141, with 171
in states now considered too close to
forecast.
But those appraisals are based on
polls and the soundings of state politicians one month before the balloting. If
incumbency has put Carter on the
defensive in a time of economic trouble,
it also makes him the candidate with
the power to influence events; Reagan
says he is bracing himself in case of an
"October surprise."
Furthermore, such pivotal states as
Texas, Illinois, Pennsylvania .and
Florida are rated among the tossup
states in the AP survey. So is
Massachusetts, although the trend
there appears to be toward Carter.
Among -them, they have 110 electoral
votes.
Reagan now is rated the leader in
Michigan and New Jersey, both
Republican states in 1976, and in Ohio,
which Carter won in the last election.
Those states have another 63 electoral
votes.
Carter is going to need most of those
states to win a second term.
Carter won his first term with 297
electoral votes, just 27 more than he
had to have. It was the narrowest electoral vote margin in 60 years. Now a
dozen of the 23 states he carried last
time are rated as tossups or as leaning
toward Reagan. Five states that went
Republican in 1976 are considered too
close to project.
The AP-NBC poll, completed Sept. 24,
showed 42 percent of likely voters
favored Reagan at that point, 33 percent Carter and 13 percent Anderson,
with the rest scattered or undecided.
The margin of error was 4 percent,
which could make it a deadlock in
popular support.
Tljat included the current
preferences dt people who said they
haven't really decided which candidate
to sitpport on Nov. 4, and Reagan held a
similar 9 point lee,::.::_nt)r.a.that group.
But there are hints that some issues
may cut Carter's way in the final
weeks. The poll reflects a modest increase in public optimism about the
future of the economy.

other satellite of Moscow.
But the U.S. State Department does not have a single foreign service officer stationed in
Kabul who can speak Russian.
That's a fine way to run our diplomatic listening-post in Afghanistan.'
As part of their campaign to
Sovietize the country, the Russians have decreed that their
language be taught in the
schools of Kabul. If we ask politely, maybe they'll let some of
our embassy people attend the
classes.

CAPITAL IDEAS

111EARTLiN

Congressional Work
By TOM R.AUM
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) — Congress has
taken some heat for leaving on lin election recess With much work undone —
Such as the federal budget — but it did
produce a flurry of legislation in the
final days.
For instance, it passed bills renaming
federal buildings in New Haven and
Hartford, Conn.; Pittsburgh; Portland,
Ore.; Syracuse, N.Y.; Concord, N.H.;
and Topeka, Kan. — after former
members.
Also adopted in the hectic closing
days were bills "to regulate the feeding
of garbage to swine" and to establish a
"National Patriotism Week" and a
"National Lupus Week."
Measures ordering the printing of "a
self-guided tour brochure" to the U.S.
Botanic Gardens and of a collection of
statements "made in tribute to the late
Mamie Doud Eisenhower" also won approval.
Rep. Robert Doman, R-Calif., even
inserted in the Congressional Record a
tribute to "someone whose daily
schedule rivals the most grueling election year schedule of anyone in the
House."
"I speak," said Doman, "of noted
producer, entertainer and 25-year-host
of American Bandstand, Dick Clark."
Senate Majority Leader Robert Byrd,
D-W.Va., who gives occasional lectures
on the lore of the Senate, gave a
freshman senator a lecture on how to
get things done — and how not to — in
the Senate.
As the session stretched into the early
morning hours, Byrd asked unanimous

consent that the Senate recess until 1
p.m.
"I object," said Sen. John Melcher,
D-Mont. Byrd looked confused. It was
the type of motion rarely challenged.
Be then noted. . pointedly that _be
understood Melcher wanted the Senate
to take up a bill creating sf Rattlesnake
Wilderness Area in Montana.
"I love him, I respect him, but I
should like a little courtesy in return,"
Byrd said. "I want to cooperate with
the senator, want to help him when I
can, but I suggest that the best way to
achieve his goal is not to attempt to
obstruct the leadership when it attempts to move the Senate along in
orderly fashion."
Sen. Wendell Ford, D-Ky.', approached Melcher, talked with him, put his
arm around him and walked out of the
chamber with him.
Byrd repeated his request and it was
granted. After the Senate recovened at
1 p.m., the bill was called up and passed.
Sometimes the "dramatic pause"
backfires, Rep. Dan Rostenkowski, DIll., recently learned as he was trying to
persuade the House not to consider a
measure until it had undergone committee scrutiny.
"Here we are, legislating on the floor
of the House ..," Rostenkowski said,
pausing Mt effect.
But his pause gave Republicans their
chance. They sent up a chorus of yeas
before the bewildered member could
finish his statement: "... on a matter
that should have been considered in
committee."

Business Mirror

Heartline is a service for senior
Citizens, Its purpose is to answer questions and solve problems. If you have a
question or a problem not answered in
these columns, write to Heartline, 119
East Dayton St., West Alexandria, Ohio
45381. You will receive a prompt reply,
but you must include a self-addressed,
stamped envelope. The most useful
replies will be printed in this column.
HEARTLINE: I have multiple lung
disorders which make it easy and very
dangerous for me to catch a cold. I am
housebound much of the long winter.
My house is getting old and harder to
heat. I had it insulated last year, but it
still gets cold in my bedroom. I have
been thinking of getting a little floor
heater or electric baseboard heater for
that one room. Because of my medical
condition, will Medicare help pay for a
small heater for my bedroom, that is, if
my doctor says that it is medically
necessary? P.E.
ANSWER: No. We are sorry, but
Medicare will not help pay for any kind
of heating appliance.
For much more information on
Medicareand a long list of the most frequently necessary Services and items
covered and not covered by Medicare,
send $1.75 to Heartline's Guide to
Medicare, 114 East Dayton St., West
Alexandria, Ohio 45381.

Bible Thought
There was a man sent from
God, whose name was John.
John 1:6.
Just as God sent someone
ahead of Jesus to tell about
Him, so he sends you and Me
biter Him to do the same.

HEARTLINE: I noticed that from
time to time you have interesting
statistics in your column. I was sitting
around talking to friends recently and
we found that we all had different opinions or ideas on certain things. Cad'
you give us the statistics on the age
breakdown of people over age 60, and
a*-11 r—atio oi numfilhafbelong to a,
particular religion and a ratio comparing the education of Americans over
age 60. B.M.
ANSWER: Surely! Of all Americans
over the age of 60,33% are age 60 to 64,
30% are age 65 to 69, and 37% are age 70
and over.
As far as major religions, 67% are
Protestant, 26% are Catholic, 30% are
Jewish and 4% are members of other
religions.
58% of those now over age 60 have
had some high school or less. 35% are
high school graduates or have some college. 7% are college graduates or post
graduates.
This information, which we will call
Senior Citizen Trivia, statistics being
such a dull and boring work, was obtained from Americana Healthcare
Corporation survey data.
HEARTLINE: Could you please tell
me a way for a Senior Citizen to find
pen pals in other parts of the country. I
used to have several, but all have died,
and I really miss writing letters, exchanging ideas and bits of information
about the area we live. Any help will be
appreciated. F.S.
ANSWER: Yes. Heartline has a Pen
Pal Club exclusively for people over the
age of 50. For full information, write to
Heartline's American 60 Club, 114 East
Dayton St., West Alexandria, Ohio
45381. Be sure to send a long, selfaddressed and stamped envelope.

tiumiff

The Story Of

Calloway County

The Matter Of Prices

1822-1976
AP Business Antikyst
NEW YORK (AP) — Does it really
matter to know that producer prices of
finished goods rose 0.4 percent rather
than fell 0.2 percent last month, as
measured in the traditional way?
It does when you consider that the
election is but a month away, that
numbers often are accepted these days
without question, and that the "improvement" was claimed as proof of
economic leadership.
But, as some people now know, the
methodology was changed from other
months and other years by including,
for the first time, data on cash rebates
given to dealers by American
automobile manufacturers.
Because of this data, which make today's producer price index noncomparable with that of previous months,
the administration was able to say that
a 4'.2-year string of rising prices had
been broken.
The Labor Department maintained
that the change in methodology and the
nearness to the election was mere conincidence, and that its mission had not
been undermined by politics.
But the Bfgan's integrity needn't be
involved at all for you to be wary of
numbers. In this, the computer age, we
often accept the numbers as absolute,
and sometimes substitute them for
hard thinking.
To do so is to risk being misled,
because the numbers are as fallible as
those behind them,and exploitable.
Not too long ago,the Federal Reserve
misstated the weekly money supply
figures because it believed, the computer. Iliter it found a massive clerical
error at one of its reporting member
banks
When the US. Commerce Department was mrting th so,nroach of a
- trillion dollar economy, it erected, a
display calculator in its lobby that
measured every gain in Gross National
Product. There was a celebration when
the day came; there should have been

none. The trillion dollar mark was
achieved by counting inflation as a product.
Economists, including Julius Shiskin,
former commissioner of the Bureau of
Labor Statistics, have long maintained
that the public focus on the monthly
jobless figures often misleads as well as
leads.
A few days ago came the annountement that September unemployment
dropped — to 7.5 percent of the civilian
labor force from 7.6 percent. A onetenth of one percent drop, a drop that
could result from error, a drop that
might later be revised out of existence.
Such revisions are common in retail
sales. When the percentages gains or
reverses are reported for a particular
month you may be almost certain that
the previous month's figures are
simultaneously revised,
Beware /the numbers. Good as they
are — and professionals say those compiled in the United States are the best —
they can mislead. Those who compile
them can mislead; those who interpret
them too.
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Traffic accidents were running 20 per cent greater than the
previous year in the state, however exceeded the score in Calloway,
including a crash into a funeral procession north of Murray in which
five riders were injured. Within a single day as high as five accidents occurred. The toll of accidents at the Hazel curve had become appalling, prompting the writers to make a personal appeal
to the highway commissioner of Tennessee to participate in a twostate conference to reduce the hazard. Henry Ward, Kentucky
highway commissioner, agreed to participate. As a result major
alterations were effected and the toll markedly reduced in the
following years, yet retains dangerous features. In a time when
faith in public officials was diminishing, the Vietnam War validity
being actively challenged by hundreds of thousands of youths, it
was encouraging to be witness to responses when forcefully presented to both Tennessee and Kentucky road officials.
Persuading public officials may be artfuly constituted and such
was the instance of the Citizens Advisory Committee of Murray
whose members presented the case to the common council for the
need of an increase in city taxes, necessary for raises and service
of maintaining a new fire station on South 16th Street and a new
$10,000 fire truck. Council members agreed December 15 to a
10 per cent tax base increase and a doubling of the car sticker
licensed up to $10. Increasing of taxes through impartial committee
recommendations is far less painful for politicians than accepting
the responsibility as representatives, as Napoleon Bonapart found
in the early 19th Century.
Calloway County Fair held a successful seven-day run with
the first of the week beauty contest setting the stage. Rita Hurd
was crowned queen by retiring queen Ginger Pierte under the
watchful and approving eyes of the Sigma Department of the Murray Woman's Club.
Going out of the field to fecognize one of Calloway's outstanding young farmers is a voyage of major importance to our
people. William E. (Bill Ed) Hendon was winner of three awards
for three achievements by the Tennessee Valley Association Test
Demonstration Families in convention at Corinth, Miss., July 2.
Not certain, however, but believe Bill Ed was recognized for his
20 years farm work as an outstanding agriculturist in dairy farming,1
farm management, and family management. Sure the old neighbor
boy will forgive if the recollections are all mixed up.

N

To Be Continued

Pictured today is an aerial view of the
Roy Stewart Stadium, now under construction at Murray State University.
Deaths reported include Leonas
(Tuck) Pace, 77, Mrs. Durwood
Walker, 65, Mrs. Margaret Downs, 50,
and Tremon B. McCui_ston, 57.
Speakers for Layman's Day on Oct.
11 at various United Methodist Churches will include Lowell Palmer of
Kirksey at Bethel, Ben Haley of DexterHardin at Independence, and Eunice
Henry of Martin's Chapel at Brooks
Chapel.
Danny Wayne Geurin, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Otis M. Geurin, has been named
the executive officer for the second battalion in the 800 Man Reserve Officers
Training Brigade at Murray State
University. Larry D. Wilson, son of Mr.
and Mrs. Charles B. Wilson, has been
named to command the Ranger Company.
Births reported include a girl to Mr.
and Mrs. Larry Leslie op Oct. 5.
Betty Scott, art instructor at Murray
High School, and her student teacher,
Jackie Farrell, presented the program
at the recent meeting of the Kappa
Department of the Murray Woman's
Club.
Cook's Jewelry is moving from 509
West Main Street to the Central Shopping Center, according to an ad published today.

20 Years Ago
The Murray Rotary Club was given a
tour on Oct. 6 of the Murray Manufacturing Company and shown the new and
modern equipment which has been installed over the past 11
/
2 years.
The Rev. Billy G. Hurt has resigned
as pastor of the Scott's Grove Baptist
Church to become the pastor of the
First Baptist Church, Benton.
Marilee Easter, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Woodrow C. Easter, Murray, has
enrolled at the Southern Missionary
College,Collegedale,Tenn.
Gail Houston, niece of Dr. and Mrs.
Hugh Houston, is a member of the
freshman class at Connecticut College,
New London, Conn.
Elected as officers of the Pep Club of
Murray College High School were
Wesley Kelley, Dora Vaughn, Patsy
Bailey, Ann Evans,Patsy McClure,and
Hamp Brooks.
The Murray High School Tigers lost
to Bowling Green in a football game
here at Holland Stadium last night. This
was the first defeat of the season for
Murray.

30 Years Ago
The Murray Chamber of Commerce
today announced that it will Conduct a
"Get Out The Vote" campaign in a concerted effort to get everyone to vote in
the November general election, according to Paul Gholson, executive
secretary of the MCC.
Deaths reported include Edd Harmon,65.
Murray City Councilman Burgess
Parker was instructed to get a street
light placed at the intersection of
Eighth and Chestnut Streets by the
council at the meeting held this week.
The Garden Department of the Murray Woman's Club has voted to join the
Garden Club of Kentucky,Inc.
The Murray High School Tigers lost
to the Fulton Bulldogs by the score of 33
to 6 in a football game at Fulton. This is
the first win over Murray for Fulton
since 1938.
The Murray State College
Thoroughbreds beat the Eastern State
Maroons 19 to 0 in a football game at
Richmond for Murray's fourth straight
win of the season.
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Today In History'
By The Associated Press
Today is Wednesday, Oct. 8, the 282nd
day of 1980. There are 84 days left in the
year.
Today's highlight in history:
On Oct. 8, 1776, the Spanish founded a
.
mission in San Francisco.
On this date:
In 1871, the Great Chicago Fire was
touched off ins barn.
In 1903, the U.S. and China signed a
commercial treaty.
In 1939, Germany incorporated
western Poland into the Third Reich.
One year ago, Secretary of Defense
Harold Brown said America had
"neutralized" the presence of Soviet
troops in Cuba by revitalizing the naval
air station in Key West, Fla.
Today's birthdays: Civil rights
leader Jame Jackson is a!
4rlsoRock singer Johnny Ramone is 29.
Thought for today: I believe in the
discipline of silence and can talk for '
hours about it — George Bernard Shaw.
English playwright (1856-1950).

'
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By LARRY MARGASAK
Antedated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (API - A
distraught Rep. John W.
Jenrette, admittedly shocked
at the swiftness of his Abscam
conviction, says he's re-

evaluating his race for a
fourth term. But for now, he's
still in.
Jenrette, crying on his
wife's shoulder, needed half
an hour to regain his composure after a U.S. District
Court jury convicted him of
bribery and conspiracy Tuesday, then walked out of the
courthouse and told reporters,
FRANKFORT, Ky. AP) - "Yes,I'm going to run."
The attorney general's conBut the South Carolina
sumer protection division has Democrat,
his eyes still moist
been awarded a federal grant and his voice cracking,
added
of $28,000 to produce a Ken- that he
and the 10 Democratic
tucky Consumer Catalog.
chairmen in his district plannThe catalog will provide - ed to meet "to determine
the
Kentucky consumers with in- best course."
formation on rights and
Later, Jenrette, an
obligations, suggestions for acknowledged alcoholic who
wise purchasing practices,
methods to help solve problems in he marketplace and a
specific guide to federal, state
and local agencies that can
provide assistance.
The catalog is expected to
be ready by September, 1981.
The grant came from the
U.S. Department of Education.

a health column from the
Alcohol, Drug Abuse, and Mental Health Administration
U S. Department of Health. Education. and Welfare

Helping the Problem
Drinker: Part I
You may have learned to better
understand problem drinking,
and already made contact with
nearby sources of services. This
dots not mean that the "someone
close" will cooperate at once by
going for the treatment
If there is one thing true of
problem drinkers, it Is that, as
with all people, each one is
different—different in human
needs and responses, as well as in
their reasons for drinking, their
reactions to alcohol, and their
readiness for treatment.

Some Do's and Don'ts
Do
• Try to remain calm, unemotional, and factually honest in
speaking with the problem
drinker about his or her behavior
and its day-to-day consequences.
• Let the problem drinker
know that you are reading and
learning about alcoholism, attending Al-Anon or Alateen, and
the like.
• Discuss the situation with
someone you trust—a clergyman,
social worker, a friend, or some
individual who has experienced
alcoholism either personally or as
a family member.
• Establish and maintain a
healthy atmosphere in the home
and try to include the alcoholic
member in family life.
• Explain the nature of alcoholism as an .illness to the
children in the family.
ountgememrintereett—Ter
ar
participate in leisure-time activities that the problem drinker
enjoys. Encourage him or her to
see old friends.
.
• Be patient and live one day
at a time. Alcoholism generally
takes A lung time to develop, and
recovery does not occur overnight. Try to accept setbacks and
relapses with calrit and under-

standing
• Refuse to ride with the
alcoholic person if he or she
insists on drinking and driving
Do Not
• Attempt to punish, threaten,
bribe, preach, or try to be a
martyr. Avoid emotional appeals
which may only increase feelings
ut guilt and the compulsion to
drink
• Allow yourself to cover-up
or make excuses for the alcoholic
person or shield him or her from
the realistic consequences of his
or her behasior.
• Take over his or her responsibilities, leasing him or her with
no sense of importance or dignity.
• Hide or dump bottles, or
shelter the problem drinker from
51111.111011S in which alcohol is
present,
• Argue with the alcoholic
person when he or she is drunk.
• Try to drink along with
problem drinker.
• Above all, do not accept
guilt for another's behavior.

Grant Is Awarded

INCIELSON
MAMAS
JEWELERS

75t'W.''r
AVONt
Layaway Now
For Christmas

Or Charge DI

says he hasn't had a drink in
The indictment said the two
six months, said, "I'm not go- men had split a $50,000 bribe
ing to let this destroy me."
from undercover FBI agent
The jury of eight women and Anthony Amoroso, who said
four men had deliberated less he represented, two wealthy
than five hours before Arabs needing immigration
Jenrette and his co-defendant, legislation to live in the United
John R. Stowe: a Richmond, States. Amoroso said that, in
Va., businessman,'were con- return for the money, Jenrette
victed of all three counts in the had promised to introduce the
indictment.
legislation for the sheiks, who
Jenrette, at the defense were actually mythical creatable, greeted the verdict by tions of the FBI.
bowing his head and sobbing. Jenrette and Stowe also
into his hands. Stowe was im- were accused of soliciting a
passive, as he had been $125,000 bribe in return for
through much of the five-week Jenrette's promise to have
trial. Rita Jenrette leveled a Sen. Strom Thurmond, R-S.C.,
stern stare at the jury as introduce similar legislation
foreman Sylvia Parker an- in the Senate. The defense and
nounced the decision.
prosecution agreed that Thor-

NIAAA 0880

FREE
Bay or layaway
onysingi.
v,,
diamond of
$200 armor.
A $50
NANO

the money on Dec. 6 and
Jenrette discussing the Thurmond bribe on Jan. 7
The 44-year-old, three-term
lawmaker is the second
member of Congress to be convicted as 'a result of the
Abscam investigation. Rep.
Michael Myers, 1)-Pa,, was
found guilty Aug. 30 of taking
a bribe and last Thursday was
expelled from the House - the
first such punishment since
the Civil War.
Other congressmen scheduled for Abscam trials are Rep.
John Murphy, 1)-N.Y , and
Rep. Frank Thompson Jr., DN.J.,
were named in the
same indictment; and Rep.
Raymond Lederer,1)-Pa.

About 300 Expected
At Annual Kentucky
Family Planning Meeting
FRANKFORT, Ky.-Some
Directors, the three-day con300 family-planning workers,
ference will be at Louisville's
physicians and social workers
Holiday Inn South, 3317 Fern
from across the state will _atValley Road.
tend the eighth Minuet KenAmong the workshop sestucky Family Planning Consions planned for conference
ference Oct. 8-10 in Louisville.
Dr. Grady Stumbo, participants are the treatment
secretary of the Department of infertility, conducted by Dr.
for Human Resources, will ad- Joseph Sanfilippo, University
dress the conference Oct. 9 at of Louisville School of
10:35 a.m. Sponsored by the Medicine; the nurse's role in
Kentucky Family Planning family planning, Joyce
Ehnore, Ph.D., U.S. Public
Health Service, Rockville,
Md.; parent effectiveness
training, Edie Brewer,
University of Kentucky Community College System; .and
the emotional impact of
becoming
a
pregnant
teenager, Pat Harrison, a
social worker from the Pennyroyal Regional Mental
Health-Mental Retardation
Center.
On Oct. 10, William J. White
will give an address on health
care in the 1980s. White is
associate bureau director to
the federal Department of
Health and Human Services'
office for family planning.
Yes, we've
Conference registration
slashed the
begins at 6 p.m. Oct. 8.

DIAMOND

'
COATS, JACKETS

S0 ITAIRES

EXTRA SPECIAL PURCHASE

13

"GEE, YOUR
HAIR SMELLS
TERRI
FIC"
For
lovelier, more
lustrous hair.

prices on all our
bonded Diamond Solitaires
Values 5250.00 to $6,000.00

NOW '169 to 1,995
MICHELSON'S

145 SIMI PENDANT

WATCH NEWTON
Sir
Isaac
Newton,
discoverer of the laws of
gravity, was not considered
exceptionally bright when he
was young. He was allowed to
attend school only because he
had made such a mess of running the family farm, and he
was placed in the lowest class
in his school.

TRUCKLOAD SALE

ELECTRIC
'BLANKET

LIGHT
BULBS
Soft White Bulbs

Our Reg. 1.17
Save Now!

In 60W, 75W and
100W Size

For

36"x 54"VINYL

Dual
Control

LADIES' PLUSH

$29.88 •
Reg $36

SCUFFS

88'

FLOOR
MATS
Ideal for utility mats,
drawer lining. Easy to
clean. Asst. colors_

THERMAL SOCKS

PRICES REDUCED ON

WESTINGHOUSE

69' 2 50

80
polyester - 20% acrylic in machine
washable fabric in green, gold, and blue. For extra warmth without extra weight.

Natural Color
Red Tops. Made
With Heel
fits 10-13

Super Absorbent,
Super Tough Towels.

PEPSODENT
00T
HPAST
6.5 oz. Family Size

MEN'S HEAVY DUTY

OCT.8-9-10-11

FlFrirr

FULL SIZE, SINGLE CONTROL

$2488

PAPER
TOWE
LS
Super Savings On

794 47'

788

Reg. $31

DELTA

6 oz. Size.
Reg. $1.33

Six styles in assorted winter-wise fabrics and
fake furs. Full length, pant length, waist and hip
lengths in the seasons most wonted colors.
Dressy and
Casual Styles
Sizet 6-18

OFF

Also Available
or MICHELSON'S
in Mayfield

mond never was contacted
and the money was not
delivered to either defendant.
Jenrette, describing himself
as -very much in shock," said
he was "beginning to wonder
about the whole system. I just
can't believe that in five short
hours they could have decided
on five weeks of tedious,
tedious information.
"I believe in the judicial
system, but I just can't see
how all the evidence, if they
looked at it, could have been
run through."
The evidence included FBI
audio recordings and
videotapes that caught
Jenrette discussing the $50,000
bribe last Dec. 4,Stowe taking

P.N. Hirsch

osSALE NOW!
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Says He Still Will Seek Fourth Term

UNDERSTANDING

Back

CHARGE IT.

Our Reg. $1.15

GPJY
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HIGH PERFORMANCE

E•

Powerful liquid detergent washes
more dishes, yet leaves your hands
feeling soft and smootk

DOVE FOR DISHES

Stoves

32-0Z. SIZE

elated Press
ay, Oct. 8, the 282nd
re 84 days left in the

Functionally EFFicient

in history:
e Spanish founded a
cisco.
•

Fuel burns more completely in these state-of-the-art stoves, a
supply of pre-heated air introduced to fuel gases promotes more
complete combustion

and China signed a

The softer way to starch clothes.
Plus Glyson for faster ironing.
Will not scorch or stick.

22-0Z. SIZE

HEAVY DUTY

247

'FIREPLACE

77

TODDLERS'
1-2-3-4

REG. .89

Use Wisk liquid detergent around the
collar, it beats ring around the collar
everytime. Stock up now'

64-0Z. SIZE

REG. 2.99

P. N. HIRSCH & CO.

SHOPPE

Olympic Plaza

753-4150

„.

COPY AVAILABLE

*29

WISK LAUNDRY DETERGENT

— Discounts On In Stock Glass Doors—

Olympic Plaza, Murray

REG

SPRAY STARCH

Excellent distribution of air through the heat chamber and heat
exchange tubes provides even distribution of heated air Three
separate fans let you control the amount of heated air
circulated-up to 351 CFM
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COTTON MAID

Inserts

History

99

Crew neck, long sleeves,
long legs with feet. Solid
colors, some novelty tops.

„

r"••

Open 9:30 to 8:00 Daily 1-5 Sunday

REGULAR 5.69

•
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Don't Worry
Murray...
Storey's Food Giant
Will Not Be
Undersold!!

Bel Air Shopping
Center
Highway 641 South
Murray, Ky.
Open 8 a.m. to 11 p.m.
Every Day

Storey's
Home Owned
Operated
We Accept
U.S. Gov't
Food Stamps

*Giant Inflation Fighters
*Weekly Coupons

*Everyday Low Shelf Prices
*Super Specials

FOOD
GIANT

Limit Rights
Reserved

Prices Good
Wed. Oct. 8th
Thru
Tues. Oct. 14th

*Choice Meats
*Fresh Produce

HI DRY

GOLD MEDAL

PAPER TOWELS

FLOUR
PLAIN OR SELF RISING

5 LB.
BAG
LIMIT TWO PER FAMILY
WITH $10.00 ADDITIONAL ORDER
.
EXCLUDING TOBACCO & DAIRY PRODUCTS

NABISCO RITZ

COTTAGE

CRACKERS

89'

120Z.

NEW

CHARM IN

SOLO

BATHROOM TISSUE

DETERGENT & FABRIC SOFTENER
$
320Z.

16 OZ.994

$1 29

79

24 OZ.

NEW 6 ROLL PKG.
$4139
640Z. V

DIXIE FRESH
GRADE A LARGE

FOOD GIANT
WHOLE

7,7) COFFEE
FOLGERS INSTANT

'Irr•"‘'
1116

EGGS

MILK

19

10 OZ.
JAR

1

GAL.

DEL MONTE

CHILI Filloi
l BEANS

CATSUP
$1 °9

.3/884

1501.

44 OI

15

2

01274

NO COUPON REQUIRED
STOREYS SUPER
INFLATION FIGEETIR

Dove
Dishwashing
Liquid
32.,

$1

29

NO COUPON REQUIRED
STORIT'S SUPER
INFLATION FIGNEIR

*Unit
No Limit

794

Kraft

Glad
Heavyweight

B.B.Q.
Sauce
to,

694

LoolUwhat's
IlSur

Trash Bag

Cash ,Regi

$179

Rd. 300.

N.Limit

No Limit

F

or You!

NO COUPON REQUIRED
STONY'S SUPER
REFLATION FIGH1111

NO COUPON REQUIRED
nOREY'S SUPER
ERRATIC* FIGHTER

NO COUPON REQUIRED
STOREY S SUPER
INFLATION FIGHTER

NO COUPON REQUIRED
STOREY SUPER
INFLATION FIGHTER

NINO'

NOON Spray

VIOSIt

Golden Grain

Peaches

Cranberry
Sauce

75

4

27 so

WOW

Halves ow Seas - No Unit

2/$109
16 6..

-Dill Pickles

Mac L Cheese

$1 09
75401.
Rasher or Polish
N. Welt

2 LB. BOX

11 2 07

NO COUPON REQUIRED
STOREY'S SUPER
INFLATION FIGHTER

$1 29
IOct 310

4/994

ims

KRAFT
V ELi/ETTA
$269

PIZZAS

NO COUPON REQUIRED
STOREY'S SUPER
INFLATION FIGHTER

Glad
Trash Bags

794

1 LB BOX

JENO'S
MR. P'S

HOMINY
300 SIZE

CRACKERS

694

BUSH'S GOLDEN

PORI OEBTEANS

NABISCO SALTINE

CHILI ITH BEANS

3/$1

GIFT

, :
Select from 120 valuable itemsjust for
ing register taPesIrom
torey's
siv
Start saving your
iiitt 14)1 wt1+02you
plan to soy? ar.cl tlegrn,savIng
tapes Todayl You
tovt Nc-1 5301) 5600 or 5900
haonth•
your Free Gift!
2 t ;10)(2,0" ;120'

HUE'S HOWE
T177,-.7
ri

3 1 I.tm:o.IE lc/ uramin that

'E4 E

No Limit

PEST COPY AVM LA
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U.S.D.A. CHOICE

T-BONE STEAK

99

FAMILY PACK

CHICKASAW

U.S.D.A. CHOICE BONELESS

ACON

RIB EYE STEAK

it
-41 LB.
QTRS.

JUMBO PACK Pork

STEAK

U.S.D.A. CHOICE

RIB STEAK

LB. $

79

LB.

SAUSAGE

$289

U.S.D.A. CHOICE BONELESS
BOTTOM ROUND

BROCCOLI
CAULIFLOWER
CUCUMBERS
BELL PEPPERS
GREEN ONIONS
RADISHES

6133 4/$ "
1

Cash Pot
This Week Win

$100"
Last Week's Name
Danny Hudspeth
Murray
Winner $600.00!!

I&,ri that an
Ili./(22!.54293e.
,r^

1

>c,0434,00,00c00,000.-,0,7_,>,
..
..,- _,
2
-,
_,
_
-,
,-..-ro.r.,
-- ,
--...-.Corac.c.^,0.j4D0.0.-_,0.-_,-y-y:,..-yo

COPY AVAILABLE

994

Lt.

Gin PRODUCE SAMOS
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Luzinski's Blast Gives
Phillies First Postseason
Win At Home Since 1915
By RALPH BERNSTEIN
AP Sports Writer
PHILADELPHIA ( API —
The first 64 years are always
the toughest.
If you don't believe that axiom ask the Philadelphia
Phillies.
Greg Luzinski's two-run
homer in the sixth inning triggered the Phillies' first
postseason victory at home
since Grover Cleveland Alexander beat the Boston Red Sox
in the 1915 World Series.
The Phillies beat the
Houston Astros 3-1 Tuesday
night in the first game of their
best-of-five National League
Championship series.
The Philhes had lost 10
straight post-season games at
home, including two in that
1915 Series, two in the 1950
World Series to the New York
Yankees and six in divisional
playoffs in 1976, 1977 and 1978.
Steve Carlton, the Phillies'
24-game winner, was credited
-w 'thinjartholfgff1ie
wasn't as overpowering as
during the regular season.
Still, Carlton worked seven
innings and allowed just one
run.
. Manager Pallas Green
lifted Carlton for a pinch hitter
in the seventh despite a 2-1
lead. The Pinnies had a runner on third and two out.
The reliever , was Tug

McGraw, who had four wins
and three saves in September
and one victory and two saves
this month in the Phillies'
drive to the NL East title.
McGraw came in and
retired six of seven batters to
game for
the
save
Philadelphia.
Luzinski's home run came
on a 3-2 pitch and landed high
in the first tier of seats in left
field. It was the only hit of the
game for the outfielder who
has struggled most of the
season.
The Astros took a 1-0 lead in
the third inning on singles by
Jose Cruz, Cesar Cedeno, and
a twoout base hit under the
glove of second baseman Manny Trillo by rookie Gary
Woods.
Astros' pitcher Ken Forsch
held onto the slim lead until
the sixth when Pete Rose
opened with an infield single.
Bake McBride struck out and
Mike Schmidt flied out.
-Forsch then went to 3-2- on
Luzinski and boom. The ball
flew out of the ball park for a
2-1 Phillies' lead. The Phillies
added an insurance run in the
seventh on Garry Maddox'
single, a sacrifice bunt from
Larry Bowe, Maddox' steal of
third and a slicing single to
left by pinch hitter Greg
Gross, who was batting for
Carlton.

The disconsolate Forsch
went the distance, allowing
eight hits, striking out five and
walking just one.
Houston Manager Bill vidon refused to use the Astros
allnight flight as an excuse.
The Astros came from Los
Angeles where they beat the
Dodgers in a one-game playoff
Monday for the West Division
title.
The Astros will pitch Nolan
Ryan, 11-10, in the second
game of the series tonight.
The Phillies plan to use righthander Dick Ruthven, 17-10.

It was the fourth time the
varsity has beaten Mayfield
this season, giving the Lakers
an overall record of 8-3.
Calloway's Craig Robertson
was the top individual finisher
in a time of 18:26. Following

FROM LEFT TO RIGHT — Ken Gowdy, specialty teams player of the
week for the second straight game; Lindsey Hudspeth, offensive player,

of the week; and Ronald Hopkins, co-defensive player of the week with
Donald White.

Brett Says It's Tim e For Jinx To Be Broken

Royals Take 8-4 Record Into Playoffs

By DOUG TUCKER
AP Sport; Writer
KANSAS CITY, Mo.(AP) —
Kansas CiLy'a -season
record asainst the New York
Yankees this year means the
Royals are about to break the
Yankee jinx in the American
League playoffs, says George
Brett.
"We beat them eight times
and they beat us four," the
Kansas City third baseman
said Tuesday on the eve of the
fourth playoff meeting in five
years between the Yanks and
Royals.
-"We all believe this is our
year," said Brett, whose .390
average this season was the
best in the major leagues
since 1941. "We think winning
eight out of 12 proves we've
Robertson were Wyatt in third got the best team."
place, Barry Knight in fourth,
Larry Gura, who hasn't won
Paul Vought in fifth and Jeff in six weeks, was to start for
Harlan in seventh.
the Royals against New
The Lakers will host Mar- York's Ron Guidry. The
shall County tomorrow at the Yankees, who beat the Royals
Murray-Calloway Country in this best-of-five series in
Club.
1976, '77 and '78, will be facing
In the junior varsity meet, a left-hander who hasn't won
the Lakers had the top five since Aug. 25.
finishers: Mike Harlan winnGura finished with an 18-10
ing in a time of 11:47, Scott record and whipped the
Alsop, Charles Yankees three times while
Nix, Jim
Turley and Tony Lovett.
compiling an earned run

Laker Teams Win
Cross Country Meet
Yesterday, the Calloway
County varsity and junior varsity cross country teams ran
away from Mayfield by scores
• of 20-53 and 15-59, respectively.

Murray State Players Of Week

runs and set an American
average of 2.95. But since pull- awfully hot," he said. "The shortstop; Bob Watson, first
League record by stealing 32
ing a groin muscle in late way they were playing, they base; Reggie Jackson, right
Eric Soderholm, straight bases without getting
August, he shows five losses 'could have beat the 1928 field;
and three nodecisions in eight Yankees. No team can stay as designated hitter; Rick caught, leads off for the
tn.
- hot aS theirivere: Thrs-tg—a--- Cerone, catcher;Lou Pinella; - Royals, followed
starsndaiiERA6f5.7U
left field; Aurelio Rodriguez, Washington, shortstop; Brett;
Kansas City Manager Jim- .` whole new season."
Howser's lineup has third base, and Bobby Brown, Hal McRae, designated htter;
Frey created unrest among
Otis; Wathan; Willie Aikens,
many of his players by nam- dangerous Willie Randolph at center field.
Wilson, who led the major first base, Darrell Porter, cating John Wathan to start in second base and leading off,
right field instead of Clint Hur- followed by Bucky Dent, leagues with 230 hits and 133 cher, and Frank White second
dle.
Guidry was 1-2 against the
Royals while compiling an 1811 record and 3.56 ERA. The
two left-handers ' differ
dramatically in style, Guidry
throwing an overpowering
fastball and hard slider while
Gura must rely on control and
finesse. .
Gura refused . to talk to
writers after Tuesday's
workout.
Wathan, a right-handed hitter who excelled while filling
in at catcher this year, batted
.305. But he is not the equal to
Hurdle in the outfield, and in
spacious Royals Stadium,
with its slick artificial turf,
this could be telling.
Yankees Manager Dick
Howser disagrees with Brett's
assessment of the regular
season series.
"We played the Royals
when they were awfully.

Middle School Football Roundups
Calloway Edged By Ballard Co.
Despite building up a 13-0 quarter, the home team movlead in the first half, the ed into position to take the
Calloway County Middle lead with a 30-yard run by its
School football team took a 14- halfback. On the extra point
13 loss at Ballard County attempt, the pass was
deflected by two Laker
yesterday.
Calloway scored first on a linebackers before it was
60-yard touchdown pass from caught for the final difference.
"I did not think we were well
Brad Skinner to Todd Contri
with 5:01 remaining in the prepared," Calloway County
coach Bill Miller said. "We
first quarter.
Two possessions later for went into the game thinking
Ballard County, Contri in- we could win easily. We had a
tercepted a pass and returned little letdown after beating
it 51 yards for the touchdown Murray last Week."
Miller praised the defensive
with 6:13 left in the half.
Ballard cut the gap with a efforts of Greg Baker, Johnny
65-yard drive in the last 2:35 of Burkeen and Glenn Brandon,
who recovered Ballard County
the half.
With 4:16 left in the third f urn bles.

Next Five Days Will Decide Cast For World Series
By WILL GRIMSLEY
AP Special Correspondent
The ensuing five days will
decide the cast for what has
been repeatedly hailed as
America's No.I sports spectacle — baseball's World
Series.
Will it be an "Amtrak
Series" between the New York
Yankees and Philadelphia
Phillies? Or a "Friendly

Skies" venture between the
Yankees and Houston Astros?
Or a scrap between the new
kids on the block, the Astros
and Kansas City Royals,
whose births date only to the
1960s and who have never been
in the World Series before?
Also, how much will "Old
Man Mo" have to do with,the
outcome? You know Mo —
MoMentum, who seems to get

THE
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ter like a berserk butterfly?
Joseph L. Reichler, a
onetime AP Cohort now an
aide to Commissioner Bowie
Kuhn and the sport's most
noted
historian, has
documented this fact in his
slick, coffee-table volume
"The World Series," printed a
couple of years ago.
"Babe Ruth emerges as
perhaps the outstanding
World Series hitter of all-time
and Bob Gibson the most effective pitcher," says
Reichler. "But the Series has
been full of upsets and surprises and almost always produces some historic feat or incident."

-I hate to go so far back in
records," Reichler
the
apologized, "but I would have
to pick Babe Ruth as the alltime batting star of the World
Series. He hit three home runs
in two different games and
batted .625 in one series.
"Only Reggie Jackson's
three home runs on consecutive first pitches-- in the
Yankees' 1977 Series against
the Dodgers has been comparable. Reggie's five home
runs in the Series, of course,
set a record."
Of all the great pitchers who
have performed over the last
77 years, Reichler gives the
Cardinals' Bob Gibson a nod

over the fabled Christy
Mathewson.
"Gibson pitched six consecutive complete games in
the 1967 and 1968 series
against the Red Sox and
Tigers, a phenomenal feat,"
he said. "Mathewson had
three shutouts in 1905."

"Probably Boston and Cincinnati in 1975," the historian
replied. "It had enough drama
to last a lifetime. I'll never
forget in the final game we
kept shifting the World Series
trophy from one lockerroom to
another."

PGA Season Championships Decided
PENSACOLA, Ha.(AP) —
The more easily-recognized
seasonal championships have
been decided on the PGA
Tour.
Tom Watson has nailed
down the money-winning title.
Lee Trevino is assured of the
Vardon Trophy. Watson is
merely awaiting confirmation
as the Player of the Year.
But the seasonal race that
holds the greastest fascination, the most importance to a
majority of the touring pros
doesn't end until this weekend
in the $200,000 Pensacola
Open.
That's the list of the
season's top 60 moneywinners. This is the last individual tournament on the
schedule this year and,thus, is
the last chance for the pros to
gain a spot in the coveted top
60.
Those who make it are exempt from qualifying for 1981
tour events. Those who fail to
make it, for the-most part.
face the exacting trials of the
Monday morning qualifying
rounds.. It's generally considered the most difficult part
of life on the tour. On an

average, some 100 players
compete in those Monday
rounds for about 20 spots in the
upcoming tournament.
Those 80 or so who fail to
make it are down the road.
They don't get paid. They
have nothing to do for the
week but practice for the next
attempt at qualifying.
"It's really make or break
time for the kids," said
veteran Lee Elder, who spent
more than a decade scrambling for a place on the exempt
list.
"It's hard to say just how
important it is," Elder said.
"It's probably the most important thing on the tour, making
the top 60. If you make it, you
can plan a schedule, put some
order in your life. You know
where and when you're going
to be playing and you can set
up for it, make hotel reservations, all that sort of thing.
"If you make it, you've got
one kind of lifestyle. If you
"
4,111:t, you've got a different
One. There's all the difference
in the world.
"Why do you think veterans
like Miller there (a nod to
Miller Barber working on the

practice tee) are out here
grinding away?"
Barber, 49, finishing his
22nd year of tour activity, is
one of the dozen or so players
involved in the scramble for
the 60th spot.
The position currently is
held by Rex Caldwell with
$64,859. Also in danger of being passed are No.58 Terry
and No.59
Diehl $67,3)(
George Archer ($66,675).
The major challengers and

their money, in order from
No.61 down, are Lanny
Wadkins $63,628, Mark Hayes
$62,385, John Fought $61,222,
Lou Graham $57,723, Bobby
Wadkins, $56,728, Barber
$55,780 and Brad Bryant
$55,709.
All are included in the 156
man field that will test the
7,133-yard, par 72 Perdido Bay
Golf Club course beginning
Thursday.

Bench Should Remain
With Reds Next Year
CINCINNATI (AP) — Cincinnati Reds manager John
McNamara says he's "very
optimistic" that catcher
Johnny Bench will remain
with the team next season.
McNamara met privately
with Bench on Tuesday to
discuss the manager's plan_
for next season. Bench
asked that he catch no
than two games a week
"We could go along viiih
that," McNamara said. "We'd
be happy to honor his request

Murray Wallops North Marshall
Newsome intercepted passes
for Murray, the second going
to the North Marshall 10-yard
line.
Two plays later, Rutledge
carried the ball in the final .
four yards on a sweep for the final 24-6 margin.

With Steve Rutledge running for three touchdowns and
Steve Malone scoring the
other, the Murray Middle
School football team handily
defeated North Marshall
yesterday, 24-6.
North Marshall opened the
scoring on a 70-yard
touchdown run in the first
quarter before Rutledge came
back to tie it in the same stanza on a 55-yard run.
In the second quarter, Murray took the ball on an 85-yard
scoring drive, capped by a 9yard quarterback sneak by
Malone.
In the third quarter,
Rutledge came back on a 50yard run to extend the lead to
18-6. Later in the stanza,
David Randolph and Brad

"We had some good drives,"
Murray coach Rick Fisher
said. "We still have some
things to work on. Our offensive blocking is starting to
come around.
"Defensively, we got some
help from Randolph and
Newsome. Those were our
first interceptions of the
year."
Murray's record is now 2-2,
with its next game coming at
Mayfield next Tuesday.

RACER FOOTBALL

And the most exciting World
Series?

Watson Is Top Money-Winner, Trevino Low Scorer

COURTESY OF

0

his grubby fingers in
everything.
Who can tell?
Maybe such speculation is
immaterial. Perhaps it's a
sure lock for the poised and
talentrich Yankees, going
after their 32hd pennant and
23rd world championship in
the last 59 years.
Every Series has had its
heroes. Who this time? Reggie
Jackson, Tommy John or
Goose Gossage of the
Yankees? George Brett, the
Royals'.390 bat machine? The
gutsy Pete Rose or slugging
Mike Schmidt of the Phillies
or the Astros' Joe Niekro,
whose forkballs flip and flut-

base.
To Cerone, the curly-haired
catcher who stepped in for the
late Thurman Munson and
peheld spark the Yankees to
the best record in baseball by hitting .277 and driving in 85
runs, falls the task of dealing
with Wilson and the rest of the
Kansas City base thives.

that he catch only two times a
week.
"The only thing we said we
couldn't guarantee is that he
play other positions in 70 or 80
other games."
Bench will decide whether
to accept those terms. He
,
steadfastly refuses to name
the options he's considering
can't become a free agent
Atli after the 1981 season.
"I'm very optimistic ttiat
John will stay in Cincinnati,"
McNamara said. "I think hell
continue to plai for the Reds."

MURRAY STATE
VERSUS
TENNESSEE-MARTIN
SATURDAY, OCT. 11
1:30 P.M.
,STEWART STADIUM-MURRAY, KY.
GATES OPEN AT 11 A.M.

WSJP SPIRIT DAY
11:00
11:15

Noon
1215
12:30
12:45

The Gat Bed Race
Intramural Cross Country
Championship
Bo Derek Look-Alike
Contest
Dolly Parton Look -Alike
Contest
Tug Of War
The Great Munch
(Pizza Eating Contest)

Spirit Day CoMpetition Will Involve MSU
Students WSJP (1130 AM-Murray) Will
Broadcast Spirit Day Competition
The Great Bed Race Will Begin On The
Square In Downtown Murray And End At
Stewart Stadium

TICKET PRICES
S5
Reserved Seat
General Admission — $4 and $2
Call 762-6184 For More Information
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But Bruins Decide It Was Not Biggest Game

At First, It Was Like Rose Bowl

•

By HERSCHEL NISSENSON
AP Sports Writer
UCLA is one of five Pac-10
teams that won't be going to
the Rose Bowl this season so
the first thing All-American
safety Kenny Easley shouted
when 'he marched into the
dressing room after Saturday's 17-0 upset of Ohio State
was: "This is our Rose Bowl."
Later, Easley changed his
mind.
"This is not like winning the
Rose Bowl," he decided."This
is Columbus, not Pasadena.
We've got seven games to go.
Ohio State isn't our big game
by a longshot."
Easley also thought Ohio
State "took us too lightly.

They said they had three easy
games — us, Syracuse and
Northwestern. Their AllAmerican quarterback (Art
Schlichter I couldn't throw the
ball to anyone because he
couldn't see over our
onrushing linemen."
With an Ohio Stadium crowd
of 88,084, plus a near-national
TV audience, watching,
Easley was ejected in the closing minutes for hitting a Columbus photography shop
owner on the sidelines.
"I'm very upset," Easley
said. "I lost my composure. I
feel bad for myself and my
team. There was a lot of commotion. I felt I was jostled, but
I can't make any excuse for

my actions."
Saturday was a great day
for Florida State people and
not so hot for Nebraskans. Not
only did FSU upset Nebraska
18-14, but FSU grad — and the
school's former baseball
coach — Dick Howser led the
New York Yankees to the
American League East Division title. Meanwhile, in Montreal, Stan Bahnsen gave up
the two-run homer to
Philadelphia's Mike Schmidt
in the Ilth inning that decided
the NI. East. Bahnsen attended Nebraska.
They said Donnie Little
couldn't throw the football so
all the Texas quarterback did
in the Longhorns'41-28 victory

over Rice was complete 11 of
16 for 306 yards, including
touchdown passes of 57 yards
to Jam Jones and 73 to
Lawrence Sampleton.
"You can't really satisfy
some people, and I know
that," little said. "But my
coaches and teammates have
always had faith in me and I
think tonight it was justified."

was for his high school team in
Russellville, Ark., when it
defeated Fort Smith Southside
in his senior year. The only
time I got nervous was when
everyone asked me if I was
nervous, It was like when!got
married."

Five Utah State linemen
were forced to change jerseys
early in the Aggies' 23-19 loss
Quarterback David Beal to Utah when officials ruled
was one of eight new Texas their uniforms were smeared
A&M starters in the Aggies' with some sort of greasy il41-21 rout of Texas Tech and legal substance.
he justified Coach Tom
Doesn't anyone play defense
Wilson's decision by scoring
in Colorado? While Colorado
four times.
was losing to Oklahoma 82-42,
"This is like a dream, real- Coteradd• State was being
ly," said Beal, whose last start swamped by Iowa State 69-0.

All's Weakness Before Fight Caused
By Double Dose Of Thyroid Medication

•
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By TAMARA JONES
Associated Press Witter
LOS ANGELES ( AP) —
Muhammad All said he had
been feeling tired and weak
for days before his
heavyweight title fight against .
Larry Holmes in Las Vegas,
Nev. last week — and he
believes he knows fiffy.
"I jogged three days before
(the fight) and I couldn't even
pick up my legs," the former
champion said at a news conference at UCLA Medical
Center at which he revealed
he had been taking medication
for a thyroid condition.
"When I took one tablet I
felt fine," he said, but he said
he doubled the dosage against
doctor's orders, and that apparently sapped his strength
and contributed to his loss to
Holmes.
Holmes, 30, retained his
World Boxing Council crown
when the exhausted and

soundly beaten All, 38, could
not answer the bell for the 11th
round.
Ali said he had doubled a
daily dose of Thyrolar
prescribed by his doctor two
weeks before the but, increasing the presribed
amount because a regular
dose had hie-teased his vitality
and "all of my vitamins, I
always take one extra."
Ali's doctor, Dr. Charles bee
Williams Sr., said in Chicago
that he prescribed the
Thyrolar for what he diagnosed as a thyroid imbalance, but
he did not say how he came to
that conclusion.
Ali underwent tests at the
UCLA center Monday and
Tuesday and was given a
clean bill of health by doctors,
who said the fighter suffered
"no residual damage" from
the fight.
However, the three-time
champion also said he may

check into the Mayo Clinic for is much more than should be
an examination soon. Then he normally taken."
plans to step into the ring to
Ali's weight had dropped
determine
whether the from about 254 pounds some
medicine did affect him dur- three months ago to 2171
/
2 at
ing the fight or whether he is the weigh-in for the fight. Ali
"washed up."
said he believed the drug causAll stressed that lifs ed him to' lose weight more
physical complaints and visit
to the hospital were "not an
excuse" for the loss to
Holmes.
When he first started feeling
fatigued and weak, he said, he
didn't seek medical help
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) —
because he thought his problems were due to insufficient Kentucky Coach Fran Curci is
conditioning.
giving his team several days
Asked whether he could beat off to regroup after being
Holmes if he were not fatigued thrashed 45-0 by No. 1 ranked
from the drug overdose, Ali Alabama last weekend.
"The players will just lift
smiled and said: "Oh, yeah. I
can beat Holmes. I shall weights and run before returning to practice Thursday,"
return."
UCLA internist Dr. Dennis said Curci, adding that the
Cope said the Thyrolar over- coaches used the time to do
dose "results in fatigue, some recruiting.
The reason behind the
weakness, and a waste of
(physical) energy. Six grains players getting a few days

rapidly, but that was not why
he was taking it.
Ali, vowing he would fight
again,said he checked himself
into the hospital '"to stop
rumors about my being hurt —
brain damaged or kidney
damaged."

Johnson moving to Phoenix.
The trade alters the character
of both teams, but it will be
several months before any
true evaluation can be made.
The expansion Dallas team
enters the Midwest Division
and is joined by Texas rivals
Houston and San Antonio, who
replaced Milwaukee and
Chicago in the realignment.
Six of the 12 teams in the conference make the playoffs.
Here is a team-by-team look
at the NBA West, with clubs
listed in alphabetical order:
MIDWEST DIVISION
Dallas Mavericks
The Mavericks chose to go
with youth in the expansion
draft, passing up big-name
veterans for kids who will play
hard every night. It's a wise
strategy, since hustle can
translate into a surprising
number of victories. The most
familiar name is Coach Dick
Motta, who had the Mays diving and scrambling in
preseason. Center Tom
LaGarde, a starter at Seattle
two years ago before injuring
a knee, is a steal if he's
healthy and could help Dallas
win a respectable 25 games.
Denver Nuggets
A healthy, happy David
Thompson is essential for a
Denver team that won just 30
games last year. Dan Issel led
the Nuggets with 23.8 points
and 8.8 rebounds per game
last season, but the 6-9 center
will be 32 later this month and
may wear down. Much is expected of rookie power forward James Ray,and much is
needed if Denver is to make
the playoffs. T.R. Dunn,
formerly of Portland, will see
considerable action at guard.
Houston Rockets
Center Moses Malone is a
great inside scorer and unparalleled offensive rebounder, but passing is not
among his talents. Lee
Johnson, the 6-11 No.1 choice
who played in Europe 'last
year, may help under the
boards. With Rick Barry having retired, Robert Reid
should finally come into his
own and could, with guard
Allen Leavell, help Houston
shake its reputation as the
Slowest team in the league.
Guard Calvin Murphy is 32and forward Rudy Tomjanovich will reach that age
next month.
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By The Associated Press
BASEBALL
NEW YORK , AP ,
Houston Asir.
pitcher J It Richard, whose life was
threatened by a stroke less than three
months ago, will undergo additior41
surgery early next week in an unclog:losrd Ca' ibforma huipital, Tom Reich, his
agent, said
Richard collapsed during a workout at
the Astrodome on July 30 He was rushed
unto emergency surgery later that day
and surgeons removed a blood clot in a
neck artery
TENNIS
MELBOURNE, Australia , AP,
Gene Mayer defeated John Sadri 6-2, 6-2
while Wojtek Fibak of- Poland, beat
Peter Fleming 7-5, 6-3 in first-round action at an international round-robin tournament

BARCELONA, Spain I AP ,
G mile,
ino Vitas, Jose Luis Clerc and Italy',
Adrusno Panetta ail won their singles
matches in the stsond round of the international Count Of Gorio tournament
Vilas defeated Jose Garcia of Spain, 62.6,4. Clerc topped Roberto V =moo of
Spain, 6-4 7-6, and Panetta beat
France's Georges Govan,6.2,6-2
PHOENIX, Ariz I AP) - Lucia Fer•
nandez beat her twin sister Anna•Marca
6-3. 6-1 in second round action of the
6100,000 F'huems Classic women's tour
nament
In other second round matches. Marne Louse beat Kimberley Jones 6-4, 4-6,
6-3, Ann White defeated, Claire
Sehmoyer 6.2,63, Lea Antunophs downed Lynn Epstein 7-6, 3-6. 6-3 and Ptullts
Blackwell beat Janet Newberry 1-6, 7-5.
6-1

Transactions
By The Associated Press
BASEBALL
American League
CALIFORNIA ANGELS - Named
Preston Gomez to their coaching staff .
Announced that the contract of Deron
Johnson. first base much, would not be
renewed.
NEW YORK YANKEES- Named Joe
Pepitone minor league batting instructor
Southern League
Named Jimmy Brag. president
BASKETBALL
National Basketball Aserielatioa
BOSTON CELTICS - Released Run
Perry and Rufus Harris, guards, and
Arnette Hallman,forward.
DETROIT PISTONS - Waived Dave
Batton, center.
GOLDEN STATE WARRIORS Waived George Lett,forward.
MILWAUKEE BUCKS - Acquired

Mike Evans. guard, from the San Antonio Spurs for future considerations
Waived Derrich.Mayes, guard
NEW JERSEY NETS - Released
Lloyd Terry, center. and Rory Sparrow.
guard
SEATTLE SUPERSONICS - Released Ron Drifts.forward
WASHINGTON BULLETS - Waived
Daryl Strickland. guard-forward
FOCrTBALL
National Football League
NEW YORK JETS -- Placed Clark
Gaines, ruruung back, on the injured
reserve list Re-signed Bobby Batton,
running back
SAN FRANCIS(S)9E
4RS - Signed
Don Woods,running back.
COLLEGE
EAST CAROLINA - Named Gus Andrews, Laurie Arrants, Hal Baird, Bob
Helmick; and Ken Smith, assistant
athletic directors.

Best of Ent
tlisznploashlp Series
Wednesday's Game
ty New
,G ur ort:t
.i(oGuidry 17-10; at Kaasns t •.•
America. League

Thursday's Game
New York I May 15-5, at Kansas It,
(Leonard21311i,Ini
Friday's Game
Kansas City SplitturfI 4.1
, at New
York John 22-9,, n;
Saturday's Game
Kansas City at New York
necessary
Simalsy's Game
Kansas City at New York, if necessary
National league Championship Series
Game(Yoe
Philadelphia 3, Houston 1
Philadelphia leads series 14.
Wednesday's Game
Houston (Ryan 11-10i at PI-Madelyn,'
I Ruthveri 17-101, in)
'Thursday'.Game
No game schedaied
Fridays Game
Philadelphia at Houston
Seturday's Game
Philadelphia at Houston, if necessary
Sunday's Game
nee
i:hLadeylphia at Houston. , n ,.

Division I-AA
By The Aworlated Press
The 1)49 10 teams in the Natiunid Cone
pate Athletic Association Division I-AA
football poll, with ths season's records
and points 1 Mia-ray St 644
4.5
tie S. Carobrui
500
45
3 Mansactumetts
344
tie Lehigh
34-1
5. W Kentucky
4-00
14
6. Weber SL
3-10
1:
annecticut
44-0
& E. Keinciry
.2
3-1-0
9 Idaho
3•30
10. Delaware
iv
3-1-0tieNnetl,wer,,7A
61-0
15
he Alcorn St
2-14)
15

Curci Gives UK _Several Days To Regroup
away from the rigors of prac- tucky's defeat last Saturday.
tice is that the Wildcats have The Crimson Tide used a total
an open date this weekend. On of 64 players, including five
Thursday, however, it's back quarterbacks and 16 running
to work in preparation for im- backs.
proving 'Louisiana State,
"V..ou know thzt -s-when
which plays Kentucky on Oct.
18 in Commonweatlth Alabama plays their three
teams there'is no way to beat
Stadium,
them," said Curci, who used
ISU, 3-2, upset previously
49 players. "After looking at
undefeated Florida 24-7 last
the films, you realize that
Saturday.
nobody so far has had a
Alabama's depth, more than
chance at them — not Georgia
anything, contributed to KenTech, not Mississippi, not
Vanderbilt, not us.
"Somebody may get them,
but I don't know who it will be.
They are just super solid in
every phase of the game."

Curci is hoping the week off
will heal some of the bumps,
bruises and assorted injuries.
"We hope to get some of our
guys back," he said, "particulary Andy Molls (strong
safety, Kevin Kearns (defensive tackle, Mickey Cochran
( offensive tackle) and some
others. Even then, it may not
be enough, but I think we're

The season has been
especially rough on Kentucky.

going to develop into a decent
football team. The open date

Can Lakers Be Repeat Winners?

0 ifilf7;‘4

Baseball
Playoffs

Sports In Brief

After Loss To Alabama, Open Date werketritud-

Celtics Last To Do It In 1968-69

the man who inevitably got the
By ALEX SACHARE
ball when other things didn't
AP Sports Writer
Not since the Boston Celtics work, and he rediscovered a
of 1968-69 has the National soft turnaround jumper to
Basketball Association had a complement the famous sky
repeat champion, which would hook. On defense he hung back
seem to indicate the Los in the lane and anchored what
Angeles Lakers can be often bordered on a zone, picking up anyone who had the
automatically whiter)off.
audacity to try and drive to
In this case, though, don't the
basket. And off the court
count on it. The Lakers, who
he was the leader, the man the
open defense of their title in
other looked to for guidance
Seattle Friday night before a
and stability.
national television audience,
"Kareem is The Man on this
retain all the key players from
last year's club. Age should team," said Johnson. "I'm
not be a problem and the ex- Just happy to play on the same
perience gained in the cham- side."
pionship run can only benefit
No matter how much Abdulguards Magic Johnson and Jabbar denies it, Johnson's
Michael Cooper and Coach natural ebullience had to
be a
Paul Westhead, who won as factor in his own renewed
enrookies last year.
thusiasm. Magic's joyous atKareem Abdul-Jabbar is titude is infectious, and no
coming off one of hig finest club needed it more than the
seasons, when he played with old, blase, laid-backLakers.
a verve that had been missing
Can they repeat as chamin recent years and won Most
pions? Two of their toughest
Valuable Player honors for
rivals are right there in the
the sixth time in his career.
Pacific Division — the Seattle
The peerless center keyed SuperSonics and Phoenix
the Lakers' fastbreak, their Suns. Those clubs made a
most effective weapon last stunning off-season swap of
year, with his rebounding and
all-star guards, offensive whiz
outlet passing. On offense he Paul Westphal going to Seattle
was the hub, the safety valve, and defensive standout Dennis

SPORTS AT A GLANCE

Kansas City Kings
How far the Kings go could
depend on how much they get
from 32-year-old center Sam
Lacey, whose forte is passing.
Guards Phil Ford and Otis
Birdsong are first-rate, small
forward Scott Wedman is a
good one and second-year man
Reggie King is coming on at
power forward. Three
newcomers provide depth —
veterans Leon Douglas and Jo
Jo White and rookie Hawkeye
Whitney.
San Antonio Spurs
George Johnson, a shotblocking center, was signed as
a free agent, giving the Spurs
at least one defensive-minded
player. He may be the only
one. Threetirne scoring champion George Gervin should get
his 30-35 points per game, but
losing forward Larry Kenon
as a free agent could muffle
the fireworks show. Two
playoff keys — guard James
Silas staying healthy and
power forward Mark Olberding improving.
Utah Jazz
At best, Ben Poquette is a
backup forward. At Utah, he's
a starting center. Enough said
about the center position. The
addition of Dr. Dunkenstein,
Louisville guard Darrell Griffith, should liven things. Forward Adrian Dantley may
average 30 points per game,
but the Bernard King
giveaway didn't help a team
short on frontcourtmen.
PACIFIC DIVISION
Golden State Warriors
After finishing last three
years in a row, Golden State
underwent a drastic overhaul.
Newcomers Lloyd Free and
Bernard King may be good for
50 points a game and holdover
John Lucas is a good
playmaker, but defense is a
problem. Rookies Rickey
Brown and Larry Smith
should help up front, but the
big question is how much
rookie Joe Barry Carroll can
do as a pro pivotman.
Los Angeles Lakers
Los Angeles is a seven-man
team, but several players handle two positions and having
Abdul-Jabbar in the middle
makes it work. Norm Nixon is
an all-star caliber guard,
Jarnaal Wilkes a' silky forward. Jim Chones shares
power forward with board
banger Mark i.andsberger
and also plays backup center.

Michael Cooper can play
guard or forward, is superquick and the club's best
straight-up defender. And
Magic Johnson can play any
position ever invented.
Phoenix Suns
Phoenix figures to spend the
early part of the, season experimenting. Coach John
MacL-eod wants more rebounding, so 6-10 Jeff Cook will
play more with Alvan Adams
and Len Robinson up front and
Walter Davis will join Dennis
Johnson at guard. Rookie
guard Kyle Macy will also see
plenty of playing time, which
could pave the way for trading
of Don Buse. It will be up to
Davis to compensate for the
loss of Paul Westphal's offensive inventiveness.
Portland Trail Blazers
If Mychal Thompson is
recovered from his broken
leg, he may displace center
Tom Owens, a handy player,
but not much of an inside
force. Rookie guard Kelvin
Ransey was expected to step
in as the team's playmaker,
but has yet to sign. Billy Ray
Bates, Ron Brewer and oftinjured Dave Twardzik are
the other guards, while forwards Kermit Washington and
Calvin Natt are solid. Thompson holds the playoff key.
San Diego Clippers
Bill Walton has a foot injury
— again. Without Mr. Bill, the
Clippers will struggle for .500.
Swen Nater led the league in
rebounding with 15 per game,
but rookie Michael Brooks is
the best of a weak group of forwards. The Prince of Mid-Air,
Lloyd Free, has been shipped
up the coast, so look for
Freeman Williams 'to bomb
away in his place.
Seattle SuperSonles
Seattle won the title two
years ago and will make a
strong bid to reclaim it. Sonics
fans drool over the prospect of
Gus Williams and Westphal at
guard, with Freddie brown off
the bench — the most explosive guard trio in the
league. But Williams, a free
agent, has yet to sign. Jack
Sikma and Lonnie Shelton are
two young veterans who can
bang the boards, and secondyear man James Bailey is
another tough customer.
Veteran forward John
Johnson is the oil that makes
the machine run so smoothly.
Tomorrow: the NBA East,

Besides becoming Alabama
Coach Bear Bryant's 300th
career victim, the Wildcats
have also fell to Oklahoma and
Indiana. Kentucky has wins
over Utah State' and Bowling
Green in compiling a 2-3
record.

will help."
Randy Brooks leads the
Wildcats in rushing after five
games with 401 yards on 101
rushes for 82.0 yards a game
and 4.1 yards a carry.
Quarterback Terry Henry is
second with 67.7 yards rushing
a game. Henry-has also completed 50 of 88 passing attempts for 661 yards and six
touchdowns. The sophomore. •
however, has been intercepted
11 times.
Junior tight end Jim Campbell of Louisville is the team's
leading receiver with 20 catches for 234 yards and three
touchdowns. Brooks had nine
receptions for 89 yards and
Alan Watson has caught sever:
passes for 180 yards.

REMEMBER
THE 10TH!
7
I'm
COLLECTING,
MRS
PAUL.—

c

WOOL D YOU
COME BACK
TOMORROW
-...,_

The 10th of each month is a very important date to
your newspaper carrier. Your carrier must receive
yout.payment by the 10th of the month in order to pay
their bill.
You see, these carriers are independent business
men and women. They buy their papers from us at
wholesale cost and sell them to you at the retail
delivery rate. When. you don't pay them by the 10th,
they have to dig down into their own pockets to make
up the difference.
Please pay your carrier promptly before the 10th of
each month. They depend on you to write their pay
checks.

PAY BY MAIL
Collection time can be an inconvenience for you and
your carrier.
So...paying by mail is a sirriple way to avoid getting
_ caught without the right change and you avoid the
bother of monthly collections.
the

.)
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Hubbard Cosponsors Farm Loan Legislation
WASHINGTON, D.C. — U.
S. Rep. Carroll Hubbard has
cosponsored legislation which
would suspend repayment of
government farm disaster
loans for up to three years.
Hubbard said this measure
is needed to help farmers survive "the worst combination
of economic problems and
natural disasters since the
Great Depression."
"First," he noted,"farmers
are caught in a price squeeze.
The costs of production, such
as fuel, fertilizer, and equipment have risen steeply. At
the same time, the prices
farmers receive for their products have remained relatively low.
"Second, farmers in
western Kentucky, and
elsewhere, have experienced
bad weather conditions in
three of the last four crop
years. This year's drought —
the worst in memory — is only
the latest in a series of
weather problems."
Hubbard said that many
farmers had received government disaster loans in
previous years, but needed
more help until conditions improve.
The Congressman warned
that "if we require repayment
of past years' disaster loans in
the face of the summer
drought, we may see the
-foreclosure of. many _family
farms."
In Kentucky, the Farmers
Home Administration has
declared all 121 counties as
agriculture disaster areas due
to the drought which began
last May.
The bill which Hubbard has
cosponsored would have the

Car Collectors Hall Of Fame

Inside Display

Magazine Features Musuem

E. Howard Brandon, Murray, collaborated with Jerry
Speight, a faculty member at
Murray State, in preparing
the article, photography and
story behind the founding of
the exhibit. The text attempts

fesei,e/4,IN
..Gifts that
will grow
with time...

_..

, Hardy Mums
%,r (Ready To Set Out)

„ Shrubs
!'
c

res.

to take the reader step by step
through the displays, beginning in the showroom and gift
shop where the walls are
covered with a colorful mural
depicting points of interest in
Nashville and several of the
antique cars contained in the
museum.
Next, comes the female
manikin that welcomes
visitors to Car Collectors. The
first major display area is
"The Ford Parlor, home of the
most original low-mileage collection of Fords in the world."
In this area one can view the
earliest models up to a 1963
Ford Thunderbird convertible.
After the Ford Parlor, there
is a general display area containing one of Elvis' Eldorado
Cadillacs, a King Midget and
several rare motor cars. This
area flows into the, "Chevy
Parlor, the most original low
mileage collection of Chevys
in the world." Chevy lovers
will view Ruth Brandon's immaculate '56 convertible,
several 1957 models, a '58 Im.”0.1o, and a vast range of
earlier vintage cars.
The last display accommodates a Doctor's Model T
Coup manufactured in 1917,
complete with all the
Re_cessary medical instruments of that era.
The Nashvillg museum • is
unique with its collection of
low mileage cars, manikins

4
'
"
1/ Trees
/2 Price

ffualieta st*
916 Coldwater Rd

tion proclaim a nationwide
repayment moratorium.
Farmers would resume
repayment of the disaster loan
after the three year
moratorium.

In addition, the Secretary
would declare loan and
foreclosure suspensions in
counties declared diaster
areas and could at his discre-

Hubbard stated that "The
primary problem is maintaining the farmers' cash flow so
that they can keep producing.
It is ironic that some of the

most productive farmers are
the hardest hit.
-"They received disaster
loans in 1977 and 1979 after
heavy rains and drought alternately destroyed crops. Now
with the drought of 1980, they
must choose between paying
off the loans or planting next
year's crops. Farmers expect
good times and bad times, but

the recent conditions have
destroyed the cushion they
built in good years.
"With temporary relief
from their debts and a little
help from nature next year,
productive farmers will be
back in business. If many
farmers are bankrupt, food
prices will surely rise. After
all, if the farmer does not eat,
none of us eats."

Nursing Homes Not Being Reimbursed
percent was attributable to reBy HERBERT SPARROW
quired salaries.
Associated Press Writer
Medicaid is a federal-state
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
Half of Kentucky's nursing program to provide medical
homes are not being fully care to low-income elderly,
reimbursed for their cost of blind or disabled persons.
Kentucky administers the procaring for Medicaid patients.
That is the conclusion of a gram and receives two-thirds
private consultant hired by a of the funds from the federal
government.
nursing home association.
Ketron was hired by the
James Megson of Ketron,
Inc., an Arlington, Va.-based Kentucky Association of
consulting firm, told a Health Care Facilities, which
legislative subcommittee represents 178 long-term care
Tuesday that the average facilities. Megson presented
underpayment on Medicaid its findings to the Subcommitpatients as of Oct. 1 was $4.87 tee on Long Term Care of the
Interim Joint Committee on
per patiert per day.
While Kentucky pays a max- Health and Welfare.
Association president David
imum of $27 per day per patient, Megson said the figure Wren, a Louisyille nursing
home administrator, said his
should be $31.39.
Megson said much of ,the group hired the consulting
cost not being properly reim- firm 'because it didn't feel
bursed is being incurred in anyone had a complete handle
-areas required by federal and on the-issue of the costs of instate regulations governing termediate care services in
Kentucky.
the Medicaid program.
"Our experience has shown
"The largest expenditure of
funds, 34.3 percent, occurs in that many people who comthe area of routine services plain that intermediate care
mandated by federal and state expenditures in Kentucky are
regulations and standards,": high or are increasing, have
failed to examine what those
Megson said.
Of that amount, he said 31.9 expenditures entail," Megson

said.
length of stay had risen durmg
Megson said he found three the same period from 83 days
major reasons for the increas- to 223 days.
ed costs of intermediate care
Megson said that during
for the elderly in Kentucky. 1977, 71 percent of Kentucky's
He said they are an increase in total days of long-term care
the number of patients, an in- involved intermediate care,
crease in the average length of with only 29 percent in the
a patient's stay and a high higher and more expensive
concentration of patients in level of skilled nursing care.
the intermediate level of care
Megson said Kentucky comwho might otherwise be pares very favorably with the
classified in the skilled care overall average cost of incategory.
termediate care in the eightHe.said there was a 640 per- state southeastern region.
cent increase in the number of
"The overall rate of inintermediate care patients crease in intermediate care
between 1973 and 1977, the last facility payments has been
year for which figures are considerably faster in the
available. He said the average region as a whole," he said.

Owensboro Hunters Find
Body In Wooded Area
-___State Police Trooper Bruce
OWENSBORO„Ky.
Two hunters found the body of Keugel said the body was
Joseph Morris, 85, Tuesday found about one mile from the
night in a wooded area in home.
The search centered in the
Daviess County.
An extensive search had Knottsville and Masonville
been conducted for Morris communities. Taking part
since he wandered away from were volunteers, civil defense,
a personal care home at National Guard and Ft. Campbell personnel.
Knottsyille 11 days ago.

Friendly Folks To Serve You!

Car Collectors Hall Of Fame

Car Collectors Hall of
Fame, an Antique and Classic
Car Museum located in.
Nashville, has been featured
in the November issue of Car
Collectors Magazine.

Secretary of Agriculture
declare a moratorium on
foreclosures and loan
repayments in counties which
have been hit by disasters in
two out of three crop years.

clothed in the costumes of the
past, placards listing the
history behind many of the
cars and exhibits such as the
car horn panel where visitors
can blows horn from the past.
Car Collector Magazine is
published by Classic
Publishing in Norcross,
Georgia.

Dr. Gil Mathis Is
Carter Chairman
Dr. Gil Mathis has been
named chairman of the
Carter-Mondale campaign in
Calloway County.
A professor of economics at
Murray State University,
Mathis also was chairman for
the Calloway County CarterMondale campaign in 1976.
State campaign coordinator Charles Graves and
state campaign chairman
Dale Sights said, "We are
very pleased to have such an
enthusiastic member on our
team."
Mathis is a member of the
First Baptist Church and is a
past president of Ducks
Unlimited. Mathis also has attended two White House briefings.
"I'm a strong supporter and
feel confident President
Carter will not only win in the
county but throughout Kentucky and the nation," Mathis
said. .
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It's Fun to Shop at OTASCO!
Big Savings!
Extra
•
• Reliable, Famous Name Brands!
• Big Selection of Values!

For over 62 years OTASCO has been a leader in
offering home, car and outdoor needs at ValueSetting prices. These Good News "specials"
will prove to you again that it Saves to Shop at
OTASCO. Come in today . . . many more Unadvertised Specials in our store.

Always Your Home of
Better Values.
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Treating a cough best
'Lawrence E. Lamb,M.D.
DEAFt DR LAMB -- Would
you please explain the difference in cough medicines"
What kind do you use when
you have a dry, choking cough
and what kind do you use
when you have a loose cough
that's liquid?
DEAR READER — The
first rule is to know what's
causing the cough. If it's
caused by accumulation of
fluid in the lungs from heart
failure, you should be taking
heart medicine to strengthen
the heart, not cough medicine.
I use that as an illustration to
point out that coughing is a
symptom, not a diagnosis.
Chronic coughs can be associated with a variety of disorders. Among these is unrecognized cancer. That's why
anyone whose cough persists
beyond two weeks should see
his doctor for an examination.
Now it's not always wise to
get rid of a cough. If you have
a lot of loose material in the
lungs that needs to be coughed
up, then it may be important
to encourage it.
Some of the dry hacking
coughs are related to
decreased humidity in the living quarters. And anyone who
has a respiratory infection
and is in an extremely dry
environment may have more
difficulties.
I'm sending you The Health
Letter number 8-10, Cough!
How and When to Treat It. It
will give you further information that you need. Other
readers who want this issue
can send 75 cents with a long,
stamped, self-addressed enve•
.- • - • -•- -
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lope for it Send your request
a supplement if you are getto me, in care of this newspating no calcium at all in your ferent preparations contain
different percentages of eleper, P.O. Box 1551, Radio City
diet.
mental calcium If you need
Station, New York, NY 10019.
Remember that the calci- calcium supplements because
To answer your question
um tablets you get are usually of your diet, ask your doctor
directly, if you just want to
suppress the cough there's only part calcium and part to select a preparation and an
probably no medicine that's something else so a one-gram amount that fits your particubetter than codeine and that's calcium tablet will not con- lar needs in relation to your
taio one gram of calcium Dif- particular diet.
why it's often included in a
number of effective cough
medicines. The amount of
codeine that's used for this
purpose is less than the
amount that's used to relieve
pain.
Two non-narcotic drugs are
noscapine and dextromethorFrances Drake
phan. These ingredients may
FOR TERJELSDAY,OCTOBER 9, 1980
be listed in a cough preparation that you can buy without
What kind of day will LIBRA
a prescription.
tomorrow be? To find out what
A new sense of self shouldn't
If you want to loosen up the stars say, read the
thick mucus, you want to forecast given for your
birth go to your head. Promote your
own interests, but don't be
stimulate those glands that Sign.
are in the respiratory tree to
insistent. Finances up.
pour out secretions. Two ARIES
SCORPIO
medicines that are useful for
1 -;--4": (Oct. 23 to Nov. 21)
,
this purpose are Syrup of Ipe- ( Mar. 21 to Apr. 19)1Y
You
may
see someone in a
Confidential talks with
cac and glyceryl guaiacolate•
new light. Added insights will friends are beneficial. The
DEAR DR. LAMB — You
benefit
partoerships. Make best way to promote your
suggest that after the menopause women should consume decisons on assets and interests is from the sidelines.
a quart of fortified milk a day savings.
Be discreet.
in order to receive the amount TAURUS
SAGITTARIUS
.of calcium needed to prevent ( Apr. 20 to May 20)
(Nov. 22 to Dec. 21)
‘‘s
'
s
osteoporosis in later years.
A busy and fruitful day on
Social life is active, but a
Would a calcium supplement the job. An
friendshi
intense
p can reach a critical
need to
be as effective and, if so, how
succeed motivates you. point. Meetings with business
much would be equivalent to
Cooperat
e
with
acquaint
others
ances are productive.
in the
one quart of milk?
p.m. Close ties back you.
CAPRICORN
DEAR READER — Yes.
GEMINI
(Dec.
28
to Jan. 19) Vj
The object is to obtain suffiPower moves at the top
cient calcium one way or (May 21 to June 20)
Helping
children
affect
your
with
status. Friends are
their
another. A normal adult woman needs about 800 mg of cal- problems brings fulfillment. A helpful to you careerwise, but
cium -a day. In the post-meno--- turning point ifi romance. also consult with professional
pause period she should Enjoy the company of others advisers.
receive at least 1 gm a day at home.
AQUARIUS
which is about the amount in a CANCER
(Jan. 20 to Feb. 18)
quart of milk. There is more (June 21 to July 22)
You may consider a change
GO
in fortified skim milk. It folEmotional needs are strong. in advisers. Business trips are
lows that you need about 1 gm
Avoid going to extremes. A favored now. Travel brings
or 1.5 gm of calcium a day as
balanced attitude will serve new opportunities. Financial
WELL POLISHED
you well. The light touch backing possible.
When shopping for nail col- works in love.
PISCES
or; take along a roll of clear LEO
(Feb. 19 to Mar. 20)
You'll gain
tape. Place a piece of tape on (July 23 to Aug. 22)12
a fresh
Don't let emotions dominate perspective on financial
top of your hand and paint or
dabs of the colors you're con- your thinking. Keep in touch matters. Make important
sidering. You can decide what with relatives. Visits from decisions on assets. Review
looks nicest with your skin neighbors make home a your investment structure.
YOU BORN TODAY are
tone without ruining your-pre- bustling place.
naturally artistic with a
sent manicure. When you get VIRGO
(Aug. 23 to Sept. 22)
genuine interest in world
your new polish home, rub
Shopping expeditions are problems. You dislike taking
some petroleum jelly inside
favored. You may meet with orders, though, and at times
the _cover for easy opening, small
opportunities
to can be self-serving. You are at
Then store polish in the increase
income. Get accounts your best when you devote
refrigerator to keep it smooth, in order. Pay
yourself to a larger cause.
bills.
--

COMPARE OUR PRICES. . .SAVE 10-50%

Your Individual
Horoscope

(Sept. 23 to Oct.

WATER kvEEEi
zzi, 48-MONTH
-----)G
UARANTEED
1.
PUMPS
For Most Domestic'
BATTERY
1 ,/,..ilfito
.
5-flack Power To Spare
Cars...

22»s_L1,

Ph. 7534355

AUTO SHACK SUPER PRICED

1 1 95 $39.95

REBUILT
WITH
EXCHANGE

$

WITH EXCHANGE

COMPARE:

STARTER
FOR A 1972 LTD

At Ford
Dealer...
You
PaY *539-75

COMPARE:

At Parts
Store A...
You
.
PO" *$43.80

At Parts
Auto Shack
Store B..,
Price...
You
Pay *543.30

YOU SAVE
UP TO

*$28 95

$14.85
.1
•

VOLTAGE REGULATOR
FOR A 1976 CUTLASS

At GMC
At Parts
Dealer.,.Store A
,. You
You
I Pay '24.78
Pay '26.05

—

At Parts
Store B.
You
Pay '16.91

Auto Shack
Price...

YOU SAVE
UP TO

$13.99
,

llitANUTACTURED PART...WITH FINANCE

$12.06 '
•

DO IT YOURSELF. . .SAVE BIG BUCKS!
111111-..
,

PRESTO N E II
WINTER/SUMMER CONCENTRATE...
Winterize Your Car Now...
•
And Saver!

LI

$3.57

AUTO SHACK
SUPER PRICED

nr

15115 DE INSURANCE COMPAN
OF AMERICA
• •
!IC MICHIGAN

When You Need It Most

Let Auto Shack..,
Be Your Auto
Parts Store!

LIMIT 2 PLEASE

-------

Shop The No Frills Way and Compare! See
Why We Can Say
We Have The Lowest Prices In Town

T-Mart

DISCOUNT
FOODS
Cash & Food Stamps
Accepted-Sorry No Checks

In The Uncle Jeff Shopping Center
Hormel
Tender Chunk

TOASTER
PASTRIES

HAM

89

63
/
4 Oz.

Green Beans

16.

254

Chili Beans

1So.

ADZ

Orange Juice

12 Oz

Vegetable Oil Spray
Cinnamon

834 Flour
736 Evaporve,tok
Hot Sauce
1,04 49"

16st

Margarine

27,

150z.

Meat Tenderizer

1m.

S1 49

89"

Grapefruit Juice

41102. 794

Hershey: Cocoa

MOM

554

„ 894

Vanilla
Orange Juice
Mix Vegetables
Mushroom:

Bathroom Tissue
Asparagus Cuts

▪ 294
• 794
31

rocket Cola

411 494

Instant Potatoes

14.2 et.

Early June Peas
Cream of Wheat

1501

4.,

344

Frosted Flakes

09

Total

Its.

Chunk Tuna

H.. 754

Ravioli

II▪I▪ I

•
•
•
▪
•
U.

MOTORCRAFT
10W-30 MOTOR OIL
The Great
All Season Oil..,
Exceeds All
Requirements...
Even The New
SF Category!

73

QUART
A

HEAVY DUTY

JACK STANDS IN

5.99

Make Your
Work Easier...
Quicker...Safe,!

2 J.-.
FR

OPEN EVERY SUNDAY

Wil/ilueo
Aiwk

89'
is., 59'
11••

CORN

WHEATIES

CRIS'PINS

DISCOUNT
AUTO PARTS --1
;
SUPER MART*
Ill

SOUTH 12 STREET
SOUTHSIDE SHOPPING CENTER
MURRAT,-KENTUCKY
PHONE: 153-8911

694

2/
1
2 Oz.

alussum

EN 0AllY

8 AM II

rncov elnilLARLE

II_

II •
••

$9.99

Light Makes
Any Repair
job Easier!

40. 39
'

Italian Style Salad

'$129

E▪il
m

E E

1101 594

General Mills

18 Oz.

Foreign
Repair
Manual

Everything You

Want To Know..,
To Do The Job
Right

LIMIT 6 QUARTS PLEASE!

$1 29
11

Pride of Illinois White
Cream Style

iso3/99—

LIMIT 2 PLEASE

25 FOOT
TROUBLE
A
LIGHT

$1 19

Puffed Wheat

Is,,.-_,1 64

$1.37
12 oz.
Bottle

594

Toaster Pastries

/80. $1

25'
654

DISH
DETERGENT

654
734

• NI

$1 89

16m.

32 Oz.

AUTO REPAIR
MANUAL

Si

A Little Relief From
The Gas Shortage!

Her

1/2 Gal.

MANUA

FROM$2.69

GAS
BOOSTER

Bacon

JUICE
$1 29

L1980

LIMIT
2
PLEASE

DU PONT

Instant Tea

Block Pepper

FAMOUS•
CHILTON'S

Auro
REpm.

AUTO PARTS YOU NEED. . .AT DISCOUNT PRICES

MATE

Sweet Peas

!

Take Care Of
Your Car...

FOR

Creamette
Hamburger

Minute Maid
Orange

Rexford
NAVY BEANS
GREAT NORTHERN BEANS
BLACKEYE PEAS
RED BEANS

Coffee Filters

874
„.. 934
55'
79'
43'
6., 25'

1340

Brownie Mix

OIL
FUER

64
4
59'

Salad Dressing

'Smi $1 19

Fudge Frosting

42

6 Pkg

FRAM

_
OIL
FRA
pRiof FILTERS

•
P

OPEN SUNDAYS
SAM III 3 PM

PRICES GOOD THRU SUNDAY

/'

"".TY.,40V4k,

- OEM
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Kentucky Medicaid Payments To
Providers To Be Open To Public

•

Itts HERBERT SPARROW
Associated Press Writer
AP(
FRANKFORT,
of the state's
Medicaid payments to health
care providers must be opened to the public.
That was the ruling Tuesday
of the state attorney general's
office, which held the payment
records are subject to . the
Open Records Law.. Assistant Attorney General
Carl Miller said the Medicaid
records of the state Department for Human Resources
toast be treated in the same
manner as records pertaining
to state contracts.
"That is, they must be made
available for public inSpection

upon request," Miller told
Human Resources general
counsel Paul Fauri.
thiltke most attorney
general opinions, which are
only advisory, opinions dealing with the Open Records
Law hold the force of law
unless overturned by a court.
The Department for Human
Resources administers the
Medicaid program through its
Kentucky Medical Assistance
Program and makes direct
payments to providers of services to individuals eligible for
Medicaid.
Faun said a recent federal
court ruling in Florida held
that the U.S. Department of
Health and Human Services

(formerly HEW) could not
publish a list of Medicare providers because of provisions of
the Federal Privacy Act.
Miller said it was his opinion
that the Florida ruling has no
bearing upon Kentucky
because this state does not
have a privacy act.
The Florida case was
decided entirely on the
strength of the Federal
Privacy Act of 1974 and that
Act has no force as to state
records, only the records of
federal agencies," Miller said.
Miller also said Medicaid
records do not come under the
exemption to the Open
Records Law for information
of a personal nature that

DON'T THE ACES®IRA ()RN .R
SELL YOUR
"A panic is the stampede
of our self-possession." -Antoine Rivarol.

OLD
GOLD
AND

DIAMONDS
until you get our
prices. You can
Ma us to pay
the top CASH
prices.
WE GUARANTEE
THE TOP BID

HOURS
10-6 Mon. Thru Fri.
10-5 Sat.
MICHEISON'S
/
et e le
4.

Ws-

•I.) 10945
•10 It 7 4
• A2
•14 :1

would be a clearly unwarranted invasion of personal
privacy.
"This exception calls for a
weighing of the public interest
in disclosure of the records
against the individual right of
personal privacy," Millet/
said.
"We recognize that a physician's or a hospital's income
for services rendered to patients is a private matter,"
Miller said. "We also
recognize that the expenditure
of public funds by an agency of
the government is a matter of
interest to tbepublic."

'Password'Host Suffers Stroke
MONTEREY,Calif.(AP) — The couple had been vacationTelevision personality Allen ing in the Monterey area.
The "Password" television
Ludden, longtime host of the
television game show series, with Ludden as master
-Password," suffered a of ceremonies, was broadcast
massive stroke and was in a on CBS for six years beginning
coma today at Community in 1961. It returned to the air in
the early 1970s asr syndicated
Hospital here, officials said.
show.
Ludden, 62, was in critical
Ludden was born in Mineral
condition.
Point, Wis., and began
He was brought to the
teaching high school English
hospital Tuesday morning,
in Austin, Texas, in 1941, after
and his condition had not
receiving his bachelor's and
changed since then, said
master's degrees in English at
spokeswoman Marge Peterthe University of Texas.
son.
He worked briefly at radio
Ludden's wife,actress Betty
station KEYS in Corpus
Tuesday.
White, was with him
Christi, Texas, before enter-

Miller pointed to a 1974
federal court ruling that
denied a request by Wine Hobbies USA, Inc. for a list of all
persons who have a federal
permit to make wine in their
homes.

"Low Overhead Means law Prices"

WHITE CLOUD

BATHROOM

num

Limit One

Consumer Goods
Received, Not
Ordered May Be Kept

300

on coffee you'll really love.

version of that show on CBSTV.
He also served from 1957-59
as program director for WCBS
radio in New York City. From
1959-1961, he was director of
programs for all CBS-owned
radio stations.
Ludden. and Miss White
married in 1963,one year after
his first wife died. He has
three children, David, Martha
and Sarah, from his,first marriage.
Miss White and Ludden
were co-starring headliners on
summer theater-circuits after
they met and later appeared
together on television.

SUPER MARKET

The court held that such information was part of a person's personal privacy that includes information on his martial status, home residence
and family matters.

It's easy to panic and cash
EAST
WEST
In another opinion released
aces when a- long suit sits in •K 2
74
Tuesday, this one advisory,
2
•
K3
calm
dummy It takes a
•9It 7 hi
Miller said the state Board of
defender to count declarers •K .1 to 4
+ALI 4 2
A 'A_
Education can legally transfer
distribution— before- he
sot 711
litenses for 13 Kentucky
makes a quick move
•A .13
Television
Dummy's diamond ace
Education
V A Q.19.
wins the first trick and a
. transmitters to the Kentucky
•.3trump finesse loses to
Authority for Educational
4 K 1(7 5
West's king West continues
Television.
I )4%11,1
‘'ulnerahle Both
with a diamond that declarMiller said it was not only
er ruffs and declarers South The bidding
proper to transfer the
trump nine is led to
licenses, but the intent of the
dummy's 10. The spade south Vol \firth F...1,1
Legislature was that the
2•
1,
mtven is passed to West s
P.i•-•
'
I
Authority should be the
king declarer dropping his
licensee.
jack, and its now time for
Iti.doond
Openaw ledd
iV4est to make the key de,
Athg
KET executive director 0.
ston
•
Leonard Press said tbe
He knows dummy
Federal Communications
er s hand Clear]v it can (1..
spades are ready to run the
Commission has said it has no
question is "Should he try In
no good to panic and cash
problem with the transfer.
cash two club tricks beton,
it's hest to sit and wait
they disappear
Intuition will not answer
Bid Kith 1 4trn
this question We can peek
at the.East and South hands South holds - I WM It
and see that West should
wait with his _club ace At
Have you ever received
the table. it's quite another
goods you did not order? Did
story. If West cashes the
you know you may accept
club ace, the game makes
If he waits, the game goes
them,consider them a gift and
south
Sorth
down. flow does West tell"
use them? You are not respon2
i•
After the play of two,
sible for returning them or
trumps. West knows that
ANSWER: Four (lob- paying for them unless they
declarer has only a five
North's . response has pro were addressed to or intended
card suit. West also knows
South's
values for another person and you
moted
_ that declarer had only..one
im.rnensOly and the jump ratse received them by mistake.
diamond. Therefore declaris the most descriptive hid
For more information on
er must have seven cards in
--consumer information, write
spades and clubs.
Send hridge sive,tions tn- The A,
The Office of Attorney
K's 120:n1,111a. Tex, 7522,
One of these (the spade)
enselnpt
with -.elf addre,ed
General Division of Consumer
has been played so, after the
repl,
spades are run, there will
Protection, Frankfort, Ky
still be two clubs in declar40601.

ing the Army in 1942, where he
produced and directed 40
shows in the Pacific. After
World War II, he became the
personal manager of
Shakespearean actor Maurice
Evans.
In 1947, Ludden began working on the staff of a playhouse
in Connecticut and at radio
station WTIC in Hartford,
Conn.
Ludden's career blossomed
in 1953 when he became
moderator of the radio
forerunner of "G-E_ College
Bowl." In January 1959, he
began nearly four years as
moderator of the television

SAVE
90`
4 Roll
Pkg.

WITH $10.00 OR MORE PURCHASE EXCLUDING TOBACCO OR DRINKS ON
SPECIAL

FRESH PRODUCE

FROZEN FOODS

New Green

Frosty Acres Baby

Cabbage

19C
Lb.

U.S. No. 1 Red

$179

Potatoes

10 Lb. Bag

Yellow

Limas

10 Oz,

49c

2 Lb. Bag

59c

16 Oz. Bag

89c

8 Pieces

99c

Garden Delight French

Fries
Frosty Acres Onion

Onions

3 Lb, Bag

Yellow Delicious

89c Rings

Frosty Acres

Apples

3 Lb. Bag

89c Corn Cob
On

PARKER'S MARKET'S CHOICE MEATS

MOUNTAIN CROWN FOLGER'S
Its smart to save on delicious
Folger's R instead of a "bargain
brand"— because coffee you don't
really enjoy is no bargain.
Folger's gives you delicious
mountain grown flavor. Mountain
grown is the richest, most aromatic
kind of coffee.
Get Mountain Grown
Folger's. Great flavor is the
real bargain.

Whole Only

GOVT INSPECTED

FRYERS
BREASTS

6 $1.29

.89c Siki.

LEGS

THIGHS

No. I Sliced
Slab

Bacon

1
'
!

6

99c
Smoked

Reelfoot Pure

Jowl

Lard
$_1179

79c
In Hut Plec•

I lb. an

lb.

Pure Fresh

when
SAVE 30*you
buy 30°

14644,
5

TAKE THIS COUPON TO YOUR STORE

ONE any size
GROUND ROAST
OR FLAKED

RADer's

LIMIT ONE COUPON PER PURCHASF
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'PHiaCTER 8 GAMBLE

taw

Ground
Beef

39

Family Pak
3 Lb. or
more

lb.

Smoked

Stick
$1 19

Pork
Chops
1
•89

Center

Field's

Braunschweiger

89c

lb

_J
•
,e) The Folger Coffee Company, 1980

BEST COPY AVAILA

•

'—cete
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Governor Strongly Affected Following Visit To Mental Instit
ution

1

LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
Gov. John Y. Brown Jr. says
he was strongly affected by a
visit to the Outwood mental institution, which faces closure
unless a federal deadline for
building and safety code compliance is extended.
"I've never been exposed to
anything like I saw at Outwood. It is something that is
very emotional, something we
can't turn our backs on,"
Brown said later in Louisville.
"There, the patients are the
most mentally retarded, from
wearing the helmets to running around nude," he said.

"And I was impressed with
the program down there. They
are keeping them active every
day ... it used to be they would
just waste away."
He and state Hunan
Resources Secretary Grady
Stumbo toured several state
health facilities Tuesday, including Bowling GreenWarren County Health Center,
Outwood in riawson Springs,
and Central State Hospital in
Jefferson County.
They spoke of plans to improve management of the
Department tor Human
Resources
the state's

See Our In
Store Display
Of Ecko
Stainless Flatware

largest agency — and its month'in
US. District Court in
delivery of services.
Louisville against the U.S.
And they said they were con- Departm
ent of. Health and
sidering ways to save the pro- Human Services
, asking that
gram at Outwood, arid ways to Medicaid
payments for care
relieve overcrowding at Cen- and treatmen
t of Outwood patral State.
tients not be cut off.
The 260 patients at Outwood
The suit said federal ofare cllassed as severely or ficials
had ruled that the state
profoundly retarded. The pro- would
become ineligible for $4
gram there is designed to million
in Medicaid payments
assist them in developing self- unless
Outwood could comply
('are skills such as toilet train- with
building and safety codes
ing, feeding and dressing. The before
an inspection this
average length of stayls about week.
500 days.
The state cannot meet those
The Human Resources. standards
at the present
1)epartrilent filed suit last center, originall
y a World War

I era Army hospital, and construction of a new institution
has been delayed by litigation,
the suit said.
Brown told reporters'at
Louisville he has asiced Stumbo to make a recommendation
within a week on how to proceed.
"The federal government
told us they are going to.
discontinue the $4 million a
year they give us for the program down there. So we have
to make a decision," Brown
said. "It's about a $13 million
development we have to.
decide on, otherwise we are

Parker's Home Owned
And Operated

going to lose our federal funding."
Construction of new
buildings at Outwood was
halted by a suit by the Kentucky Association of Retarded
Citizens against the state.
Last spring, U.S. District
Judge Charles M. Allen rejected the association's request that Outwood be closed
and plans for a new institution
at the same site be shelved.
The state has appealed to
the U.S. 6th Circuit Court of
Appeals in Cincinnati, but an
agreement to stop construction until the suit is settl-

Prices Good
Wed. Oct. 8
Thru Tue. Oct. 14

We Reserve The Right To Limit Quantities

Dog Food
11 79
S1
Save
20'

5 Lb Bog

Sealtest

Cottage
Cheese
$1 19

5 Lb.
Bag

Save 31'

24 oz. Savo 34

MY OUR JUST

Derby Beef

AS GOOD

ODS
79 NO FRILLS FOsAvi
nas
Grape Juice 98
Tamales
13 es. Glass Say• 10'

POR PROVEn

n -

Welch

GOLDEN.*
CORN

Whits or C
Sa•• 17'

Keeping Food Costs Down
Will Be Easier
Now That We Carry A Full Line

GREEN
BEANS

Of

d 24 oz.

GENERIC
PRODUCTS

Bunny
.s•

Danish Ro11s79

JUST AS GOOD
as the comparable
and wholesome
even
peoronc•

Chef Bey-Ar-Dee

•

,
r ,)y

S

op

We keep the cost of generic products
down by ksteov,
the packaging simple and by
Imnirninng advertising o•
prornotionol expenditures Then we
buy them in
quantities when they are available
so w• con take o •
vantage of bargains and pass the
savings on to you

15 oz. Says 8'

if PrIc• I Economy It. Your
Maier Consid•rotion

too
kv:iipr
-

Dog Food

31900

Save 29'
2

oz. Can

Hefty 30 Gal. Size

10 Count Salm 10

Martha White
Flap Stax

Pancake
Mix

snug 16 4/
$

Hunt's Manwich

Sauce
IS 2

Eggs

oz. Savo HP

79c

WI
ye Piec•

5
17froz.

Tomato
Sauce
8 oz Say• 16

411°

Drinks
Sa•• 32

Golden Grain

hold's

chweiger

9
1 c
lb

•• •

•• •
DEAR ABBY: After I began donating regularly
to a
couple of charities, I realized they were spending a
lot of
money in postage, stationery and clerical help in order
to
acknowledge my contribution and thank me for making
it.
Now when I send a check for a charity, I enclose a note
saying that an acknowledgment is not necessar
y. My
canceled check is all I need for incomf tax purposes
.
If others would do this, more of the money would go to
the
causes we care for..
L.K., PASADENA, TEXAS

\„woof GENUINE STONES

Your Choice
2 Liter
PEP91
.11/4

DEAR SHOCKED: No, this is a'first. However,
what's done is done, and perpetuating the tenseness
for something your son did with your permission
makes no sense to me. As I understand it, you
approved of his having sex with the girl, but demanded that he come home "at a reasonable hour."
It's commendable that your son was open and
honest with you and that you were able to discuss
methods of birth control with him, but he is a minor
and so is the girl, and as a responsible parent you
should have urged se/(-control.
Jane's mother deserves high marks for having built
an open and honest relationship with her daughter,
but as a responsible parent she should not have
condoned and arranged for this weddingless wedding
night.

ON SALE NOW!
LiiPiN DIAMONDS and
CI ,-.‘15-t"

lb

Hunts

Lovers' Opening Night
Gets Mixed Reviews

•••
Getting married? Whethei you want a formal
church wedding or a simple,"do-your-own-thing"
ceremony, get Abby's new booklet. Send $1 plus a
long, self-addressed, stamped (28 cents) envelope to:
Abby's Wedding Booklet, 132 Lasky Drive, Beverly
Hills, Calif. 90212.

50 Envelope Pock
Savo 12'

9

By Abigail Van Buren

DEAR L.K.: Thanks for a good idea.

Sweet and
Low
57c

!Yoked

46;#

DEAR US: Make it perfectly clear that you have
absolutely no interest in becoming distributors, and
if the friendship cools, you'll know it wasn't so hot in
the first place.

GENERIC PRODUCTS SHOULD BE YOUR CHOICE!

Lynn Grove
Grade A Medium

eau

DEAR ABBY: My wife and I met a new couple through
our children who go to school together, play together, etc.
This family (I'll call them the Smiths) began pushing for a closer relationship, and being new in town, we welcomed their friendship.
Soon another factor entered the picture. The Smiths are
distributors for a line of products. Soon after we met, they
invited us to join them for some sales meetings. Then they
started pitching us to become distributors. Abby, we like the
Smiths and we like the products, but we have no interest
whatsoever in being distributors.
Our question is, how can we tell whether the Smiths have
cultivated our friendship because they really like us or for
business reasons?
US
COLORADO

Trash Bags

Generic Products heat,,,, norne
bestdes what they
are green beans are green beans
and 'paper towels are
paper towels
no foncy names var.er.es or
packag
ing They ar• a standard grade
of food
not the fanc•er
grades used in notional adser,
sed brands B., please
keep in mind they are

Savo 20 Res 99

Alpo
Beef Chunks

14

Brown and Stumbo also said
they would be trying over the
next several months to find a
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Deodorant $159

Our selection has never
been better — -dozens of
styles at huge savings.
Thislnonth only
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way to expand the capacity of
Central State, which has a
capacity of 128 and is currently providing psychiatric care
for 183 adults.
And at Bowling Green, the
two said plans are under study
to consolidate some areas
within the Human Resources
Department to improvemanagement and services.

DEAR ABBY: What do you think of a mother of a 17-yearold girl who'would rent a motel room for her daughter and
the girl's boyfriend so they could have a lovely "first night"
experience together?
The boy is my son, also 17. (I will call him John.) John
and this girl (I'll call her Jane)are both in high school. They
became madly infatuated in just two weeks' time during the
summer. Jane told her mother of her desire to go all the way
with John, so the mother had a long talk with them,and the
three of them planned this all-night session for the two
young lovers.
When John told me of these plans, I couldn't believe it, so I
phoned Jane's mother and she admitted she had made all
the arrangements. She said. she- liked John and wantedter
daughter to be comfortable for her first sexual experience.
Can you believe this, Abby?
I told John that I was very disappointed that he was
allowing Jane's mother to run interference for him. We then
discussed the various methods of birth control and the
seriousness of his commitment to this girl He said he was
not "in love" with her — it was just a summer romance.
When John left for this date I told him I wanted him home
at a reasonable hour. Well, he stayed out all night, and
needless to say there has been a great deal of tenseness
between us ever since.
I'd appreCiate your comments. And have you heard of this
before?
•
SHOCVD IN SAN DIEGO

lkte,

Alpo Beef Flavored

ed remains in effect.
The state has asked federal
officials to extend to at least
July 1982 the deadline for bringing Outwood into compliance with building and safety codes.

Layaway Now or Mew HI
Al.. Ayala& at MICHELSON'S
hi Mayfiold
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-
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Deaths and Funerals
Luther M. Matheny
Dies At Care Unit
Luther Martin Matheny of
Murray Route 4 died today at
2:10 a.m, at the Long Term
Care Unit of the Murray Calloway County Hospital.
He was 88 years of age and a
member of the Sinking Spring
Baptist Church.
Survivors include his wife,
Mrs. Corclie Matheny; two
step daughters, Mrs. Thadious
Estelle ) Delaney, Murray
Route 4, and Mrs. Elizabeth
Bailey, Santa Ana, Cal.; two
sons, Charlie Matheny, Searcy, Ark., and Clyde Matheny,
Mountain View, Cal.
The Max Churchill Funeral
Home will be in charge of the
funeral and burial arrangements.

Funeral Thursday
For Edd Gardner

Mrs. Effie Byers
Dies Tuesday
Mrs. Effie Byers of 621 Ellis
Drive, Murray, died Tuesday
at 7!45 p.m. at the MurrayCalloway County Hospital.
She was 81 years of age.
The Murray woman was a
member of the Grace Baptist
Church. Born Jan. 19, 1899, in
Calloway County, she was the
daughter of the late Silas
Vaughn and Nellie Wilson
Vaughn.
Mrs. Byers is survived by
two sons, Cortez Byers, Murray Route 8, and Lester Byers.
314 South 15th Street, Murray;
one sister, Miss Hattie
Vaughn, 300 Woodlawn, Murray; one grandchild; three
great grandchildren.
The funeral will be held
Thursday at 11 a.m. at the
chapel of the J. H. Churchill
Funeral Home with the Rev.
R. J. Burpoe officiating.
Burial will follow in the Murray City Cemetery.
Friends may call at the
funeral home after 3 p.m. today Wednsay).(

Calvin Billington
Dies Today; Rites
To Be Held Friday

Granville Smith,
Brother Of Joe
Smith, Is Dead

Mrs. Reagan To Be In Louisville

By NORM CLARKE
Associated Press Writer
LAS VEGAS, Nev. (AP) —
Wayne Newton says he'll fight
a court battle "that could last
the rest of my life" to refute
allegations in an NBC News
report that organized crime
was involved in his purchase
of a hotel casino here.
Newton, a former teen-age
prodigy turned
singing
nightclub entertainer, said he
"would welcome any kind of
an investigation" to dispel the
news report that organized
crime was linked to his recent
885 million purchase of the
Aladdin Hotel.
At a news conference Tuesday night in the opulent Middle East-styled hotel, Newton
said he will launch a lawsuit
today against the network.
The law requires that NBC
be given an opportunity to
retract the story, Newton said.
The suit will be filed — with or
without a retraction — in New
York, Los Angeles and
Nevada,he said.
According to NBC, Newton,
37, faces a federal grand jury
investigation into his relationship with reputed organized
crime leader Guido Penosi.
Newton said NBC executives asked him three months ago about an interview to
'lliscuas Penosl. He declined
because he feared an inaccurate story would scuttle
negotiations for the hotel,
Newton said.
"I do know Guido," Newton
said. "I've never denied that."
However. Newton said he
knew nothing of Penosi's
background, except that he
had been in prison. Asked if he
n
T. K.Stone of Elizabethtow
knew why Penosi had been in
will speak at the meeting of jail, he said, "I don't want to
the retired teachers of the know."
First District Education
Earlier, Newton was quoted .
Association to be held Friday, as saying that "Tonight
Oct. 10, at 10 a.m. at the Col- Show" host Johnny Carson, a
onial House Smorgasbord.
rival bidder for the Aladdin,
Stone is the Customer Rela- could have been behind the
Developbusiness
tions and'
NBC story.
ment Executive of the NaOn Tuesday, however,
tional Bank and Trust in Newton said, "If I accused
Elizabethtown. He has been a him (Carson), I'd be as wrong
teacher, a coach, a principal, as NBC was last night. In my
a superintendent or schools, opinion, he doesn't have
and a banker.
anything to do with it."
He is also a member of the
*Kentucky Teachers Retirement Board.
All Calloway retired
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) — Cattle
teachers are welcome to at- 1100; slaughter steers and heifers not
cows 1.00 higher; cow quality not
tested;
said.
tend, a spokesman

BAGHDAD, Iraq (AP) — Iraq and
Iran carried on relentlessly today their
ground and air war while pro-Western
North Yemen was reported to have
joined Jordan in expressing support for
Iraq.
The United States has pledged to supply military hardware to neutral Persian Gulf nations that feel threatened
by the Iraq-Iran war.
Iraq was reported to have received
five shiploads of Sovietmade military
spare parts and ammunition through
Jordan's Aqaba port since the outbreak
of the war 17 days ago. The Soviet
Union denied offering military aid to
Iran.
Iraq claimed to have inflicted heavy
losses on Iranian forces on the ground
while the air war concentrated on supply lines.
Iraqi forces have stepped up air and
artillery attacks on Abadan and battled
holdouts in the port of Khorramshahr,
seeking to complete their conquest of
the Iranian side of Iraq's waterway to
the gulf.

Livestock Market

Prices of stocks of local Intenist at 111).
a m CST today furnished to The Murray
Ledger & Times by First o( Michigan
Corp., ol Murray,
Industrial Average
Air Products
American Motors
Ashland
Arnencan Telephone
Chrysler.
Ford Motor
G.A.F
General Dynamic
General Motors
General Tire
Goodrich
Goodyear
Gulf Oil
Hardens
Heublein
1 B.M
Jenco
Kmart
Kuhn's Big K
Pennwalt
Quaker Oats
Texaco
S Tobacco
Wendy's

+2.39
+%
-%
39% tmc
52% +"S
9% .
28% unc
12% +%
08% unc
52% -+-%
20 unc
22% unc
16% +%
454. +%
24 +%
30. +.41
69% +1%
23%B 23'sA
20% -%
-%
Ws +MI
2 +½
/
391
. 36% unc
.35'. -Is
17%13 17',A

attractive; liberal showing carried excessive waterfill, bulls steady; not
enough calves and vealers for price test;
feeders steady;
Slaughter steers standard and good
885-1315 lb 57 25-62 25.
Slaughter heifers standard and low
good 850-1000 lb 50.0052.00;
Slaughter cows commercial 43.2551 75; utility 44.00-48.00; high dressing
48.50-51.50; low dressing 41.00; cutter
42.50-46.50, dairy Wed cutter 47.00-48.50;
canner and cutter under 800 lb 32.0042.00,
Slaughter bulls 1-2 1000-1515 lb 53 5060 25. 2-4 overly fat bulls 4475-53.50.
Slaughter calves and realer, good and
choice 180-255 lb vealers 66.00-72.00;
good and choice 300-380 lb calves 5580.
5750. feeder steers 385-520 lb 70.00.74 00;
300400 lb 65 00-73.00; 500750 lb 600070.01); hoLsteins 425400 lb 80.0064.00; 8701175 lb 52.0057.75, heifers 390-575 lb
62.00-65.50; 300-500 lb 54.0042.00. 500435
lb 53.0060.00; stock cows 675-825 lb 2-6
years old 45 00-5400
Hogs 1600; 1200 feeder pigs, barrowS
and gilts 25-50 lower: 1-2 219-200 lb 490050.25; 210245 lb 4900-50.05; 245-275 lb
49.0449.60. 2-3 250-275 lb 48.50+9.35,
sows 75-1.00 higher; 1-3 350-450 lb
500407 lb 48.70-49.75; utility46.5)'90; 320385 lb 38.25-40.40; boars over 300 lb 42.50.43 25;
Sheep 25 IIMested

Hog Market

Don't Wait Until
The Last Minute
Have your driveway sealed for
winter by the professionals.
Don't worry about fuss or muss
we can do it better for less
money because we are the
professionals.
s

West Ky.Asphalt
Sealing & Coating
304 N. 121th

753-8163

Federal-State Market News Service October 8, 1900
Kentucky Purchase Area Hog Market
Report Includes 6 Buying Stations
Receipts Act 561 Est. 700 Barrows &
Gilts steady Sows steady to 81.00 lower
decline on wts. over 500
$48 50-49 au
US 1-2 210-240 Its.
84925-4850
US 2 210-250 lbs
$47.25-48 25
US 2-3240-260 Ibis
US 2-4260-280 Its.
Sows
$37 51-403.
US 1-2270-350 lbs.
US 1-3 300-450 lbs.
64030-4200
642.30-4430
I1S 1-3 450-500 Its.
US 1-35)01-650 lb.. 844.0045.00 few 45 50
$39 00-40 no
US 2-3 300-500 tbs
Roars 34.0437.00

Men MIT*

BEIRUT, Lebanon (AP) — The 52
American hostages in Iran are "all
right," a militant student at the occupied U.S. Embassy in Tehran said today, but he refused to say if the IranIraq war posed a danger to them.
Asked about the psychological state
of the hostages, now in their 340th day
of captivity, he said,"I suggest you ask
questions about the martyrs (Iranian
soldiers killed in the war) and the condition of Iranian captives held in Iraq."
He accused Western news media of
ignoring such topics and added: "But
When a number of Americans are held
here immediately the whole world
starts asking, 'how is their mental
state, are they receiving medicine and
soon?"
The militant was telephoned by The

sligr•r•Vre:O

Associated Press in Beirut. The AP also
phoned Iranian officials in Tehran
Tuesday, and they reported then that
,
the hostages were safe.
Iran's official Pars news agency said,
meanwhile, that the special committee
of the Iranian Parliament studying the
issue of the hostages had its third session Tuesday.
Pars said the seven-man committee
"took certain'decisions after discussing
some introductory matters and
postponed further investigation until its
next meeting."
The agency did not give details on
what was discussed or the time of the
next meeting.
The Iranian parliamentary committee was appointed shortly before the
war with Iraq broke Sept. 22.

Murder...
(Continued from Page 1)
said.
The incident marked the third time
this year the bodies have been
discovered in the LBL area. On June 14,
a Colorado man was found near his
camper slain by a shotgun blast. The
case has not been solved, LBL.patrol
chief Jimmy Woolfolk said.
The third case occurred Sept. 20 when
the body of a U.S. Navy enlistee,
Richard Bruce Blank, was found. Theincident was ruled suicide.
Woolfolk said he felt the findings of
the bodies indicates the difficulty of law
enforcement in the large IBI,area. He
added setting up a patrol gate at the
south end of the LBL may help. Currently, gates are manned during

daylight hours at Golden Pond and the
north entrance.
The family had planned to bury the
girls' bodies at Standing Rock
Cemetery Tuesday afternoon. A funeral
director said, however, that the services were postponed because the
bodies had not been returned from
Memphis in time.
Herman Anglin of the Anglin Funeral
Home in Dover said the girls' family
didn't have enough money to pay for the
victims' burial. He said familj
members dug the grave Tuesday as
friends began a memorial fund to pay
the other expenses.
The funeral home and Standing Rock
Methodist Church near Dover were accepting contributions.

IN STORE
REBATE

Beasley To Serve
Dr. T. Wayne Beasley, a
professor of history at Murray
State University, will serve as
a commentator at the National Historic Communal
Societies Conference Oct. 9-11
at Pittsbield, Mass.
The meeting is scheduled to
be held at Hancock Shaker
Village, the site of a restored
Shaker Colony.
The National Historic Communal Society is an interdisciplinary organization,
representing those fields of
study with interest of expertise in communal studies. Its
meeting are attended by
historians, political scientists,
sociologists, anthropologists,
directors of restored communes and members of extant
communal societies.
The conference is held annually at the site of different
utopian communities.
Beasely has been a member
of the Murray State faculty
since 1965. Currently, he is
researching Shaker theology,
a topic upon which he
presented two papers last
year. He also is the present
editor of the "Journal of the
National Historic Communal
Society."

campaign spokesmen expressing confidence.
The station ( WKOA ) in Hopkinsville
polled 460 registered voters Monday using guidelines from Lou Harris Polls
Inc. in New York.
Asked "If the election were held today, for whom would you vote," 35.3
percent said Reagan, 34.6 percent
Carter and 26.5 percent said they were
undecided, said station news director
Chuck Thomas. He said 1.7 percent said
they would vote for independent candidate John Anderson.
a
That represented a change from .
similar poll one week earlier in which
Reagan received 39.4 percent and
Carter 29.6 percent, with 27.5 percent
undecided and 3.5 percent favoring
Anderson.

Militant Says U.S.
Hostages 'All Right'

Iraq, Irqn
CanyOttititar
Relentlessly

Retired Teachers
To Hear Stone

Stock Market

The former quarterback for the Buffalo Bills of the National Football
League is co-sponsor of the Kemp-Roth
bill that would mandate a 30 percent tax
cut.
Campaign activity was light Tuesday, though Sen. Wendell Ford, D-Ky.
— who has said he is campaigning as
much for the Democratic ticket, and
therefore President Carter, as for
himself — was in Louisville for a stop at
an AFL-CIC meeting and for television
taping seas.ons. His Republican opponent, former state auditor Mary Louise
Foust, has not begun an active campaign as yi t.
In west Kentucky Tuesday, a radio
station's poll of Christian County voters
had both Republican and Democratic

LOUISVILLE, Ky. ( AP) -Republican presidential nominee
Ronald Reagan's wife plans to campaign for him today in Louisville, and
Democratic President Jimmy Carter's
liaison with the religious community
plans two talks with area religious
leaders on Carter's behalf.
Nancy Reagan is scheduled to visit
the Dosker Manor apartments for the
elderly at 4 p.m. and speak at a rally
outside the Hyatt Regency Louisville at
5:15.
Dr. Robert L. Maddox, a Southern
Baptist minister who holds the post of
special assistant for religious liaison at
the White House, is scheduled to speak
at a brunch for local religious leaders at
10 a.m., and then address an ethics luncheon at Southern Baptist Theological
Seminary.
Mrs. Reagan plans to campaign for
her husband Thursday at the Hyatt
Regency Lexington and at a rally at
Cardinal I-511 Hospital in Lexington
before leaving the state.
Maddox also will speak Thursday in
Lexington, and then visit Paducah,
Owensboro and Bowling Green on Friday, Carter's state campaign headquarters said.
Another Republican campaigner this
week will be U.S. Rep. Jack Kemp, RN.Y., slated as the featured speaker
Thursday night at a GOP rally in
Louisville.

Calvin L. Billington of 503
South Ninth Street, Murray,
died today at 12:30 a.m. at his
home. His death at the age of
83 followed an extended illness.
He was married Dec. 25,
1918, to the former Dessaree
Holland, who preceded him in
death on June 4, 1980. Born
April 7, 1897, in Calloway
County, he was the son of the
late James Monroe Billington
and Margaret Kelley Billington.
Mr. Billington, a member of
the Sugar Creek Baptist Church, Calloway County, was
retired from the B. F.
Goodrich Company at Akron,
Ohio.
He is survived by two sons,
the Rev. Vernon K. Billington,
Fostoria, Ohio, and Dan Billington, Kansas City, Mo.; two
sisters, Mrs. Maude Cook,
Murray Route 2, and Mrs.
Sallie Williams, Murray Route
6; two brothers, Henry Billington, Murray Route 3, and
Woodrow Billington, Akron,
Ohio; four grandchildren; two
great grandchildren.
Funeral services Will be
held Friday at 2 p.m. at the
chapel of the Blalock-Coleman
Funeral Home with the Rev.
--HeYwa,rd.Roberts_officiating.
Burial will follow in the Lone
Oak Cemetery in Calloway
County.
Friends may call at the
iuneral home after 2 p.m on
Thursday.

Final rites for Edd Gardner
of Hardin will be held
Thursday at 1 p.m at the
chapel of the Filbeck and
Cann Funeral Home, Benton,
with 0. D. McKendree and
Willis Green officiating.
Burial will follow in the Pace
Cemetery at Hardin.
Friends may call at the
funeral home.
The funeral for J. W
Mr. Gardner, 74, died Mon- Willie) Shelton will be held
- day - while anew:fin - -- Friday- at 11
livestock auction at Tom- Memorial Baptist Church,
pkinsville.
where he was a member, with
He is survived by his wife, the Rev. Dr. Jerrell White,
GardMrs. Lucille Thweatt
pastor, and the Rev. Randy
ner; one son, Larry Gardner Shelton, his great grandson,
and his wife,Sue, Hardin; four officiating.
grandchildren; two great
Burial will follow in the
grandchildren.
Murray City Cemetery with
'the arrangements by the Max
Churchill Funeral Home
where friends may call after
10 a.m. Thursday.
Mr. Shelton, 92, former resident of Murray, now of Grand
Granville (G.S.) Smith, Island, Fla., died Monday at 3
brother of Joe B. Smith of p.m. at the Americana NursMurray, died Monday at 3:20 ing Home, Orlando, Fla. He
p.m. at the Superior Care Nur- was also a-member of Murray
sing Home, Paducah. He was Lodge No. 105 Free and Ac85 years of age and a resident cepted Masons.
Born Sept. 20, 1888, in Tenof Kevil Route 4.
Mr. Smith, a native of Lyon nessee, he was the son of the
County, was a retired farmer late Henry Shelton and Sarah
and a member of the Newton Stephens Shelton. He was first
married to the former
Creek BaptistiChurch.
Survivors include one Frances Churchill who died in
daughter, Mrs. Marjorie Holt, 1922, and he later married
Kevil; one son, Hugh W. Cora Jones Boyd who died in
Smith, Detroit, Mich.; one 1964.
Two sons also preceded him
sister, Mrs. Betty Higgins,
Larnasco; one brother, Joe B. in death. They were James H.
Shelton, Sr., on Oct. 31, 1979,
Smith, Murray.
He is also survived by six and Fred Shelton in 1941.
Survivors include three
grandchildren, 26 great grandchildren, six great great daughters — Mrs. Oscar
grandchildren, and one great ( Dorothy) Orr, Orlando, Fla.,
Mrs. Mary B. Cathey, College
great great grandchild.
The funeral will be held Farm Road, Murray, and
Thursday at 2 p.m. at the Mrs. Marvin (Frances Wall)
chapel of the Jones Funeral Nessleroad, Frankfort; three
Home, Kevil, with burial to sons — Charles Shelton,
follow in the Newton Creek Bayersville, N. C., Dr.
William C. (Billy) Shelton,
Baptist Church Cemetery.
Friends may call at the Chevy Chase, Md., and Dr.
funeral home after 2 p.m. to- John Stanley Shelton, Cape
Girardeau, Mo.
day ( Wednesday).
He is also survived by two
half sisters, Mrs. Maybelle
FULL TITLE
Burleson and Mrs. Georgia
The full title of Harriet Kerr; Greenwood, Miss.; 18
Beecher Stowe's nvel is "Un- grandchildren; 18 great
cle Tom's Cabin, or Life grandchildren; two great
Among the Lowly."
great grandchildren.

Funeral Is Friday
At Memorial For
J. W. Shelton

While Carter Aide Speaks With Leaders

Newton Says He'll
Fight Battle To
Refute Allegations

COLOR
TV
19" diagonal COLOR N/191C0727W
Cabinet Walnut finish on high impact plastiC

• Energy Conscious Chassis

COLOR
MONITOR
AUTOMATIC
COOP

WAS

$499.95

AFC NOW ONLY $388.98
AUTOMATIC
1RIOUINCY
CONTROL

SAVE $110.97

GE brings good things to life.
All 25" Color Sets In Stock
Reduced Also
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YOU MUST BE SATISFIED
OR YOUR MONEY BACK!
30 days you

If within
Buy your NEW 1981 GE COLOR TV and give it normal core
C--- not c ompletnly satisfied we will refund yOto money in full,

30 DAY MONEY BACK POLICY
ON AU.R.E10"THROUGH 25, 1981 COLOR TV

1977 Chevette
4 cyl., 4 speed with air, red w/white Appros. 25,000. Extra nice car.

Dwain Taylor Chevrolet, Inc.
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'Oliver!' Comes To MSU Theatre

ireming conHopkinsville
s Monday usHarris Polls

One of the biggest musical
comedy successes of the 1960s
is scheduled to come singing,
bouncing and bubbling its way
into the University Theatre on
Oct. 9 for a run of six performances.
This is "Oliver!" — the
adapt.ltion into light, lyrical
entertainment of Charles
Dickens's "Oliver Twist" —
which drew thronging audiences for two years in New
York, five years in London,
and on four long American
tours.
"Oliver!" was written from
beginning to end — book,

were held toti vote," 35.3
34.6 percent
aid they were
sews director
7 percent said
pendent caniange from it
rlier in which
percent and
27.5 percent
)ent favoring

music, and lyrics — by one
man, Lionel Bart, England's
most popular songwriter of
the present mid-century,
whose work was lighting up
three London theatres
simultaneously
when
"Oliver!" took New York by
storm.
His version Of 'Dickens'
chronicle of an orphan boy's
adventures through poverty
and crime traces the young
Oliver_ from the starving
deprivation of the workhouse
presided over by the
hypocritical Mr. Bumble,

through his quaking apprenticeship to the cruel undertaker, Mr. Sowerberry, into
the school for juvenile
pickpockets run by the maleficent Fagin, and finally to his
finding a happy home.
When Life magazine ran an
enthusiastic four-page spread
about "Oliver!" it likened
Fagin to "a cub-Scoutmaster"
who might, truly, cuff his
pupils into obedience
sometimes, but is quite paternal about them — and certainly diverting when he sings
them a lesson, "You've Got to

Music Authority Will Visit
PADUCAH — David L.
LaBar, music services assistant for the 37,000 member
Society for the Preservation
and Encouragement of Barber
Shop Quartet Singing in
America, will be in western
Kentucky on Thursday, October 9th to meet with the
members of the West Kentucky Chordmasters Chorus
and other persons interested
in this style of American
music in Mayfield, at the
Mayfield High School, 700
Douthitt Sti+et.

ut. The AP also
us in Tehran
rted then that
ws agency said,
cial committee
nt studying the
id its third sesnan committee
after discussing
matters and
tigation until its
give details on
the time of the

As a Music Services Assistant, LaBar
travels
throughout the country promoting the development of
barbershop quartet activity in
local chapters. As such,
.LaBar's activities help to reemphasize the role of quartet
Singing as an integral part of
barbershoming.

entary commits-0y before the
it. 22.

en Pond and the

LaBar first joined the Socie-

ined to bury the
;tending Rock
!moon. A funeral
r, that the serA because the
returned from

ty at the age of 14 and at the
age of 22, served as the chorus
director of the Wilmington,
Delaware chorus. He attended
West Chester State College in
Pennsylvania in the Bachelor
of Science in Music Education
program.
While in western Kentucky,
LaBar will meet with the
music staff of the local
chapter and offer pointers as
to improvement in musical
sound production and the
presentation of music in the
barshop style. Visitors will be
invited to sing along with the
Chordmasters and be treated
to presentations by several
chapter quartets including the
Kentucky Transfer, Kentucky's Way and the Magnificient Music Machine.
According to chapter President, John Wood, this is the
first time any representative
of the Society's headquarters
has visited the local chapter.

Wood and Communications
Officer Ron Ruggles both add
that LaBar's visit couldn't
come at a more opportune
time as the local chapter is
preparing for its annual
chapter show slated for
Paducah in mid-October.
"Visits by International music
specialists are not only good
for the overall improvement
of music at the chapter level,"
says Wood, "but these visits
enable members of the. community at large to really get
involved in this special style of
music."
The Western Kentucky
Chapter of the Society of composed of men from throughout
the eight counties of the
Jackson Purchase. The
chapter meeting is slated to
get underway at 7:30 p.m. in
the Commons Area of the
Mayfield High School and the
public is invited to attend.
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Pick a Pocket or Two."
It is in this role of a
storybook ogre, fondling his
horde of stolen jewels after his
pupils are asleep, that
Richard Valentine ( Fagin)
will be seen at the Murray
State University Theatre. Hen
Leys (Nancy) will have the
role of the noble-hearted Nancy, who sings the famous
torch-song, "As Long As He
Needs Me," and who becomes
a victim of her beloved,
though evil-doing, Bill Sikes —
to be portrayed by Gary Martin.
Jason Woods will be the appealing little Oliver around
whom the evening's events
swirl, and Billy Richeson will
be the Artful Dodger, who brings Oliver into the Fagin
gang and welcomes him with
the cheerful ditty, "Consider
Yourself oar Mate, Consider
Yourself One of the Family."
Others in the large cast will
be Joyce McKee', Bill
Phillips, Jean Hudder, Randy
Hoffman, David Eberle and
Mark West — plus the flock of
soprano-voiced tykes hungrily
singing "Food, Glorious
Food" in the workhouse scene
at the beginning of the show,
and portraying the Ancient-body of Fagin's school of
thievery in the later scenes.
Mark Malinauskas is the
director imparting to
"Oliver!" a robust, brawling
Hogarthian aura, Tim
Hawkins is the musical director who will give the beat to its
16 song-hits, and Karen Boyd
is the designer contributing a
rowdy underworld atmosphere with settings of the
taverns, thieves' dens,streets,
workhouses and river embankments of London of 130
years ago. Choreography is by
Beverly Rogers.
Tickets are now on sale.
Reservations for the production can be made by calling
762-4421 during the regular
daytime hours or 767-6797 day
or night.

•

SONG — "I'd Do Anything For You" Ren Leys sings in the
upcoming production of "Oliver!". In the background arc
Jason Woods and Richard Valentine. Third row include,
Scotts, Rite, Robert Lyon and Mike Butwell.

CAST — Pictured are the boys in the cast of "Oliver!"
Front row: Scotty Foster and Seotty Rice; Second row:
Luke Harrington, Jason Woods and Mark West. Third
row: Jason Kupchella, Mike Butwell and Robert (son.

'THAT'S YOUR FUNERAL — "That's your funeral- is
Sowerberry's advice to the overweight Mr. Bumble who
appear in "Oliver!". Shown in rehearsal are Mary Beth
Price as Mrs. Sowerberry,Scott Dowd as Mr. Bumble, and
Or. David Eberle who plays Mr. Sowerbern.

ADVICE GIVER — "You've got to pick-a-pocket or two'
on the streets of London to earn your keep here says
Fagin to the young Oliver in the University Theatre's
production which opens Oct. 9. Pictured in the photo are
Jason Woods as Oliver and Richard Valentine as Fagin.
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* At The Movies -*
By KENT FORRESTER
I've never been really
satisfied with God's answer to
Job. Job had asked a perfectly
reasonable question, one that
most of us ask at one time or
another: "Why do the innocent suffer?" God replies that
Job ( and mankind by implication I is too puny in wisdom
and strength to deserve an
answer.(God to Job: "Is it by
your wisdom that the hawk
soars.'?")
I like George Burns' answer
better irwOh, God, Book II.
When a little girl asks Burns,
playing God, why people have
to suffer, Burns begins his
answer with the traditional
but unsatisfying response that
God has reasons that can't be
understood by mere mortals.
When the little girl tells Burns
that that is a cop-out, Burns
admits that it is — but then
adds that there is really
•
nothing He can do about suffering, that it is built into the
system. How could humans
have pleasure without pain?
Burns asks. How could there
by joy without suffering?
Burns concludes his answer
by adding that if anyone has a
better solution, He would be
.'glad to hear about it.
As Burns plays Him, God is
very fallible. He admits, for
instance, that He put the flam, ingo's kneecaps on backwards
--anitttrat he %Odd have made
the trees shorter instead of the
giraffe's neck longer, if He
had given the matter more
thought. As God says, "No
one's perfect." Personally, I
had never given much thought
to the Flamingo's kneecaps,
but I had wondered about the
reason for dandelions, flies,
and hemorrhoids.
Indeed, no one's perfect, including those who made Book
II. The movie appears to be a
"family" movie, but the jokes
and situations are not clever
enough for adults. And they're
too clever, and the movie is
too talky, for .kids below the
age of seven or so. The fiveyear-old sitting next to me,
once his popcorn and Coke
gave out, sat chewing his lips
trying to keep quiet.
For adults there's not much
more than the Jobean speculation mentioned above and
some gentle satire on
•
psychologists whom God confounds them with some
telekinetic tricks. Oh, I don't
know, maybe there's more.
How do you like this: Cute lit•
tle girl to God,"You really get
around, don't you?" God to
cute little girl, "When your

,

.

Murray High Band
Boosters Sponsor
Antique Show, Sale
An antique show, cosponsored by the Murray
School Band Boosters and
Charlies Antique Moll of
Paducah, will be held at Murray High School at the corner
of Doran Road and Sycamore
in Murray, on Saturday and
Sunday October 11 and 12.
To begin at 10a.m. and continue until 9:00 p.m. on Saturday and from 1-5 on Sunday,
admission is $1.00 per person.
There will be approximately
25 dealers from 4 states with
'furniture, glassware, jewelry,
silver and prematives.
Proceeds from the antique
show will go toward the Murray High School Band's trip to
participate in the Macy's
Thanksgiving Day Parade on
November 27, in New York Ci-

territory is as big as mine, you
can't dog it." No, I'm right
after all. That's not good
enough to keep an adult interested, is it?
However, if you're from
about eight to fifteen, there's
sonic pretty good stuff for you
in Book II. For one thing, the
hero, a ten-year-old kid, is
about your age. For another,
Most of the adults, especially
the teachers, principals, and
other authority figures, are
pompous idiots, just the way

you like to see them portray in
movies. How do you like this
one: Cyte little girl to God,
"But English isn't my best
subject." God to girl, "I don't
- take off for spelling." How
about this one: Little girl
describing
her father's
girlfriend, "I hear she has big
boobs." Come on now, know
you find that one funny. I
heard your friends laughing
like crazy at the Cheri on
Saturday night.
Of course there is George

tire to watch no
Burns, a plea,
matter how old you are. Burns
plays God to a T. God should
have a Jewish accent; He
should wear a red shirt with a
white tie, and He should be
about eighty years old.
Book II has a curious cast
composed of old leading men
) Howard Duff), tv series actors (Suzanne Pleshette and
David Birney ), a talk show
psychologist(who lists herself
in the credits as Dr. Joyce
Brothers), a Iv kids show ac-

HECOUT
6
1 0zOCA

RECITALS
A piano recital will be given
by Murray State student,
ValOrie Nicholson, Park
Forest, Ill., at Z p.m. on Oct. 12
in the Reeitai sian Annex hi
the Fine Arts Center on campus. Also, a joint piano .tecital
will be given by Dr. and Mrs.
James McKeever at 3:30 p.rri.
on Oct. 12 in the Farrell
Recital Hall of the Fine Arts
Center.

The theater program will
place a professional theater
artist in a school for one or two
weeks to work with classes
and do teacher workshops.
The artist can also work with

Don't Forget
Is Open 24
Plus
We've Started
Treasure

1

CREAM

COLA

8 Si39CHECIOUT I

$159

16 Oz. Bottles Plus Deposit

For

/
1
2 Gallon

7

Rosedale

6itiE mix P'"

GOLDEN
CORN

69'

$100

18 Oz.

Per

303 Can

creative writing, dance,
drama, music, folk arts, film
and video, photography,
visual arts and crafts.
The Arts Commission is interested only in projects which
directly involve students in art
projects. Teacher worjtshops
The Teacher Initiated and performances can be inResidency Program allows in- cluded as part of the program.
dividual teachers or groups of
The application deadline for
teachers to apply directly for both programs is Nov. 1. For
an artist residency in their more information and applicaclassroom. These applications tion forms, write
or call Nancy
should be for projects which Carpenter,
Kentucky Arts
involve students in architec- Commission, Frankfort,
Ky.
ture and environmental arts, 40601,(502) 564-3757.

cogrununity workshops.
The cost to the school for
these classes and workshops is
9200 per week. The remainder
of the program cost is paid by
-a grant from the National Endowment for the Arts.

Your Total Grocery Bill Is Less At Big John's
Prairie Farms (Exie6 teat And Chocolate)
/`

HECIOUT

COME CREci(gll_libirl
FLOUR
CHEESE

*ColliTNG OIL

129

I LB.

24 Oz

THEATRE
A matinee performance of
"Oliver" will be given Sunday, Oct. 12, at 2 p.m. Admission will be $3 for adults, $1.50
for children, or by season
ticket. The performance will
be in the University Theatre at
Murray State University.

FRANKFORT, Ky. — The
Kentucky Arts Corrunission
has announced that two programs for public and private
schools, the Artist-in-theSchools Theater Program and
the Teacher Initiated Residency Program, will be implemented in the spring of
1981.

tor (Hans Conrad), and of
course George Burns. I
suspect we'll be seeing more
of the cute little girl, Louanne
(that's what she goes by when
she's off duty, who is about as
cute a little girl as I've seen
this side of a Shirley Temple
re-run.
Book II is rated PG, but it is
a very innocuous PG. They
really shouldn't restrict the
G's so narrowly. Book II
should be a G. I suppose the
"boobs"‘ornment did it

Check-Out

ty.

TRACK
The Murray State University women's cross country
team will be in Carbondale,
111., competing in the Saluki
Invitational, and the men's
team will be in Bloomington,
Ind., running in the 10,000
meter Indiana Invitational.
Both are on Saturday,Oct. 11.

Commission Sets Programs
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(Reviews 01 Current Movies At Murray Th•atr•s)
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Music Teachers From State Attend
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About 100 music teachers
from across Kentucky are expected to attend the annual
convention of the Kentucky
Music Teachers Association
(KMTAI at Murray State
University Oct. 19-21.
Marie Taylor, associate professor of music at Murray
State and convention chairman, said the membership of
KMTA is made up of private
music teachers, as well as
music teachers in colleges and

public school systems
An affiliate of the Music
Teachers National Association MTNA I, the KMTA is intended to promote the growth
of Kequcky music teachers
and the musical advancement
of their Xtudents through performances, discussion, and
the sharing of knowledge.
A highlight of the convention
will be a concert by the AllState Piano Ensemble at 1:30
o.m. Tuesday, Oct. 21, in the

Recital Hall AMICK of the
Price Doyle Fine Arts Center.
It is open to the public at no
charge.
High school piano students
from throughout Kentucky
will audition for the ensemble.
Approximately 35 of them will
braelected and will work during the convention under the
direction of Dr. E. L. Lancaster, Murray State graduate
and group piano specialist
who is now on the music facul-

ty at the University of
Oklahoma, to prepare for the
concert.
Both college and high school
students will also audition on
Sunday, Oct. 19, to determine
which of them will represent
Kentucky at the Southern
Division of MTNA convention
inlebruary, 1981. High school
students will compete in voice
and piano and college students
in voice, piano, strings, winds,
and percussion.

Convention

: Winners will be videotaped pus on Wednesda
y. Oct. V. to
by the Department of Jour- make additional
presentations
nalism and Radio-Television, and demonstra
tions. His sesunder the direction of Dr. sions are open
to the public.
Frank Blodgett, for a showing
A "Festival of Church
on Kentucky Educational Music" concert
at 8 p.m. SunTelevision at a later date.
day, Oct. 19, in the Farrell
Dr. Robert Abramson, Recital Hall is also open
to the
Manhattan School of Music, public. A multi-med
ia presenwill make in-depth presenta- tation, it will include
perfortions
on
"Dalcroze mances by the Murray State
Eurhythmics" at 9:30 a.m. Choir directed by Robert
K.
and 2:30 p.m. on Tuesday, Oct. Baar and by Murray
State
21. He will remain on the cam- brass students, with Dr.
Terry

pianists, will present a MurYount of Kentucky Wesleyan ray
Civic Music Association
College in Owensboro as concert
at 815 p.m. in Lovett
organist and Larry Schenk of Auditoriu
m. Registered conLouisville as reader.
vention personnel, along with
Dr. Ross Rosazza, president visiting high
school students
of the Southern Division of and other
participants, may
MTNA, will be the speaker at attend.
a banquet to begin at 6:15 p.m.
Two other events which are
on Monday, Oct. 20, in the open to the
public on Monday,
Eagle Gallery of the Price Oct. 20,
are the Kentucky
Doyle Fine Arts Center. The Composer Concert
s
at 10:15
Murray Jazz Quartet will pro- a.m. in the Universit
y Theatre
vide entertainment.
and the Student Kentucky
The Paratore Brothers, duo
- Composers Concert at 3:30
p.m. in the Farrell Red-Cal
Hall. The. Murray State Saxophone Quartet will play a
work corrunissioned by the
KMTA at the morning program.
Sessions on Monday morning, Oct. 20, will also include a
forum on "Materials for the
Early Level Piano Student"
and a lecture entitled "How to
Practice" by Leo Blair of the
Morehead State University
music faculty. Blair formerly
taught at Murray State.
Dr. James McKeever and
his wife Susan and Dr. Judyth
Lippman will present piano
demonstrations on Monday
afternoon. Both McKeever
and Ms. Lippman are music
faculty members at Murray
State.
Monday afternoon activities
will also include a presentation on... ".College. _Group
Teaching" by Dr. Rebecca
Shockley of Eastern Kentucky
University and a "Vocal
Round
Table-Recital
Workshop" presented by three
members of the voice faculty
at Murray State, Dr. Carl
Rogers, Henry Bannon, and
Kay Garciner Bates.
A forum on Tuesday morning, Oct. 21, will be directed
toward the independent music
teacher, with sessions on
"Public School Credit and
Released Time for Private
Music Students," "Publicity,"
and "Certification for the
Private Teacher," followed by
open discussion.

O.
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A Workshop for Elementary
Piano Students sponsored by
the Kentucky Music Teachers
Association '1KMTA and the
Murray -Music Teachers
AssOciation will be conducted
at Murray State University on
Nov. 22.
Susan McKeever, workshop
coordinator, said
the
workshop is designed to provide greater incentives and
goals for young students and
their teachers by encouraging
greater Musical growth
through performance of
literature of a high standard of
quality.
The performance phase of
the workshop will be heard by
an auditor who will give written constructive comments on
each student's playing. No
gradeS or , ratings will be
given.
Mrs. McKeever said all
teachers are encouraged to
have their students participate in this phase, which
will include the performance
of two pieces in their level of
advancement and group sessions in keyboard skills, harmonization. improvisation,
and listening and active
creative experiences.
Dr., Judyth Lippman will
direct the keyboard skills portion of the workshop, which
will be in the multiple-piano
laboratory of the Department
of Music at Murray State.
Teachers who wish to have
students participate in the
workshop are not required to
be KMTA members. Required
suggested repertoire lists,
entry: blanks, and additional
information may be obtained
by
contacting: Susan
McKeever, 1007 . Olive St.,
Murray, Ky., 42071, 5021 7530485.
'
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16 OZ.

LESS WASTE, NO RIDS AND FLANKS
EXCESS FAT REMOVED BEFORE PACKED

SAYE S4.10

YALU-TRIM

I GROUND
SIB. FRESH

BEEF

PUSS n BOOTS

KRAFT
GRAPE

WHOLE BONELESS

11' SAYE GI 50
I
,
A in
LB. BONELESS

_ --14- •

2 LB.

80Z.

RIB EY
95 ROLL

r"5" Freezer Fillers

0

10 TO 14 LB.

WHOLE — 2 TO THE BAG
AVG. WT 7/8 LB.
BONELESS BEEF

doss Cuts of Beef, Vacuum Packed, In
gs. You be Ow butcher or we' I cut for
savings!

MIX

SIFIFTS-

BUTTERBALL

THE BAG BEEF SALE"

9

AUNT JEMIMA
COMPLETE PANCAKE

695
Say.$1.00

NATURE'S BEST

3PC. BONELESS

CHUCKS

PILLSBURY

$155\
• LB.

BISCUITS

YALU TRIM

WHOLE RIBS
45 SHORT LOINS

SIB. EXTRA LEAN

$215LB.

VALUE TRIM

CHOPPED
SIRLOIN Say.$1.00

NO SIRLOIN ALL PORTERNOISE
AND T BONI

$269
LB.

25 LB. FRONT QTR. MEAT

25 LB. HIND QTR. MEAT

5 LB. CUBE STEAK

5 LB. SIRLOIN TIP STEAK

5 LB. GROUND CHUCK

5 LB. GROUND ROUND

5 LB. CHEF STEAK

5 LB. EYE-O-ROUND STEAK.

5 LB. BONELESS CHUCK STEAK

5 LB. BONELESS TOP SIRLOIN STEAK

5 LB. FRYER QUARTERS

5 LB. FRYER QUARTERS

KRAFT AMERICAN

KRAFT CHEDDAR

& MINIM CNIIIIK

120Z.
MEAT FOR

.7
'
7
="
1".
"
"
1
....
"
.....
"
-777
.
177
..

,;;
,
,;•7
,

COPY AVAILABLE
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.
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2. Mee6. Help Wanted

2. Notice
Give

.

gat

tie

or

:
i

L We otter

P-

.7Itr rid

ril

reds r arils

CARTER
STUDIO
304 Motto

•

153 8298

Customers of 501 it you have
not received your canceled
check from your bank please
contact 501 in Fulton ,
A
FACT

ITS

Free gift wrapping is a
specialty at

(LARD

Effective
immediately to all
mobile
home
owners that move
into Riviera Courts,
you will be given
two (2) months rent
free. UNDER NEW
MANAGEMENT COME AND LIVE WITH
US. We also have
homes for rent.
753-3280.

tines

.red

d III,klaces

Me GERALDINE
now
is
working at REFLECTION STYLING on
Tuesdays, Thursdays

NOTICE

JEWELRY
PHOTO
Sete, t I'm" ht.. riots

& Fridays.

7534415

in
"Authority
Religion" - 759-4444.
Children's Bible Story
- 759-4445.

The Puryear Laundromat will
be open daily, except-Sunday,
7 AM tit 8 PIA Under new
No change
ownership
available, bring your own
quarters and dimes

Starks
Hardware

LEATHER REPAIR and custom •
leather work Reasonable Call
753-9736

Bible Facts Free Store tor the
needy 759-4600

e

4 Urge on
5 Imbecile
6 Exists
7 Spread for
drying
8 Ireland
9 Persiflage
10 Poern
Armed con-

5. Lost and Found

Answer to Tuesday's Puzzle

TO Exterior
18 Pinch
20 At present
22 Vessels
23 Helmsman
25 Excavate
27 Climbing
plant
28 Dornepticates
30 Seed
32 Short sleep
36 Beverage
38 South American animal
41 Opera hat

00

80 PA

EAP

000 M000 130
MU01317 BC 00
00U0 MOO
0000000 00
A 0000 000 00
0 00000012 0
00 1300 00000
00 0011000121
0000 0000
U0 00 1210000
00 U000 01010
EMIT

R

43 Greek letter
45 Wing-footed
47 Soft food
49 Urged on
52 Dampens
54 War god
55 Jump,

EDi

56 Reverence
57 Seine
59 Before
60 Carpenter's
tool
63 Plutonium
symbol

: 112 2 3 413 5 6 7 0 914 10
, 15 19 16 20 17 21 18
229 23 24 31 25 26 3 27.26
37 9
431404 41 3457 42 .48 NI
51 52 57 53 4 150
,6615 62
It

I

se

till

1164

es

(I5TOR4 LESSON?

Farmers! Want to reduce your
overhead? M F A Insurance
can save you money with their
farmers
comprehensive
package policy See or call
Johnny Williams, your M [A
agent. 753-0445
Gifts, ironstone Christmas
dishes, baby planters, English
tea pots, and many, many more
gifts Dish & Glass Shoppe, 207
N Poplar, Paris, TN
What we do best is care
Needline, 753-6333

CROSSWORD PUZZLER
ACRC1SS
1 Insect
4 Stnke
9 Nod
12 Ouirlo's high
note
13 Puzzle
14 Girl's name
15 Bypass
17 Repast
19- eat -Eike
21 Insect egg
22 Barracuda
24 Biblical land
26 Animal coat
29 Leases
31 Tnumph
33 Inlet
34 Negative pre, fix
35 Decay
37 Four qts.
39 Part of -to be
40 Vessel
42 Tiny
44 Level
46 Halt
48 Dmyoured
50 Woe word
51 Mai
53 Trumpeter
bed
55 Occur
58 Tokay and
Muscat
61 Be in debt
62 Wigwam
64 Time period
65 Through
66 Nailheads
67 Condensed
moisture
COWN
1 Pallet
2 Rubber tree
3 Collect

Church custodian needed. Apply by sending application to
P0 Box 32!
Personnel Manager wanted
Two years college required experienced preferred Salary
open Reply P0 Box 32 U

Lost Brown with black mane
Quarter horse, around airport
area. If seen or found call 7591718.
Six month old part Terrier puppy with brown leather collar.
Call 753-6470 after 5 pm.

e p an

Accountant wanted by rapidly
expanding company. 0-2 years
eiperience, degree required.
Salary open Reply to P.O. Box
32 U.

op-

out-

standing

applicants who
seek
a
professional
sales career. Associate
with
the
1
No.
organizcnion in its field,
in the nation. Liberal
salary,
commissions
and fringe benefits. Applicants must be ambitious and sales minded. Selection will be
competitive and based
on personal interviews.
Send resume to Box
2870 - Paducah, Ky.
42001.

I HAVEN'T REAP IT

NO, MA'AM

Would like for someone to mow
2 yards. Call 753-6876.
Woman to stay with elderly
lady, each week knot 9 AM on
Saturday until 8 AM on Monday Call 753-3161 or 7533171.
Wanted Responsible older person for babysitting and
Salary
housekeeping.
negotiable. Call 753-1863.

9. Situation Wanted
Farm work, experienced and
realiable. Temporary or otherwise. Call 759-1525.
Will do housekeeping, .exoperienced Call 753-9344.

12. Insurance
Fantastic rates on 1974 or
newer mobile homes. See or
call Johnny Williams, yob."
M.F.A. agent. 753-0445.

14. Want To Buy
Apples for cider. To pick up
free or cheep 753-2709 from
9-6 and ask for John.
Want to buy standing timber.
Will look at all tracts approximately 20 acres and up. 7535592

15. Articles For Sale

SALES
CAREER
Unusual prestige
portunity
to

MANAGER TRAINEE
Apply in person between 2 p.m. and 4 p.m.
Long John Silvers, S
I2th Street Murray,
Kentucky.

Bookcase and set of encyclopedias. Call 489-2188
after' 5 pm.
For sale. Lowrance green portable box depth finder, Used
one time, 6 months on warranty, $100. Call 753-8428 after 6
pm.
For sale Evening dresses anc
pageant dresses. sizes], 9, 11,
and 14 Call after 6 pm. 7591207
Hides and furs. Custom made
belts, moccasins, billfolds,
Purses, chaps, gun cases,
clothing. 753-9736.
Two Murray jackets for sale,
good condition, one size 16,
one 18. Also Sears washer and
a Tappan dishwasher. Call after
5 pm. 753-9986
1 TIQUE,HT MAYBE I'D
UJAIT UNTIL IT COMES
OUT IN PAPERBACK

tc
COME IN
HERE AND
TAKE YOUR
MEDICINE
NANCY

IRMA IS
OUTSIDE AND
I'M MAD AT
HER--

I HATE
TO WASTE
THIS
NASTY
FACE

60
CAN I
TAKE IT
IN HERE?

New men's genuine cowhide
leater coat. Size 52. Call 753.
8809

16. Home Furntshinp
Antique pine round pedestal
dining table with 4 mates
chairs excellent condition
$95 753-7430
Bassett dining table with 6
high back chairs, Bassett
queen size bed, wicker furniture, charcoal grill, many
more items 753-0119 after 5
Pm.
Beige carpet, 20x12, $25. Call
759-1552.
Frigiclare range, self cleaning
oven Call 759-1084.
'Maytag washer, $100; Kenmore
dryer, electric, $75. Good condition. Call 753-1328.
Remodeling sale! Four rooms of
carpet, used, celery green.
built-in dishwasher; built-in
stove, hood, and oven; upright
deep freeze. Call after 4 pm,
753-3730.
Sofa couch, natural color.
Make offer. 753-9795.
Used. Tappan electric range
unit hood, cooking surface
and oven. Also a double sink.
753-9630.

19.,Farm Equipment
BUILDING SALE!! All steel
clear-span Must take delivery
by Nov. 15, 198Q. Price Examples: 30'x48'x12-' for $3988
• 40'x60'x12' for $6523 •
40)(72'x14* for $6025 •
48'x96'x14' for $8433 •
60'xl0Crx16 for $12.919. Call
toll free today 1-800-848-1570
til 8 pm.
1968 D-17 Allis Chambers
Series IV. 3500 hours, also 4
row Rotary hoe and 3-16 AC
breaking plow. 498-8970 or
.
498-8428.
For sale: A Vemeie trencher, 1100 on tracks with ,trailer Call
753-8702.
1947 Ford Ferguson tractor
with good grader blade. Looks
and runs like new. Completely
rebuilt. $1450. 753-9288.
1964 International tractor with
two 4' plows. Call 435-4429
after 5 pm.

20. Sports Equipment
For sale: 732 Woodsmaster 308
Bushnel 3x9 scope and a Dan
Wesson, 357 magnum with
heavy 6' ventilated barrel. Call
435-4429 after 5 pm.

22.-Musical
New and used Baldwin piano
and organs, Lonardo Piano Co
across from the Post Office,
Paris. TN.
New and used pianos and
organs, largest selection in the
purchase area. Buynow and
save up to $1000. We accept
lay-aways for Christmas.
Clayton's - J & B Music. Dixieland Center, Murray.
Used Bundy tenor saxophone
with case. Excellent condition
Call 753-4333 after 4 pm.

23. Exterminating

0 row

Kelley's Termite
& Pest Control

•• • .....•

Umlect

Syndlcat

Inc

I'm NOT
WEARING
PERFUME,
SO?

Phone 753-3914
SHE DOESN'T KNOW
HOW MUCH SILENT
SUFFERING SHE
•
CAUSES PM

5
*
0

THIS WAS OUR HANDSHAKE

NO WONDER I QUIT
TMAT LODGE!

24. Miscellaneous
Ben Franklin wood burning
stove with screen Call 7534740
Firewood 23" seasoned hard
wood. $35 a rick delivered.
435-4494.
Firewood, oak and hickory, 18"
or 24". Also custom cut sizes.
489-2327.
For sale. Small wood stove, used one season, ideal for small
workshop or tobacco stripping
shed, $70. Call 753-8428 after
6 pm.
Used Franklin fireplace, like
new Call 436-2595 after 5 pm.
Wood for sale. Call 436-2758.

25. Business Services

•

JOE, THIS le
THE.,PHANTOM!
DON'T MESS WITH
HIAV! MAKE A
DEAL.

CUT OUT THAT JUNGLE
JIVEMASKED! A DEAL„ vVITH
HOOD
A
4104' 4-2.1111

For rent: Four room house,
bath. Call 492-8360 after 5 til
9 pm
Four or five bedroom furnished
house for four or five college
girls or boys Also small furnished apartment for 1 or 2
college girls.*Call /53-5865'
days, 753-5108 after 5:30 pm.
House for rent, near Panorama
Shores, $125 plus deposit. Call
436-2582.
Lovely 3 bedroom, 114 bath,
brick home, in a nice
neighborhood, near schools
and the University. Call 7530942 or 753-8888.
house,
bedroom
Two
refrigerator and stove, gas heat,
410 North 8th. Deposit and
references. Call Sam 759-4784
or 753-6067.
Two beclrom all electric home
near University. $175 per month, $100 deposit. Call 7539829 after 5 pm.
Two bedroom furnished house,
near University. Call 753-1451.
Two bedroom house, $150 per
month. Call 437-4462 or 4374569.

For sale Mobile home, 1972,
unfurnished, gas heat Cal 7591786 after 4 pm
1974 Holly Park, 14'00'. 2
bedrooms, furnished, fireplace,
carpeted, 8x12 patio with awning $13,500. 247-0935
1974 Mobile home, 1268, 2
bedrooms, 2 baths, completely
furnished. Call 753-6709 after
5 pm.
Trailer for sale. Call 753-4744

2LMob. Home Rents
For rent 2 bedroom trailer,
near Murray. No pets 4892611
For rent or sale. 2 bedroom furnished trailer, $125 per month
or $2900. Call 753-5750.
Two bedroom trailers, completely furnished, good condition, from $145 Call 7538964
Two bedroom, furnished, all
electric trailer. $75 security
deposit, $160 rent. No pets.
Call 753-4808.

30. Business Rental
Large building for rent.
4 boys in front. Hoist 2
bock bays. Extra large
rooms. Call 753-8581
or $ite et 801 Coldwater
Rood.

37. Livestock-Supplies
Leather repair and custom
work. Chaps, belts, moccasins,
gun cases,. billfolds, saddlebags. 753-9736.
Pigs for sale. 489-2697 or 4365812.
Quarter horse, 14 plus hands.
Child broke. Show quality.
$550. 527-9573.

Warehouse
Storage Space
For Beat

38. Pets-Supplies

753-4758

AKC Minature Dachshund puppies. Champion bloodlines. $60
and $75 each. Call 527-9700
after 1 pm.
Basic and Advanced dog obedience classes. Breed handling,
tracking, and protection. All
breeds and ages. Professional
instructor. 436-2858.
For sale: White German
Shepherd puppies. 753-0355.
Need AKA registered Labrador
Retriever for stud service in
November. Call 753-8918.

31. Want To Rent
Wanted to rent: Unfurnished
house for family of five prefer
Calloway County - occupancy by
November 1st. Reply to B.
Toth, 18244 Five Pts., Detroit,
MI 48240 - include phone
number.

32. Apts. For Rent
Apartments for rent, near
downtown. Call 753-4109.
For rent: Attractive 2 bedroom
'duplex, all appliances furnished. near M.S.U. 753-5791.
Furnished one bedroom apartment, Zimmerman Apartments,
South 16th Street. 753-6609.

40. Produce
Centemal Sweet potatoes, half
mile off 94 at Pilot Oaks. Call
376-5155.

41. Public Sale

New duplex for rent or sale! 2
bedroom plus carport. All appliances furnished with washer
and dryer hookup. No pets. tall
753-2965.
Riveria Apartments. Two
bedrooms, refrigerator, range,
disposal, carpet, drapes,
washer-dryer hookup, and
443-3430,
dishwasher.
Paducah, KY.
Two bedroom duplex with
family room and fireplace. Central air and heat. Appliances
furnished with washer-dryer
hookup. No pets or children.
Lease and deposit required.
759-4509.
Two bedroom duplex, 3 nides
from town on private road,
$160, deposit. 753-8848
before 9 pm.
Two bedroom apartment, near
University. 1414 Vine St.

MURRAY
ANTIQUE SHOW
PrivItives, Jewelry, Glass,
Furniture. SW., Oct. 11
10:00 lerw.-1 p.m.; Sem. OH.
12 I:00 p.m. • S
Murray Nigh School Crew
awes- Doran Rd.

Sat., Oct. 11
Oct. 1 2 12-5

,
4 ,0

-•

YOU MADE YOUR FiRsT
MISTAKE WHEN MDU PUT
AWAY YOUR GUNS. IF
YOU NOTICED,, WE'VE
GOT THREE,,.

INDUSTRIAL SHEETMETAL
Calhoun
WORK. Call
Sheetmetal for gutters,
downspouts, !lashings, fascia,
or metal building repair. Quality work guaranteed. References
furnished upon request. Barry
Calhoun. 502-247-8755
AND THEY'RE
AIMED AT YOU!
WHO ARE YOU ?
WHAT'S YOUR
GAME 7 START
TALKING!

9-5; Sun.

Fall and winter clothes Women's sixes 9-14, Men's
sizes 38-44. Rome furnishes,
cleaning equipment and
decorative items.
1st house on left north of
Fisher Price Rd. on 641 N.

TM

Rooms for rent, girls. Call 7531812 or 759-4909.

34. Houses For Rent
f'or rent: House for middle aged
couple, under 50 do not apply.
Call 753-2987.
For rent. Cabin for rent, Pine
Bluff Shores. $100 per month
Call 753-5791.
For rent Small furnished house
near college campus. Call 7534645 after 3 pm.

F

41. Public Sale'
Auction sale, Saturday, October
11th, 10 AM, half mile north of
Almo Heights on Highway 641
All antiques and collector
items. Saturday. October 18th,
10 AM at the late Albert
Buchanan home, 8 miles east
of Murray on 94 861 Ford tractor with equipment, lots of
tools, some good antiques
Saturday, October 25th, at the
late Edgar Wilkerson home,
308 South 16th Big sale of antiques and collector items
Watch Thursday's paper for
detail listing, or call Otto
Chester's Auction Service, 4354128.
Carport sale, Saturday 8-5,
1311 South 16th. Children's
clothing, 24 months to 4 toddler, baby clothing, size 10-18,
also men's clothing, small,
medium, and large, other
miscellaneous items.
Five minutes from town,
MULTI-PARTY YARD SALE
Large variety of items, Friday,
October 10th, 8 til 5 Take 94
East to Junction 280, a right at
old Outland Schoolhouse Road,
fourth house on left Cancel if
rainey
Five party garage sale on 641.
next door to South Marshall
school. End tables, old picture
frames, miscellaneous items.
Thursday and Friday, October'
9th and 10th, starting 8 AM.
GiraTerrale- at 1702 Airclubon
Drive(South of Murray High) on
October 10th and 11th, from 9
AM to 5 PM, rain or shine.
Toys, women's, men's clothing
(sizes 10, 12, 42XL), odds and
ends.

ard
Sale
Books, trinkets, toys.
Some clothes sizes 11
to 14. 7 a.m. to 7. It.
1 Dexter.

Garage sale. Thursday and Friday, 1412 Dudley, open at 7
am Nice fall and winter
clothing, Men's (small,
medium, and large) Ladle's (all
sizes); boys and girls; lewelry;
toys; one pair of outdoor shoe
skates, ladies size 8; snare
drum: 825 pieces of Lego, and
household items.
Hugh garage sale. Friday and
Saturday. 94 East to first road
on left, about a mile on Van
Cleave Road. Blow dryer. electric organ, toys, bicycles, old
stove, nice boys coats and
suits, antiques and Avon bottles, lots more.
Moving sale. 1713 Plainview
Drive. Some antiques,
household items. everything
must go! Saturday, 8 til

HILLTOP
YARD SALE

33. Rooms for Rent
...

TI-IAT'S NICE
PERFUME
YoU HAVE ON,
misS auxLEY

31E3Eill IE
34. Houses For Rent
15. Articles For Sale
27. Mobile Home Sales

Yard sale, Friday and Seta-day.
Highway 121 North in Stella by
old Pottery place. Baby clothes,
trinkets, and many other items.

42. Home Loans

.

BUSINESS LOANS $5,000 and
up, leasing $10.000 and up.
Call Chuck at 436-2955.

FREE
20 MILE
DELIVERY
753-0984

.

Floored and ready. Up to 17 x 24. Also barn style, offices, cottages, mobile ker..' ad-ons, and patios, or UBUILD, pre-cut completely ready to assemble up to 24
z60. Buy the best for less.
CLOSED ROM Mt 5 P.M. Tli 598.5 P.M.

CUSTOM-BUILT PORTABLE BUILDINGS

ANNOUNCING

STEELE-ALLBRITTEN
Is Now The Factory Authorized

TAPPAN SERVICE CENTER
With A Complete Line Of Tappan Parts
Our Service Dept. Is Headed By
15 Yrs. Experience

EARL LOVETT With Over

As A Tappan Serviceman.

, 26.TV-Radio
Used 19" color t v • also 25"
color t n Clayton's - J & B
Music Dixieland Center, Nut.
ray
Wanted Responsible person to
take up small monthly
1 Ortymenti on ,color t,v. Wit'
ranted. Clayton's, 753-7575.

27. Mobile Home Sales
For sale 1972 Buckaneer
trailer, 12x65, good condition
1-354-8983

We Nave A Complete
Lime Of Targipaii
Applinators.

Use Our 24 Na-. Pbestios
Days
Nights
4

753-5311
3544956
753476.

WE SERVICE ALL TAPPAN PRODUCTS WHEDIr-11PHicutA'SED HEAL UK awn
•

STEELE-ALLBRITTEN
209 S rd
.)

753-5341

BEST COPY AVAILA

igs
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LITTLE WANT ADS!, BIG PWSFS FOR BIG RESULTS!

O.Public Sali
luction sale, Saturday, October
Ilth, 10 AM, half mile north of
Woo Heights on Highway 641
kV antiques and collector
tems. Saturday. October 18th,
10 AM at the late Albert
fuchanan home, 8 miles east
)1 Murray on 94 861 Ford bacor with equipment, lots of
bols, some good antiques
3aturday, October 25th, at the
ate Edgar Wilkerson home,
308 South 16th Big sale of anlques and collector items
Natch Thursday's paper for
letail listing, or call Otto
:hester's Auction Service, 4351128.

43.
- 141-664
- -

43. Real Estate

43. Real Esiate

UNEMPLOYMENT

49. Used Cars

53. Services Offered

5-3-.-UFfices Offered

53. Services Offered

Does Price Count° You bet it -.eiieGoiocitie
1979 Buick Electra Limited Fireplace inserts custom built Painting, paperhanging, comBeautiful spacious
does! 2 bedroom brick on
loaded
with extras, local car, Fireplace and chimney brick mercial or residential Farm
home at the waters
beautiful acre lot surrounded
NIP 'N TUCK
20.000
actual miles Can be repair Call after 6 pm 436- buildings, etc 20 years exedge of Kentucky
by mature trees Bright, sunny
2155
perience. Free estimates 759Decorating
seen
at
Black's
UPHOLSTERY
Lake. It is not only
kitchen, dining room, large liv1987.
Center, or call 753-0839 or
ALUMINUM
well built, secluded,
ing room with wood burning
Rt. 2,
753-5287
Piper hanging and interior
and restful but, is
fireplace And
best of
SERVICE
CO.
Hazel, Ky.
painting Call after 4 pm, 753
1968 Chevy Impala, reliable, in
maintenance free and S
all Priced in the $20's For
Aluminum and Vinyl
Free estimates! Pickup
7337 or 437-4611.
good condition, $650. Call 759comfort and value compare
can be divided into two
Siding,
and delivery! Discount
Custom
Trim
4652 on weekends, after 530
with anything you may have h separate
living
Stop'
For
all
your
repair needs
Work,
fabrics! Owners, Jerry
References
on weekdays
seen Offered bu Century 21 R quarters. Enjoy the il
roofing, carpentry, plumbing
753 0689 Day or
and Sherry Jones,
Loretta Jobs Realtors - 753- 1 convenience of your q
and electrical work, look no
1976 Cutlass Supreme, in exNight.
Phone 492-8307 or
1492
more!
Call
cellent
condition,
dock,
753-9226
private
Phone 753boat
or 753own
753-6152.
0394 after 4 pm
$59,500. Call today for
For all your plumbing in- 9623 We'll do your lob large or
small All work done to your
an appointment to see
1978 Camaro, white exterior stallation and repair, all work
satisfaction
-31efl
this gorgeous home.
WEST KENTUCKY ASPHALT
black interior, 305 V8, power guaranteed. call 753-8950.
COATING & SEALING. Have
2 Bedroom home with
air, radio, Rally wheels $4175 FloYd's General Contracting
1
your home driveway or parking
Order wood
central heat and air \ "Some economists think the recessio n m igntCaii 753-1480
You need it done, we can do it
lot sealed professionally before
Early Before
w/walk out basement, be over.. Will
they let us know then they're1972 Chevrolet, 2-door, vinyl For free estimate phone 474winter 753-8163
located near KY Lake
Bad Weather!
1Purdom 8 Thurman
roof, ps and brakes, good con- 8008
•
}, On paved street, large
Call 753-5648
Will hall driveway white rock
dition, $1000 606 Broad Ex- Fence sales at Sears now, Call
Insurance
FOR THAT
1 wooded lot, outside x
and Ag lime, also have any type
after 4 p.m.
tended
Real Estate
Sears, 753-2310 „ for free
COUNTRY
43. Real Estate
N 43. Real Estate
storage. $15.900.
of brown or white pea gravel
SouthsIdo Court Square
o
FEELING
1975 Dodge Dart, in good con- estimate for your needs
)
looses 0•••• 411.2430
Also do backhoe work Call
EALTY, INC.
11114 II Issmosa• 7514474
Murray, Kentucky
See this four bedroom,
dition.
Call
753-9964
any
Tractor
time
work,
bushhogging,
For
exterior
interior
and
14.0,
Roger Hudson. 753-4545 or
.(1
-7
.
7
.
11111111111
.
,Ise 44,04 ssr... S/00 .0
P.•... o... 753.5172
of day.
2 bath roomy brick ) Louise 13•104 751-2402
753-4451
••040.1434 swot sellers
decorating, home repair and plowing, discing, blade work. 753-6763
FARMS • HOMES
gardens.
home on private acre,
Free
remodeling,
estimates.
call
Call
753-0068
Datsun 260Z. low miles, air
S
it3 S
7s1.1314
%) sW
56. Free Column
BUSINESSES
753-7400 or 753-2632.
7 miles from Murray.
dam, spokes, louvers, new General construction and Home
LAKE AND RECREATIONAL
A real country
Michelins, clutch, paint. Improvement, all
Murray-Calloway
work TENTS AND AWNINGS. custom Free to good home. 12- week
PROPERTY
charmer priced at onmade and repaired. Reasonable old, solid black, male kitten
753-6429.
$4300.
guaranteed.
efficient
Prompt.
kl
Realty
County
Do you own your own lot or lot
needed! Offices
Listings
ly $29,900.
rates. Free estimates. Call 753- Call 753-0942 after 5 pm.
service
Call
753-0948.
(502)753-8146
4-door
\()
810,
1977
Datsun
and mobile home? If you do
Coast to Coast. Buyers from
9736.
57. Wanted
HOME FOR
3045 12th St
Everywhere. "free" Catalog
sedan, nice. Call 753-8124,
Have your driveways white rockand your family income is
COMMERCIAL
kl
42071
Murray,
RENT
K
y
SALE
OR
Wet basement? We make wet Two young women want to
within the following adjusted
graded
before
ed
and
bad
REALTY
STROUT
Plymouth.
Call
1966
Extra
nice
PROPERTY
Economic family liv-*
income limits, you may qualify
weather Free estimates. Clif- basements dry, work complete- share nice house with another
3.1 11.34.00114,140
753-4151.
4000 Square foot in1911Cold•••.1141 753-0186
ly guarenteed. Call or write woman Near M S U and
ing in this wooden confor a 4% interest loan on a 3 or
ford Garrison, 753-5429
Money.
It
sulated metal building
For sale 1978 Gremlin, good
Morgan constroction__GO_ downtown. Private bath and
Priced slashed! Make an offer • temporary home and
4 bedroom home. Income
in
'by
Insulation
Sears
blown
on 142 acres located on
'condition, one owner Call 435Route 2.'Box 409A. Paducah, entrance Available October
on this under priEecl 'Viz acres located in -a
limits are: Two in family heating
save
on
these
high
and KY 42001, or call
busy highway 4 miles
New listing. 3 bedroom, 2 full 4468.
home...The family is anxious to
day or night. 1st Call Rebekah after 5 pm
lovely setting at the
$13.500; Three in family cooling bills. Call Sears. 753from Murray. Priced
baths, brick veneer home,
move with husband to his new
1-442-7026,
753657
edge of Murray. Many
$15,150. Four in family Maverick.
4-door,
Ford
1976
for
free
-2310
estimate
1621 Keenland Drive Home air-conditioned, power steerbelow replacement
lob location. This home is lust
.unusual
$17.900. With today's inflation
unique .
pool,
size
Olympic
features
cost,
$70's.
Phone
K
&
K
KopStump
Removal
Do
you
city
outside
of
limits
just 2
and interest rates up, why not
features including
ing, radio. Call after) pm, 753central heat and air, fireplace,
need stumps removed from
perud Realty, 753-1222.
miles, making for town convevisit our office today and let us
solid Birch kitchen
For more 7245.
system
alarm
burglar
your yard or land cleared of
niences
We're
working
hard
but
no
to
city
taxes.
The
talk
terms
now...753cabinets, 40x12 RedFor sale: 1976 Ford van. 306 stumps? We can remove
information call Purdom
house has a traffic pattern that
provide the best possi1492...CENTURY 21 Loretta
wood deck, 40x12 conThurman Real Estate, 753- cylinder, good condition, stumps up to 24- below the
is very liveable Insulated up to
ble Real Estate Serlobs, Realtors at 1200
crete patio, fireplace
4451, Suzy Wells 753-1585, $2500. 436-2140.
ground, leaving only sawdust
TVA
for.
specifications
Sycamore,
vice.
in living room and
Geneva Jones 753-6557
economicutility bills. Priced in
1977 Mustang Cobra II 302 4- and chips Call for free
family room, pella
speed with double pOwer and estimate. Bob Kemp 435-4343
the $30's. Call 753-1492 CENAn exceptional nice 20
thermopane windows,
air. AM-FM 8-track, new set of or Bob Kemp, Jr. 435-4319.
TURY.21 Loretta Jobs, Realtors
tenfarm,
all
acre
'and Much, much
white letter tires, factory
and let us show you this home
to
gently
dable,
level
This home on 1 acre wooded lot just 8 miles west of
more. Price reduced!
wheels, 43,000 actual miles.•We are located in
oday.
completely
rolling,
Murray. Lots of room; lots of extras Must see to apUpper $70'i'. Phone
downtown
$3250. Call 1-354-6217
•the
•PRESCRIPTIONS .FRESH FRUIT DRINKS
pond
stocked
fenced,
shopping center.
Kopperud Realty, 753preciate. Call 435-4276
a
REDUCED! RED1ftED!!
•HOSPITAL SUPPLIES FOR RENT AND SALE
•
green.
Carlo,
dark
1973
Monte
with Hybrid catfish.
▪ Open 9-5 Mon.-Fri.
1222 for full-time real
* $36,500. Now only S29.500
•LEADING BRANDS OF COSMETICS
Landau roof in good shape. Can
Coldwater area. Call
Here's on older home near
and 9-noon Sat.
estate service.
•HOLLISTER OSTOMY PRODUCTS
Speedway.
be
Highway
seen
at
bedrooms,
a
Kirksey with 4
for details.
NOT FAR
641. Call 759-1160.
Free Oelive on Prescri lions in City Limits
foil basement, large kitchen
• CARTER
FROM TOWN
and a fireplace in the Tiring
STUDIO
Mercury
Montego.
1973
Good
bedroom
Attractive
3
209 Walnut Street
room. Outside storage in
• 4 Main
753-8296 I
runhing
needs
condition.
Body
home
on
remodeled
/
4 concrete
eludes a 7 s 93
The Wooly Worms are telling us that a long, cold winlittle work. Air-conditioned. KARATE CLASSES. Open daily 2t2 acres. Property is
RIM 1ST sit
block building with cement
AM-FM stereo. Call 759-4603 Murray Karate Center. For apfenced with stocked
ter will soon be here, so - we have just the place for
,
01.1001111 7014 74.4G12012.
floor and wired for elec. Also,
pond and barn for
after 5 pm
a 12.26 frame building with
you. This exceptional brick ranch type home has had
pointment call 753-6317..
located
and
horses,
elec., water and a wood buradditional insulation to make it snug and warm. The
owner, LEATHER REPAIR and custom'
Camaro.
one
1976
Red
44.
Lots
For
Sale
Thank You
from
miles
than
3
less
ofP
acre-s
c
ning stove. The
economical gas heat and a great fireplace will cut the
town. The price is
fers apple trees, peaCh trees,
11;t: Acres of land. Timbered. excellent condition. Call 753- leather work. Reasonable. Call
heating costs. There are three large bedrooms, two
right too - in the $30's.
a strawberry patch and lots of
753-9736.
10 miles south of Paris Ten- 9853 after 4 pm
Phone 753-1222, Kopbaths, large kitchen, the den with the fireplace, living
good garden space. Just good
nessee. $5,000. Call 436-5565. 1978 1-Bird, silver with all ex- Licinsed Electrician and gas infor
Realty
perud
country living from the good
room, dining room and foyer. Deluxe carpeting has
tras. $4000. Call 753-8451.
stallation, heating installation
friendly, courteous
45. Farms For Sale
service people.
been recently installed. This fine home is on a choice
repairs Call 753-7203
Estate Service.
Real
74 Acre farm between Pro- 1975 Volkswagen Rabbit, 4- and
JOHN SMITH
lot in a very desirable location on Doran Rood. Early
door, air-conditioned, looks Mobile homes moved. Insured.
vidence
and
Concord
on
George
ion is available. Very reasonably priced. Call
state licensed. Unblocked and
Shoemaker Road. 3 bedroom good, drives good. 753-1898.
us for an appointment and let us show you this quality
Four office spaces on
house, full basement, pole 1946 Willis,, eep, mantle top, blocked. Also service work
home.
ore*
Benton, 1-527-8740
two acres of land in
barn, tobacco barn. lay Futrell 436-4377.
OF FHOMES/
farm. Call 527-1525. $85,000. 50. Used Trucks
John C. Neubauer, Realtor
good location ih counMorse Excavating 4 inch water
ty! This only. helps
wells end loader and dozer
46. Homes For Sale
1111 Sycamore
1974 Chevy pickup, $800. Very
describe the property!
work Ben Morse, Grand Rivers
753-7411
dependable.
trailer
12'
utility
COUNTRY LIVING: 24 acres
753-0101 or 753-7531
Mobile home hook-up
KY, 502-362-4064.
AROUND THE CEO.
C.
.I‹..
with completely remodeled 4 with dual axle and bumper hiton property. Central
Need work on your trees? Toppch,
$1000.
753-9400.
bedroom home. New wood
heat and air. Call Alex
keeps heating bills LOW! 1978 Chevrolet •C•10 4-wheel ing, pruning, shaping. comstove
today.
about this one
Spacious kitchen cabinets drive truck P.S., P.B., AM-FM plete removal and more. Call
Office, 753-1651 or compliment
established 8-track stereo. Has 36,000 BOYER'S TREE SERVICE for
Hat.
Ill
organic garden and orchard. 10 miles. Call 498-8970 or 498- professional tree care. 753"2- home,753-1575.
8536.
minutes from lakes - fenced 8428.
FOR SALE
7 yard - storm windows and full
ROOFING
basement. Fight inflation, own For sale: 1970 F-100 with
Attractive, comfortable 2 bedroom brick
home,
your own home and watch your camper top. $700. 753-9124.
C•neworelal
mood
located at end of quiet dead end street. Has
attached
investment grow. Priced mid 1950 GMC pickup, 327 rebuilt
Nositiontiel, SkInslo
garage
and
work
area, outside storage building. Living
Sort% litk et Sycamore
$20's. Couldn't be built at engine. 1967 Elcomino body.
end kellt-.p roofs,
room with fireplace. Located on large lot. May
Telephone 753-1451
The fireplace
be seen
twice the price today! Call 759- Call 436-2439 after 430.
lotoroneos, all work
P.O. Res 3111
by appointment only at 909 Pogue Aye., or call
up to 10% efficient
1159.
753gearentrimi. 759-1512
1974 GMC utility pickup. 283
0387. $34,500.
For sale by owner 3 bedroom motor, diamond plate bed,
Master's Choice
or 751-11151.
over 80% efficient
Income property Small apart- brick home with outside $675. 753-3570 or 753-1852.
ment building, fully rented, ex- workshop on 4 acres, close to 1962 Two ton, Chevy truck with
cellent income. For sale by town. Asking $55,000. Call grain bed, good condition. Also
No fireplace even comes
owner Low $20's. Call 753- 753-1746.
close to the woodburn1968 Chevy truck with gravel
8742.
House and 25 acres. 759-1100. bed. New engine. Roy Ezell,
ing efficiency of the
Master's Choice
New 4 bedroom Executive type Cadiz, KY,(502)522-6689.
house, priced realistically. Call 51. Campers
753-3903.
1969 Little Colonel camper,
SCRAP
Three bedroorebrtck house and 14'. $900. Call 753-8451.
house trailer. 5060 body shop, TENTS AND AWNINGS, custom
OR
2 acres land on 641, 444 miles made and repaired Reasonable
north of Murray, Call 753- rates. Free estimates. Call 753BOYD-MAJOR
COIN
5618
REAL ESTATE
9736.
The Master's Choice
J
753-8080
1
with
Two
bedroom
house
gives you three draft settings
52. Boats and Motors
PAYING TOP PRICES
aluminum siding. Living room.
s . Professtonal Services
U.S.
Reduced for quick sale, 28'
bath,
kitchen,
upstairs,
Tou.11WAR NICKLES 1942.
SILVER
screened-in back porch. 2 out Chriscraft Cruiser, many extras,
SILVER
FLATWARE
43,
44,
45
NICE HOUSE,
buildings and pole barn, with cabin like new, full galley,
& SERVING PIECES
COINS
DIMES
Ileeps 4. Radio, depth-finder,
NICE AREA &
2kv acres. Phone 492-8336.
BRACELETS CHAINS
THRU
QUARTERS
hardtop, full canvas. Can be
S
NICE PRICE
MEDALS CHARMS PINS
Two bedroom duplex, has 900 seen at Sportsman Marina.
HALVES THRU 1964 1964
An attractive wellOR ANYTHING MARKED
sq ft
per unit, carpeted Kentucky Lake, Highway 68 at
HALVES 65 THRU 69
kept 3 bedroom brick
throughout, new appliances, Jonathon Creek. First $4,750
SILVER DOLLARS US TRADE
"STERLING". 925 or 999
and stone home on a
DOLLARS
concrete drive and patios, 6 takes it! Call (812)882-8303.
large lot with many
months old. Gall 753-9400
A
trees.
Services
Located
53.
Offered
near
WHITE OK YELLOW.i ..0
Total Primary Air - all High Real - combus
Mcncanum Efficiency •
47.
Motorcycles
shopping
center
but in
combustion air is direct
lion air is directed to
Babysitting after 530 pm
combustion air
fired
MARKED 10KT, 14KT,
a quiet and stable subed into the pnmary
1979 DT-175, also 1976 MT- Monday through Friday, and,
the pnmary and secon
ed to thP secon,tiry
18KT
or
22KT
combustion chamber
h
dary chambers pro _
division.
125 Elsinore motor on both Sundays. $1.25 per hour per
chamber Wood con
Newly
CLASS RINGS, CHAINS
The secondary combus- clueing flame in both
sumption is at Minimum
painted inside and outbikes. Completely rebuilt and child. Has experience and own
tion chamber may
POCKET WATCHES, TIE
chambers which. results
in the pnmary cham
broke in. Call 753-6567 after 6 transportation. Call Laurie after
side.
Reduced
to
ignite in this setting
TACKS. WRIST WATCHES,
in the maximum
ber while gases burr,
552,900.
Dm.
5 pm at 753-3085.
BRACELETS EARRINGS,
amount of heat
at maximum in the
SPIC
AND
1976
500
Honda.
$800
1971
WEDDING BANDS, CHARM BRACELETS, PINS
secondary chamber
Concrete and block work Block
SPAN
ALSO DENTAL GOLD (UNMARKED) AND GOLD COINS
t 500 Triumph, some custom garages, basements, driveways.
The Master's Choice retains all the fireplace's cozy charm with viewing panelsparts, $350. Phone 759-1985 walks, patios. steps, free
$ Easy to care for Alum
that let you watch the fire in both chambers As an insert it makes your
sided 3 bdrm. home.
after 4 pm
estimates. Charles Barnett
BUYING
fireplace more efficient As a parlor stove it makes the fireplace obsolete
s From livingroom a
DIAMONDS
1977 Honda Express, good con- 753-5476.
10 POINTS
144 us today for details on dm Masters Chcac• Hui Itroploce aftermath,*
good view of the lake.
500
Need
lOK
dition, 100 mpg. $150. Call CARPET
CLEANING.
& OVER
inessFireplace in I.R,
Guaranteed, References. Free
753-7231 after 4 pm.
modern kitchen. Elec.
SCRAP GOLD AND SILVER WILL BE-BOUGHT REGARDLESS OF
Leather repair Also chaps, estimates. 753-9736
CONDITION. COIN PRICkg ARE ASSUMING "GOOD" CONDITION
heat. Basement rec.
For your home-care, personal
suits,
saddle-bags.
motorcycles
Meehng the Challenge
PRICES DUE TO CHANGE WITH THE DAILY MARKET PRICE.
4 room has new wood custorb leather seats. Call 753- care, housewares, and multi
N stove Which heats enintorno end mineral supple
ALL MERCHANDISE WILL BE PAID FOR IN CASH
9736.
.
•
tire NAM: Attached .
ment needs, call your local AmOlympic
Ml', 100 -Yamaha. good condi- ' way
k garage. Located in
9:00distributor at 753-0806
Plaza.
tion Call 435-4238-after 5 pm. after 4 pm.
8 I akeway Shores. Only
9:00
.
.
,
Murray
Hwy. 121 By-Pass
$32,500
Semi-Chop
Nice
Honda
450
S
•ggitaaire repair, refrigeraS75.-000.47.0.^,
- 3e-G-00•300,-00,
7
SECURITY PROVIDED ON PREMISE
with extra set of pipes and tion, and small electrical restr
\-*ESIOF
753-6774
Phone
492end
original
front
53-8080
lobs,
call
Bill
Rollins,
753, Al179
0762
CHOOSE ELEGANCE Feel like
walking through a movie star's
home with 11 crystal tiffany
chandeliers? Don't lust walk!
You can live in this 3 bedroom,
2 bath home priced in the
$60's Architect designed large
living, dining, and family room
This one needs to be seen to be
completely appreciated In addition to the 2 acre lot, a
24x40 building with basement,
previously an antique shop For
your private viewing call Spann
Realty Associates, 753-7724.

Carport sale, Saturday 8-5,
1311 South 16th. Children's
clothing, 24 months to 4 toddler, baby clothing, size 10-18,
also men's clothing, small,
medium, and large, other
miscellaneous items.

k

k

,ive minutes from town,
MULTI-PARTY YARD SALE.
.arge variety of items, Friday,
)ctober 10th, 8 01 5. Take 94
East to Junction 280, a right at
)Id Outland Schoolhouse Road,
fourth house on left Cancel if
ainey.

KOPFTRUD
753-1222

Five party garage sale on 641.
next door to South Marshall
school. End tables, old picture
frames, miscellaneous items.
Thursday and Friday, October'
9th and 10th, starting 8 AM.
Garage salUarT702-Audubon
Drive (South of Murray High) on
October 10th and 11th, from 9
AM to 5 PM, rain or shine
Toys, women's, men's clothing
(sizes 10, 12, 42X1). odds and
ends.

•

I

}'

*lard
Sale
i;ooks, trinkets, toys.
Some clothes sixes 2T
to 14. 7 a.m. to 7. at,
1 Dexter.

Hornbuckle Barber Shop

Garage sale, Thursday and Friday, 1412 Dudley, open at 7
am Nice fall and winter
clothing, Men's (small,
medium, and large) Ladies (all
sizes); boys and girls; jewelry;
toys; one pair of outdoor shoe
skates, ladies size 8, snare
drum; 825 pieces of Lego, and
household items.

Closed For Relocation
Open On About Oct. 15

Hugh garage sale, Friday and
Saturday, 94 East to first road
on left, about a mile on Van
Cleave Road Blow dryer. electric organ, toys, bicycles, old
stove, nice boys coats and
suits, antiques and Avon bottles. lots more.

•

Moving sale, 1713 Plainview
Drive.
Some
antiques,
household items, everything
must go! Saturday, 8 til 7.

The Fireplace Alternative

Yard sale, Friday and Satdday,
Highway 121 North in Stella by
old Pottery place. Baby clothes,
trinkets, and many other items.

cale4

Wastees Ohoi©

42. Home Loans
BUSINESS LOANS. $5,000 and
up; leasing $10,000 and up.
Call Chuck at 436-2955

FREE
20 MILE
DELIVERY
753-0984

BUYING GOLD AND SILVER jJ

24. Also barn style, of ad-ons, and patios, or I.1idy to assemble up to 24
21/4 7 0

ABLE BUILDINGS

SILVER

3

IITTEN

horized

k

CENTER

5

Parts

By

(perience

Mr. norms

•

GOLD

753-S311
351-1154
1534166

IS WITLINCITif!
•

FTEN
753-5341

efiance

1

COPY AVAILABLE

Ozark Log Homes

k
k

That's it Gold &
Silver Pawn Shop Inc.

_
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. Coping With Economy Like
Riding A Roller Coaster

A

!

By LtJUISE COOK
Associated Press Writer

earn more than $30,000 a year
"We don't buy things that
Coping with the ups and downs maybe we wtaild have bought on
of the ectinomy for the past 12 unputse," she said. "Money just
stretch
as
months has been a kit like riding doesn't
d roller (vaster. You feel awful- far...Anywhere you can, you cut
ly dizzy when you get off, but you
Emily Card is an expert on
end up pretty much where you
money — particularly credit.
started.
"Nothing much has changed," She helped draft the Equal
said Fabian Linden, an Credit Opportunity Act passed
economist with the Conference by Congress in 1974, directed the
Board, a research group spon- Women's Credit Rights Project
sored by business. "I think the of the University of Southern
consumer's in a somewhat bet- California and is now on a
ter condition...but there's no fellowship at the John F. Kennedy School of Government at
'gee-whiz'change."
A year ago today, the Federal Harvard
The last 12 months, she said,
Reserve Board announced a major anti-inflation campaign. The have left consumers sadder, but
first move was an increase in the wiser. ''A year ago, we were all
discount rate — the amount the a little more innocent," Ms. Card
board charges its member said. Today, consumers are
banks who want to borrow wary, she said, adding, "Once
again we are going to see a
money.
period of unpredictable credit
The roller coaster ride began.
Interest rates of all kinds went rates for the consumer."
Look at a few numbers.
up. The prime rate — the
1979,
September
In
amount banks charge their very
best customers — hit a record 20 outstanding consumer inpercent in April. It got harder stallment debt — not counting
and harder to find someone will- mortgages — increased by a
ing to lend money for a mor- record $4.45 Ulan. Outstanding
tgage. In March, the Federal debt kept growing, although at a
Reserve imposed controls on. slower pace, through March
consumer borrowing and credit 1980.
Then came controls. During
curd use. Credit dried up. The
cost of buying now and paying April, outstanding installment
debt decreased by almost 12
later increased.
The economy slowed. It slow- billion — the first drop in almost
ed so much there was a reces- five years. The downward trend
sion. During.the second quarter continued through July, the
of this year, the gross national latest month for which figures
product fell at an annual rate of are available.
By July, however, consumers
9.6 percent. Prices stopped rising so quickly. By July, interest were loosening the pursestrings
rates had dropped. The prime a bit. On an overall bass, debt
rate was below 11 percent The repayments exceeded credit exConsumer Price Index was un- tensions. Bit new borrowing
changed for the first time in rose for the first time since
years. At the same time, Feburary.
Americans are regaining
however, unemployment was
rising. The housing and auto in- some of their optimism.. The
dustries — whith depend heavily Consumer Confidence Index put
together by the Conference
on borrowing — were in trouble.
The controls on consumer bor- Board declined steadily from
rowing were lifted. Interest October 1979 to May 1980, then
rates started rising again. So did started rising again. The index.,
installment debt. And the Con- — measured against a base of
sumer Price Index. Last month, 100 during 1969-70-- stood at 65.8
the Fed increased the discount in August, and Linden said
rate — which had dropped to 10 preliminary figures showed a
percent — by a full percentage "whopping improvement in
point, a move President Carter September." That would bring
. called ill-advised. By the end of the index near last September's
Last week, the prime ratk was at 78.2 level.
Personal savings dipped to a
14 percent, almost where it was
record low late last year,
a year ago.
What does it all mean? Has representing only about 3 percent of disposable income. The
anything changed?
A Kansas woman, who didn't savings rate increased to over 5
want her name used, wasn't percent earlier this year, as consure. Rising prices are still a sumers became worried about
problem, she said, even though the future and found it harder to
she and her husband together borrow. Now, however, credit is

Louisville Policeman
Spends $63.25 To Be
Saint, Preacher, Doctor

•

again widely available —
although it still costs more. And
the savings rate has dipped bac*
to just above 4 percent.
Inflation has slowed. The Consumer Price Index rose seventenths of a percent in August;
from September through March
it rose 1 percent a with or
more. But new increases in interest rates will show up in the
index soon and will combine
with higher food prices to push
inflation into the double-digit
category again.
Some things have changed.
The Labor Depiutment said
workers' buying power — after
taxes — went up three-tenths of
a percent in August. But it was
still 6.5 percent below what it
was a year earlier.

LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
Jefferson County police IA.
Marc Rucker spent $63.25 to
become: the Rev. Marc
Rucker; Dr. Marc Rucker; St.
Marc Rucker.
The money went to people
he's never seen,to a church he
doesn't believe is legitimate.
Rucker said he did it to prove
to the courts and public how
ridiculous it all is.
Other police officers joke
about his sainthood but they
don't joke about the possible
consequences of mail-order
FIRE PREVENTION WEEK — Murray Mayor Melvin B. Henley (seated) has proclaimed
religions.
They said the possibilities
the week of Oct. 5-11 as Fire Prevention Week in Murray. Purpose of the week is for
are there for using religious
citizens to become more aware of fire safety. The week, during the anniversary of the
status as a device to avoid
Great Chicago Fire, also is National Fire Prevention Week. With Henley are Fire Inpaying taxes or as a front for
spector Phil Owens(left) and Fire Chief Jackie Cooper.
gambling. Mail-order
preachers also can perform
marriage ceremonies.
Rucker's credentials came
from the Universal Life
president and there were Church Inc. in Modesto, Calif.
told her she would have to stay reaction was that she knew
The 11-million-member, mailwhat she was talking about rumors — 'Is she really that order outfit, according to its
on the job and fight it out.
good or is something being
"I have a lot of respect for and was very talented."
materials, "believes only in
Most executives said they given on the side?"' said a
the directors of that corporathat which is right."
tion for not taking her re- thought the Bendix caper female executive at a New
The Rev. Raymond D.
York bank, who did not want
quest," said Muriel Siebert, would have little effect on how
Hughes, operator of a poker
her
name
used.
within
promoted
women
are
superintendent of the New
"It's been my experienee, palace here, also got his
York State Banking Depart- corporations.
as
well as other- female ex- credentials from Universal
But Edwin Locke, president
ment and the first _w9Inan adectiVvesivheift welrup the -Life._An ex.comand reformed
mitted to the New York Stock of the Economic Club, an
alcoholic, Hughes said he's not
Exchange,. in 1967. "It said organization of top manage- corporate ladder, that we a bit like the Sunday morning
that we're, not going to let the ment executives with few couldn't have done it on talent/ fire-and-brimstone preachers.
it must have been
' rumors determine what will female members,thinks it will
"I'm not one of these damn
have a definite influence on something else," echoed Alice
happen to good employees."
Magdol, a former advertising fools promising salvation,"
"How many of us know the future promotional practices.
said Hughes, who runs the
"It's not good for the cause executive who is now presisons of someone with a very
poker palace in accordance
familiar sounding name who of promoting talented dent of The Marketing Woman with a 1980 state law that
Inc.,
an
exetutive
search
bound
he
said.
women,"
enters .a company as the
legalized church-run gamblbright promising star and sud- to make men a little more firm.
ing type games in which proBut
some
executives
condenly has a meteoric rise?" cautious about putting women
ceeds go to charity.
cede thet.e often is truth to the
asked a senior vice president in key spots."
The Universal Life Church
The corporate ascent for rumors.
at a Wall Street firm who askInc. has a federal tax-exempt
"Discretion in all forms is
women is far more difficult
ed that his name not be used.
status. The state honors the
"Usually, these men aren't than it is for men, most ex- how the corporate world federal exemption, so Hughes
even qualified," he said. "But ecutives acknowledge. But operates," said a senior doesn't have to pay sales tax
we somehow swallow this and many say the Climb is becom- management consultant, who on supplies he can prove are
asked that her name not be usdon't say anything. Just ing easier.
for religious purposes.
According to the latest ed. "People do get sloppy with
because Mary Cunningham is
Hughes rents the poker hall
how
they
conduct
their
perfederal
Equal
the
figures
from
a woman, we say She only got
and said he probably could get
sonal
lives
and
women
get
Opportilnity
Employment
the job because she's sleeping
his farm off the county properCommission, 601,514 female punished more than men
around. That's nonsense."
ty tax rolls if he tried because
Ms. Cunningham, a Har- managers and officials work- because of the old standards. it's in the church's name. But
vard Business School ed in firms that employed They simply aren't supposed he hasn't tried and said he
graduate who worked in the more than 100 people in 1978. to have affairs."
won't.
Ms. Magdol said women
loan department at Chase The total number of such exHughes said he wants to use
have to work twice as hard as
Manhattan Bank before join- ecutives was 3.5 million.
profits from the poker palace
In 1972, there were only men to avoid situations that to build rehabilitative halfing Bendix last year, is said to
be a bright, talented executive 331,052 women out of 2.7 can be misinterpreted.
way houses for drunks and
"The far-reaching question
with good credentials.
pre-release centers for
is
how
do
women
get
to
parare
executives
Few
female
Bill Welsh, a Boston consulprisoners.
willing to discuss publicly ticipate in the full set of actant who was at Harvard with
When he announced his intivities
that
are
a
part
of
either the Bendix story or the
Ms. Cunningham,said she had
tentions several months ago,
knowing
one's
job
without
bemore far-reaching problem
an excellent reputation on
Hughes said he'd give the prothat accompanies many cor- ing accused?" she said. "I ceeds to the Salvation Army
campus.
porate ascents by women — would not advise women ex- but Dale Tucker of the Salva"She was a second-year stuecutives not to attend evening
The Rumor.
Army's alcoholism prodent and gave the marketing
functions and other social tion
"I rapidly moved up from things. You just hang in gram said "we don't antraining course," he said. "It
ticipate any money." Because
was very good. Everyone's second vice president to vice there."

'Bendix Blunder'Has World Abuzz
NEW YORK (AP) — The
corporate world is abuzz with
the aftermath of "The Bendix
Blunder," an incident that has
focused attention on promotional practices in the executive suite.
At issue to many is the way
-some executives view women
when they rise rapidly
through corporate ranks. It is
quite a different standard than
that applied to men. It is The
Rumor.
Last week Bendix Corp.
chairman William Agee felt he
had to dispel the rumor swirling around his office, that
Mary Cunningham was promoted from vice president for
public affairslo the infinitely
more important post of vice
president for strategic planning because she was romantically involved with him.
Agee, 42 and recently
divorced, took the extraordinary step of publicly announcing he had promoted Ms,
Cunningham because she was
qualified and not because she
was his friend.
Ms. Cunningham, 29 and
recently separated, then
issued her own statement, requesting a leave of absence
until the rumor mill ran out of
grist.
Her request generated ,iir
slew of criticism from other
executive types who thought
she was running away from
the issue.
The board of Bendix, the na.
tion's largest independent
auto supplier and 88th largest
industrial company, denied
Ms. Cunningham's request. It

the money would have been
obtained from gambling,
Tucker said it would be a conflict of interest to accept it.
After learning of the Salvation Army's stand, Hughes
said he would build and
operate the shelters himself.
Hughes collects an "offering" of $1.50 an hour from
each poker player and
estimates that he makes $300
profit a night.
Police said that, based on
Hughes' establishment, they
may challenge the 1980 law.
Hughes said that his
motives are genuine, and that
he holds Sunday church services.
"I'll fight those suckers (the
police), and I'm going to beat
them," he said. "I'm just as
legitimate as Billy Graham."
Police are getting on
Hughes. He's due in court Oct.
10 to answer a charge of failing to have a required $10
roadhouse permit for his
business.
Hughes said he would
challenge the charge on the
basis that other churches
don't have permits.
And, despite the scrutiny
he's under,• Hughes predicted
his- business would still be
open this time next year.

Department Of
Transportation Wants
UK To Take Duties
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
The state Department of
Transportation apparently
wants the University of Kentucky to take over its research
duties by the end of the month.
The Frankfort State Journal
reported Monday that the proposal includes full funding
through the end of the fiscal
year for projects currently
underway. Funding for some
projects would be cut in the
next fiscal year.
.
The division of research,
which has 52 merit-covered
employees, is currently based
in Lexington.
Employees who accepted
transfer to the university
would have to give up their
merit system rights.
Roger Eichhorn, dean of the
college of engineering at UK,
said it would be inappropriate
for him to comment on the
proposal.
State officials were
unavailable for comment.

WHOLE MILK TAST.
REALLY!
NEW FLAV•0•RICH LIGHT.

Introducing a lowfat milk that tastes as good as rich, whole milk.
New Flav-O-Rich Light. It gives you 1/3 less calories. It's 99% fat
/ free. But you get delicious whole milk taste.
\In a recent survey,* hundreds of Southern
families tried new Light.9 out of 10
agreed that it tasted great!
So if you'd like to cut down on
calories, but don't want to miss
any flavor,taste new Flav-O-Rich
FLAVORICH.
Light. You'll agree too.
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